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German lines.
There hag been some reason tor believing that when the Germans re:
sume their offensive on the western
front they will attempt to break
through botwcn the Marne and
Alsne in a dash straight for Paris. For
this reason! the operations which the
French have carried out assume importance. South of Corey the German
lino extends slightly to the, westward,
but l curves sharply eastward Just
bnf me It. reaches the Cllgnon river.

Mln-eol-

a,

flying men over New York City. Some
went lower than 800 feet, it was said,
notwithstanding the risk of deadly
had been
air pockets.' The aviators
'
Instructed to land; In the river if
forced to descend by engine or other
troubles.-Thecarried aloft more
than two wagota loads of roses, gladioli
carnations and other flowers.
For over a half hour after the last
rites, they continued to olrcle above
the grave like enormous American
eagles guarding the soldier dead. f

the Cllgnon southward to the Marne,

American forces have been
ing their positions in recent
now have a strong lno of
running northward from Hill)

Improv-

days mil
positions
204. west
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'
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London, July 11. Bolshevik forces
have taken the offensive against the
Caecho-Slovo- k
army in the Vologda
region and the government troops
have won a great succscs, says a Russian official statement received here
by wireless today from Moscow. Th?
s
in Siberia also are ree
ported to bo fleeing before a
of the Husslan Bolshevikl.
The communication, which was sent
out by the department of military operations of the pcoplo's commissariat
of war, reads:
front: After
"July 9, Czccho-Slova- k
preparations lor an offensive our
troops have reached a great succes.
Almost without loss we took Syr.ran
(seventy miles south of Simborsk)
and Bugulma (130 miles northwest of
s
and white
Ufa). The
guards fled in disorder In the direcWe are reaching
tion of Samara
Stavropol (In Ciseaucassla), Yaroslav
(160 miles northeast of Moscow) and
miles' northwest of
'KyMlisST'Vtuiy-tA'
Yaroslav).
Armed Train Shells Town.
"An armed train
has violently
shelled towns occupied by the white
guard, who are fleeing in a panic over
the River Volga. Detachments fled
to Rybinsk, where they tried to raise
a mutiny. Measures have been taken
against them.
s
"Eastern sector:
after occupying Tcheshardrinsk, now
Czecho-Slovak-
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A Paris dispatch July 3, said that
the general commanding the French
army In the Boise de Belleau region
had announced that the wood hereaf
ter would be known as the Bois de

Americans.
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MOST OF WF.STERX SIBKRIA
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With the American Force on the
Marne, July 11 .(by the Associated
Press.) A large German patrol which
attempted to raid the American
trenches on this front this morning
was broken up and routed In confusion. The Germans left several dead,
which aided the Americans in establishing the identification of new German units.
The weather yesterday and today
did not permit of much airplane observation.
Artillery activity continues below normal.
In recognition of the valiant services of the American troops when they
stopped the German rush on Paris in
the second battle of the Marne, capturing Bols de Bellcau, routing the
German machine gun nests and establishing themselves in commanding positions on the Marne sector, the
French authorities have officially
changed the name of Bols de Bellcau
to Boise de la Brigade de Marine and
have ordered all maps changed accordingly.

e

counter-offensiv-

of the council's troops.
"Our commander in chief of the
front, Birzln, reports
that Czecho-Slova- k
troops commanded by Russian officers have committed
many atrocities upon the personnel of
the west Siberian railway."
CZHCIIO-SIjOVAK-

Virtually all of
control of the
according to a Reu
ter dispatch from Peking, dated July
10. The dispatch slates that the Bolshevikl have been overthrown in the
whole region from Tobolsk, east of
the Urals to Semlpalatinsk, 750 miles
to the southeast, near the Chinese
n
frontier. The
railway
control from
Is under Czecho-Slova- k
Tcheliabinsk, in the Ural mountains
at the Junction of the branches of the
road which lead to south and north
Russia, to Krasnoyarsk, 100 miles to
London. July
western Siberia
Czecho-Slovak-

1

1.

Is In

s,

Trans-Siberia-

tHe east.
Tho report confirms the earlier dis
patches to the effect that the Bolshe
vikl at Irkutsk have been defeated by

the

Czecho-Slovak-

s.
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Washington, July 11. Names of five

additional officers of the American
army held prisoners in German camps
were made public-todaby the war
'
department. They are:
At Camp arlsruhe: Capt. Joseph
Frederick Williamson,
Sebastopol,
Calif.; Lieut Blanchard Battle, Co-
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Chicago, July
gy of Sabotage, or Unconscious Sabotage," was the title of a short I. W.
W, lecture delivered by James Rowan,
one of the defendants in the I. W. W.
conspiracy trial today. When called
as a witness. Rowan explained that
lumbus, Ga.
he bad frequently given the talk In
At Camp Karlsruhe: Capt. Joseph spreading I, W. W. propaganda.
Lieut Clarertce M. Toung, Alton, III.
"Bum wages bum work,"' was the
At Camp Rastratt: Lieut Burr W. principle of ."unconscious sabotage,"
:;
Leyzon. Boston, Mass.
according to Rowan.. He declared that
At Cair.p Meue: Lieut. Paul F. sabotage Is a natural result of tnia-- ,
Fort
Wayne, Jnfl.
Baer,
. , treatment
t
v
,

-

'
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London, July 11. The official report from Field Marshal Haigs headquarters In Franco tonight says:
"A few prisoners were captured by
us lust night northeast of Ypros without casualties to our troops.
lV MORNINtt JOURNAL tPtGIAL LKASKD WtRf)
"During tho day Australian troops
San Francisco, Calif., July H.
lines in the
Chillies Mi Schwab, director general entered tho German
of the Kmergency Floot corporation, neighborhood of Orris penetrating to
arose from a "trench mess" hero to- a considerable depth and brought
day to address the Ansociatod Adver- back more than seventy prisoners and
tising Clubs of the World at the con- a number Of machine guns. A few
clusion of their fourteenth annual prisoners also have bceji taken by our"
convention.
patrols on other parts of tho front."
The "trench mess' was a feature of
tho allied war exposition, which is
here in connection with tho adveitis
Ing convention. The final day of the
IRY MORNINA JOURNAL IPICIAL LIAltD WIRI
convention was In the nature of a war
Paris, July 11. War office andemonstration, It started with the nouncement
tonight says:
promulgation of. "war messago to
"A reconnaissance In' the neighborAmerican business," which pledged
the advertising forces of the nation to hood of HiiHslares enabled us to bring
back five prisoners and d.ne machlno
get squarely behind the war leaders
and use extreme endeavors to further gun.
the successful prosecution of the
"During the month of Juno our
aerial squadrons brought down 150
,
strife.
,
In the selection of ,of f icoi-s- William enemy airplanes, seiiously damaged
C. D'Arcy, ofi St. Louis, was returned 1SI and set on fire thirty-on- e
captive
against to thci post of president. .Th j balloons. Our bombing planes' dropticket prepared Vy tn nominating ped more than six hundred t ns of
-- commHlee wh euwrrtl throughout.'
projectiles.
C. A. Fisher, of Dallas, was eleut.-"Eastern theater July 10. Kouth of
a vice president. New Orleans was the Devoll river our troops, continuapproved by tho convention as the ing their successful advance, have ocnext convention city.
cupied Kosnltza Croat In all its extent
The Truth Trophy for tho most ef as well as all tho villages In the
a
foctive truth advertising during the
up to Dohreny, On tho left
valley
year was awarded to Baltimore.
the Italians captured tho helghta of
The extreme effort of every adver- Cafa Glumaka
taking 250 prisoners,
tising agency represented was pledged Including four officers. The Austrins
to tho prosecution of the wur by the
suffered severe loses, and in retiring
convention in a war message lo Aiucr burned tholr
depots and engaged 'n
lean business.
front
On the Macedonian
pillage.
The convention pledged Itself
the tho
great
displayed
enemy
artillery,
message to four specific purposes:
west of the Var.lar
"To serve tho government in bring- activity, especially
and north of Monastir. British nvla-tor- s
ing the war to a victorious conclusion:
successfully bombarded numer"To safeguard American bulnes.j as
it affects homo and forolgn markets: ous enemy depots jn the Stru mi ab
"To serve finance In mobilizing the ley."
resources of the nation behind
the
war and In meeting tho credit needt
of expanding business;
, "To bring, through truth in Hdver- IV MORNIMa JOURNAL IRCCIAL LIASKO WIRIl
tislng the full measure of devotion
Berlin, July 11 (via London).
In service to the consuming
p"blic Five American airplanes of a squadand the government during and rftet ron of six which sarted out to raid
tho war."
Ooblenz. fell into the frfnda of the
Germans, according to the announcement from general headquarters today. The crews were taken prisoner.
Tho text of the statement reads:
"Throughout Thursday there was
moderate fighting activity which reA
vived frequently In the evening.
ALLEGED
strong advujnce by the enemy northeast of Bethune was repulsed.
"There has been lively artillery activity between tho Alsne and the
Marne. Partial attacks launched by
the enemy from the forest of
pressed back our posts In
Savleres region.
the
JOURNAL
OFN,N.
.e..L LRARBP WIRI!
"Five American airplanes of a
London, July 11. General Mura-vlcf- f,
a raid on
commander of the Bolshoviki squadron of six, intending
Thurshands
our
Into
fell
Cobhfiz.
forces operating against the
were
taken
crews
prisoner."
The
day.
has committed suicide, according to an official Russian wireless dlspatcti, received here. The dis- FOOD SITUATION IN
'
patch which denounces General
AUSTRIA IS ACUTE
as a traitor, reads:
"He Issued a false and trccherous
order to his troops and tught to ( lT 4NIN4 JOURNAL IRICIAL LIAIIS WIRS1
Amsterdam, July 11. The alarmdirect an offensive aValnst the soviet
state of the food situation In
ing
of
He
Russia.
ordered
government
his men to advance against Moscow Vloiia Is described In a dispatch to
and, at the same time attacked the the Berlin Tageblatt from Us Vienna
town of Simbrlsk, In the Volka reg- correspondent, who says:
"The dally rations per head are fixion. The soviet troops, however, declined to obey his orders and re- ed at approximately three ounces of
mained faithful to the soviet.' au- bread and flour substitutes, one ounce
than a quarter of ounce
thority. Finding the troops would not of meat,twoless
and a half ounces of potafellow him in belroying the revo- of fat,
ounce of Jam
lution, traitor Muravleff shot him- toes, three quarters of
and a quarter of an ounce of war cofself
"On the Czecho-Slova- k
front all fee, making the total dally allowance
Is quiet and the situation is secure. seven and three quarters ounces."
The rations may be supplemented
Troops are preparing for a further
offensive against Czecho-Slovaand by recourse to secret channels and
by the payment bf exorbitant prices
White Guards.". ,
For exGeneral Muravleff, 'under the Im- the correspondent declares.
secured by paying
perial regime, was police inspector ample, flour can.be
of Petrograd with the rank of colo- the equivalent of from $4.50 to $5 a
nel. ' Upon the outbreak of the revo- pound; meat at from 5.75 to $7 and
lution he Joined the Bolshevikl and horse flesh at 3.50 a pound. Meals
commanded the. forces which defeat- at the middle class restaurants cost
ed General Korniloft when the lat- $3.60..
Today's fatality was the second
ter was within 15 miles of Petrothree days at Scott field.
within
He
service
continued
the
in
grad.
.
now
Is
Bolshevikl,
the
he
whom
of
'
Xcw Mexico Recruits.
accused of betraying.
Santa Fe, July 11, Harold Hamlll
Edison's Son Enlists.
of Santa Fe, ' medical department;
15th
Morristown, ,N.' J. ' July 11. Wil- Charles W. Edwards,
Gallup,
liam L. Edison; a son of Thomas A. iinolv train: Alejandro Gomes and
Edison the inventor, enlisted today C. Tafoya of Gallup, cavalry, are the
In a ' tank division of the United latest army recruits to be reported to
'
f
,
States army.
the board of historical service. '
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Paris, July 11. Tho court of cassation today rejected tho appeals of the
men convicted In the case of the
newspaper Bonnet Houge.
Seven men were convicted of various decrees of offense In tho trial o'
the defendants brought before a
for their part in aiding enemy propaganda through the publication of tho suppressed paper, Bonnet
Houge. Chief among those vero M.
Duval, director of tho newspaper. H
was sentenced to death by the
M. Marlon, tht
for
assistant manager, received sentence
of ten years' Imprisonment at hard labor; Jacques landau, a reporter, received olght years at hard labor; M.
Jouda, another reporter, received five
years at hard labor; M. Vcrcasson.
who acted as messenger for others of
tho defendants, received two years In
prison and a fine of 5,000 frances, but
had his sentence suspended; M. Gold- ky. ajvother rufwieiige, 'wtrsfientekced
to eight years at hard labor, and military degredatlon, while Jem Leymarle,
former director of the ministry of the
Interior, latr head of tho secret service, was sentenced to two years In
prison and fined 1,000 francs.
court-marti-

court-marti-

ADMRALTY
TO

DIVER

IP,

CUV

-

'

'
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administration as an urgent war neIf prohibition manager
cessity.

finally Insist on Immediate disposition of the prohibition legislation,
leaders believed a vote might be recorded early nest week and congress
then' Vitart on Its vaciXJon. " ''

Senate Talks

All

Iny,

The wire control resolution was debated In the senate virtually all day.
Opponents emphasized lack of Information regarding Its military necessity and Insisted that further hearings
are necessary before Intelligent action
can be taken.
the resolution on the
Pressing
ground that President Wilson regards
Its grant of authority as a military
necessity, Senator Smith and Senator
Underwood of Alabama said no present exigency Is known to require Its
use, but thr.t It Is to arm (he president
with power if need for It should arise.
Opposition came principally front
Senator Smith of Michirepublicans.
gan vehomcntly declared government
control of communication
systems
was a step toward socialism, with
dangers of press censorship, while
Senator Kellogg of Minnesota declared
congress Is asked to act without opportunity for Intelligent Information

Co11. The
Amsterdam,
July
logne Volka Zeltung, in a leading article deprecating pessimism over the or reasons for its enactment Senasubmarine campaign, says:
tors Borah of Idaho and Harding o
"It Is certainly true that estimate) Ohio also demanded Information reby tho imperial admiralty as to how garding Its necessity.
long England could hold out against
Amendments proposing to except
tho
campaign have proved too teloplione systems and telegraph wires
y
leased by press associations from the
optimistic, but that fact does not
the conclusion that the
resolution's
operations were Introwar will fall."
duced by Senator Watson of Indiana,
Jiib-tlf-

at

Washington, July 11. Dissatisfac
tion In Germany, over the work of the
submarines has not been lessened by
the recent optimistic statements of
Admiral von Capello, says an official
dispatch today from Switzerland. In
this connection the Cologne Volks Zel
tung Is quoted as follows:
"The Bubmarlno warfare Is cursed,
doubtless because it has contributed
to bringing into action redoubtable
American Intervention."

ENEMY BANKS TO

.

MC

MORNINR

Washington, July 11. Adoption tomorrow by the senate of the house
resolution empowering the president
to acquire telegraph, telephone, cable
and radio systems and a summer vacation for congress, with national war
time prohibition legislation postponed
until after the recess, was the
framed toduy by congressional
leaders.
Scnnto debate on the administration
wire control resolution was begun today after the $11,000,000 emergency
agricultural appropriation bill with
Its prohibition amendment had been
laid aside tcmpararily. With a voto
expected tomorrow or not later than
Saturday, approval of the resolution
without amendment almost universalLeaders of tho senate
ly Is conceded.
and house renewed negotiations to
postpone tho prohibition Issue and
carry out original plans for a recess
or adjournment until about August 1!.
Prohibition advocates assented to
temporary displacement of the agricultural measure because the wire
control resolution is regarded by the
pro-gra- m

IRV MORNINft

GERMAN

Mu-ravl-

(

Lincoln, Neb., July 11. Alt spring
grain In Nebraska was seriously damaged by extreme heat and lack of
moisture, says the July crop report
Issued today by the state board of
agriculture and United State bureau Of
estimates. Condition of spring
wheat was given at 58 per cent, forecasting' a production of 4,890,000
bushels as compared to 0,600,000
bushels for 1917. Condition of winter wheat was placed at 65 per cent,
and the production at 40,340,000
bushels, 20,573 bushels uider 'the
1912-1- 6
.
average.
Corn production was estimated this
year at 315,345,000 bushels compared
to 249,480,000 bushels last year. '
.

T

.

lT MORNINO

T

SLOVAKS

OW

are retreating

THE WEATHER
Denver, Colo.. July 11. For New
Mexico: Friday and Saturday generally fair south, portion, occasional
showers north portion; not much
change In temperature.
Arizona: Friday and Saturday partshowers
ly cloudy with occasional
east portion; warmer central and east
portions Friday.
7 LOCAL REPORT. : .
A summary ot local weather con.
dltfons for the twenty-fou- r'
noun
p. m yesterday follows:
ending: at
maximum temperature, 93
' minimum,' IT; range, 85; at degrees
p. m.
south winds, clear,.,,,, .
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services.'
The eighteen blrdmen from
in charge of Flight Commander
lieutenant Frank C. Davidson, desiring to honor the deceased, even as
Guynemer, the great French "Ace"
had been honored In France, flew at
the lowest altitudes, ever dared by

CZECH

(Unluted Wr.r IiCnd by the Associated

Press.)
French pressure along the Jine
from the Marne to. the Aisnc, which
began two weeks a so as a series of local attacks, has began to yield results
which are appreolublo when viewed
on the map. The town of Corey and
strong positions in that vicjnity have
been captured by the slow, lncthodi-ca- l
advance that has been the muicts
of much annoyance to the enemy, for
;
several days.
As a result of the assaults rn'ide tithe French from Ambleny, south of
the Alsne. to Iho hills south of Corey,
their line .has been advanced to hirh
ground which lends Itself to .Icfen-siv- e
operations ilnd gives the rench
observation points from w'alih they
cun see what is going on bchu.l 'he

.Ss

nr

ks

MORN-N-

Iw

The cxfiiiKion Htenmer Columbia, whieli Itinied turtle In the Illinois river, opposite Pekln, III,, early In the morning
f July 6, crushing ty DRY LEGISLATION TO GO
tleath and drowning nearly 100. The boat, after Jamming against the Peoria side of Hie river in U'fog. tearing a huge bole In the bow. gnidtially
OVER FOR THE PRESENT
toppled over as the excursionists rushed for Hie Hide. Any chance for escape was kIiiic oft to many when the boat crumpled and itnprl.HOiicd them
In the wreckage.
Iletwcen 500 and 000, mostly women and children, were on board. The ship was recently remodeled to give n larger dance
the deck anil left but two exits. Kesctic work wns difficult, due to the crumpled condigUicn and In doing so It ellitiluatert the
tio! of the bout, which made It nccctwary lo use dcrrlc ks to raise the ilccks, under wlilcli many women and children were crushed to death.
No Action Will Be Taken To-- j

AND ITALIANS

Silent Crowds Watch Rever- Bolshevik! Forces Claim to
Have Won Victories Over
ently as Procession Passes
in Batthe Czecho-SlovaThrough Streets and City's
Business Is Suspended,
in
tles
European Russia,
JOURNAL IPICIAL LItllD WIRIJ
tV
New York, July 11. Major John
rurroy Mitchcl, tsoldjcr, fetatesmaji
and former mayor of Vew York, was
laid to reBt today in Woodlawn cem- etery, here In the presence of five
thousands mourning citizens after
ine of the most remarkable and Impressive funerals ever held.r
The obsequies were not only characterized by the presence of men
prominent In world affairs, includng
former President Iloosevelt, Joseph
P. Tumulty," representing President
Wilson, Envoys from the war and
navy departments and officials representatives of England, France, Italy,
Japan, Cuba and Persia, but eighteen
American aviators, in battle formation, as a token of respect to their
dead comrade-in-armhonored ever
the funeral cortege as It moved slowly up Fifth avenue to St. Patrick's
cathedral and thence to the ciinciery.
Thousands of American Dcauty
roses, from, the gardens of Mrs. Hubert Bacon, wife of the former American ambassador to France, were
dropped by the airmen Into the
streets, upon the'housetops md at the
grave as the aviator's body was lowered into its final resting plice. Tiros
thous Snd lilies, sent by former mny.
family, carpeted ha spot,
,011 official
'
.,
Bugler Sounds Top
""Prayers for' The dead, three "volleys
fired by American infantrymen, the
sounding of "taps" by an army bugler
syid the simple service at the arave
was over.
The funeral procession, which had
left City Hall where they body had
lain in state, at 9 a. m., arrived at
the cemetery at 1:30 p. m. Thousands
of citizens to whom the remarkable
career of New York's youngest mayor
had been an inspiration, lined the
sidewalks as the solemn marchers
pussed. Still other thousands viewed
the funeral from roofs, windows mnd
other vantage points.
Meanwhile the city's church bells
tolled and chimes pealed sacred music. Soldiers, sailors, policemen, firemen. Red Cross nurses, distinguished
civilians', notable men representing
the allied and other nations, 10,000
In all, composed the cortege.
Major Mltrhet's horse, shrouded In
black, with boots' reversed In the stirrups and bearing also his reversed
sword, followed the gun carriage
which bore the coffin draped with the
Stars and Stripes. 'Bands played funeral marches. While silent crowds
watched reverently, much of the city's
business was suspended. All the exchanges and many commercial houses
were closed for an hour and whpjn
the body was being lowered Into the
grave street and subway cars stopped
for an Interval of one minute.
Maw Stirs Mounrnor.
At the cathedral the beautiful "Die
Obltlr" mass of requletfl Btirred th
emotion of the great throng of mourners. Tears stood In the eyes of many
as the great organ pealed "The Star
Spangled Banner" at the close of the

..

AND

SYSTEMS

RADIO

' s1Tr

Obsequies Are Characterized Petain's Men Capture Town
and Railway Station of Corby Presence of Men Prominent in World Affairs;
ey and Farm and Chateau
Citizens at Cemetery,
of St, Paul, South Thereof,
5,-0-

E

BE PLACED UNDER

'

republican.

CONSUL
REACHES TEHERAN

AMERICAN
'

l.Y

'

'
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Washington, July 11 Safe arrival at
Teheran of Gordon Paddock, United
States consul at Tabriz, was announced today by the state department.
Paddock left Tabriz more than a
month ago with a party of Americans
was
snd Europeans, when Tabriz
threatened by Turks, who afterward
seized the American consulate ther
and sacked an American hospital.
With the consul are believed to
,iave been virtually all of the Americans who had not previously left tho
Persian city. The dispatch gave no
details.

SOLDIER EXECUTED

BAN

FOR ATTACKING
I
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Waco, Tex.. July 11. Nat Hoffman,
SBT DOMINI JOURNAL IRTCIAl LIAIIB WIRIl
a white soldier, was executed today at
London, July It. The British gov Camp MacArthur. He attacked a
ernment purposes bringing under re- school girl last' April. '
view the certificates of naturalization
Hoffman was 25 years old and
granted during the war, Sir George from Pennsylvania. ,
Hoffman met the 11 year-old
Cave, secretury for home affair said
girl
In company with a boy. The boy was
.
today.
It was also proposed that no per assaulted and ran away, after which,
son not a natural born British subject the girl was attacked. Hoffman's
should be allowed to change his name only utterance was that he deserved
'
;
without a license from the home of- his fate.
fice, the secretary added. The provision, he announced, would be retro- GERMANS ARE TOL- D'
active.
TO GO BAREFOOTED;
The home secretary likewise stated
that the government Intended to apply
UT NRRNIRI JOURNAL MOUkl LIARIO WIM '
to the courts for an order to wind up
London, July 1 1.- - "We warn you to)
the business of enemy banks.
Legislation will be introduced by go barefooted," la a notice to th Ber
the government which would make It lln public published by tho Oermaol
Impossible for a period of years aftet clothing department, as quoted in an)
the war, to open any enemy bank in Exchange Telegraph dispatch from!
Amsterdam today.
this country.
The newspaper recommends to)
Premier Lloyd George said the propositions laid down by Home Secretary school children mod students not tot
Cave should be carried out vigorously, fear ridicule, bat to set the example
of gtIn barefooted.
and with fairness.
!
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The Dust Menace

INOARK ABOUT

FILED BY

H

......

with the Government in
dusfc Banish
its fight against germ-lade- n
t
this menace trom your nome. .
The Government advocates plenty of &
fresh air in the home but when you '
keep the windows open in summer the
dust comes in.
te

E. Pinlchain8

What Lydia
Vegetable Compound Did
For Ohio Woman,
Portsmouth, Ohio
irregularities, pain.H

SUNSHINE STATE

--

'

North and West Counties Get
'
wm
Rains, but tho South and
so weaK at times 1
could hardly get
Southeastern Counties Are
around to do my
m Clutch of Drought.
work, and as I had
"Iiufferedfrom

in my side and

four in my family
and three boarders
it made it very hard
for me. Lydia .
Pinkham's Vege,iijf
table Compound
was recommended
to me. I took it
and it has restored
p V my health. It is
w
certainly the best
medicine for woman's ailments I ever
Mrs.
raw."
Sara Shaw, R. No. 1,

1

IfftRSCIAL

CORRBSPONOSRCS

TO

MORNINC JOURNAL,

fRY

Santa Fe, July 11. The weather
and crop report for tho week ending
ijnueu
July 9, as compiled by mo follows:
States weather bureau here,
The week was partly cloudy and
favorable, with mode moderate
and daiJv local showers and
thunderstorm, mostly over north
and west counties. The drouth was
partially relieved, but remains practically unbroken in south and southeast
Ohio.
Portsmouth,
counties, with range .poor and stock
Mrs. Shaw proved the merit of this losses unabated. Northern ranges arc
medicine and wrote this letter in order fair to good, with stock rapidly recovis
wheat harvest
that other suffering women may find ering flesh. Winter
counties,
under way in south-centrrelief as chc did.
will begin In northern within two
Women who ere suffering as she was and
Spring wheat, oats, corn and
should not drag along from day to day weeks. aro
generally good, although
without Giving this famous root and bonus
because of dryness, are
.herb remedy, Lydia E. Pinkham's Vege- some districts
table Compound, a trial. For special poor, Garden truck and early fruits
.
advice in regard to such ailments, write are generally abundant.
Mills: Timely rains have improved
to Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co. , Lynn,
now very
Mass.; The result of its forty years crop conditions and rnge is
good. Rye and winter wheat are poor,
experience is at your service.
little wheat to harvest; pinto beans
excellent, and corn In good condition.
Lakewood:
Season remains backward and range is poor and dry, with
nearly all tho cattle moved out.
Jemoa Springs: Summer rains began promptly on tho 4th and heavy
showers have occurred since, relieving
tho dryness and pastures and range
.
are greatly improved; corn excellent;
alfalfa beginning new growth "Since
first cutting; spring wheat fifteen to
Storage, coal and twenty inches high and showing signs
all kinds of wood. of ripening south of here. Vcgeta
bles are abundant and early fruit
ready for use.
251
Hachlta: Light showers havo occurred, but range is still poor.
Pueblo: Recent rains have stimulated late seeding of millet, cane, milo,
beans and fodder crops. Winter wheal
harvest beginning; some yields satisfactory. Alfalfa nearing second cutting.
; Fort
Stanton: Local showers firs!
of week followed by more moderate
temperatures and favorable growing

Jewett

re

I
sBsffifi,jtxiriawuj:.

AIRPLANE

Fire

lav MORNING JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WIIIE)
.'

Washington, July 11. Tho nrmy
casualty list today contfiinrl s'xly-eignames divided na follows:
Killed in action 6; ded
wounds
10; died of dinrano 2; died of accident and other canars 1;, wounded
slightly
severely 26; wounded
1;
missing In action 3:l.
The Hat;
.
Killed in AKton.
Corporals William ). O otner,
C

f

B

.

,

Har-risbur- g,

Pa.; Richard .laugh, gault

t

Ste Marie, Mich.; Wagoner Tipton J.
Erewer, FInley, Tenn,; Privates Ralph
H. Lasaer, Dorchester. Muss.; Jnaeph
P. Socia, Gettysburg. Ta.
Died of Wouniln.
Lieutenant Jouett F. KingloWn,
New York City. Corporal Charles R.

i5

5

1

Maler,' East Patchogue, N. Y.; Privates Ralph J. Carpenter, Fredonla
Station, O.; Ernest Carter, Seminole,
Okla.; Tadency Cihocki, Jersey City,
N. J.; David Gorcistcr, No. Ill North
Bcendry street, Loa Angeles; Gordon
K. Mackenzie, Concord, Mas.: Tom
Marallo, Proval Signia,, Italy; Troy F.

1

Rhymes',

Silsbee,

Gustavo

Texas;

Stanhus, Chicago.

ly finished.

Some corn still being

planted.
Tres Tiedras: Heavy showers during the week, with light hail storm
which did minor damage
to oats.
Oats, spring wheat, corn and beans
in good condition, and ranges mux'h

i
Improved hy rains.
Taos: Good daily showers and moderate temperate. Crops are doing
finely and promise good yields.
Santa Fe: Daily local showers and
thunderstorms; field crops, range
gardens and fruit doing well. New
vegetables plentiful, also early fruit
cherries, currants, gooseberries an?
'

raspberries.

,

r.i
Lignt snowcrs and more
iiiuucraie
temperatures, but range
In
need o f heavy rains. Corn
boadly
excellent and more being planted on
winter wheat ground. Early peaches

and cherries being marketed; applet
and pears .heavily set. Threshing win
ter wheat.

;

Died of Disease.
Cook 10. V. Rupert, Saltsburg, Ta.;
Privates Charles L Setchcl, 1249
West Sixth street.
.Angeles.
Died From Aocldr-u-t and, Other Conscs
Private Frank Levlne, Brooklyn.
,

Ls

it?

Roswell: Weather continues dry
and hot', and no dry farming, while
ranges remain bare., except for dead
stock. Crops under irrigation doing
well; second cutting alfalfa practical-

QUAKER CITY CLUBS
HAVE "WOMEN WAITERS

Philadelphia, July 11. In the In
vasion of women waiters In exclusive
ciuos here, another male help prob
lem directly, traceable to the war
seems to have been solved. As was
SCHOOLS AT CARLSBAD
the case in the drafting of women to
EXTENSION
operate
elevators, the hiring of waitUNDERGOING
resses Irf (Hubs patronized
almost enmen, was first In the nature
by
tirely
1SNCUU. COSONOHC! TO MOHNIMS JOURNAL)
oi an experiment, but so well did they
Carlsbad, N. M., July .11. The do their work that the step has been
Carlsbad school board Is completing followed by similar organizations.
The Art club was the pioneer in the
extensive additions to the seating capinnovation. .Tnen the University idub
acities of the Carlsbad public school
Union League, and the
The most Important is the annex to the
club filled the shortage of Engineer's
men waitthe .grade building, which will cost ers with
women. Others contemplate
over 1 2 0,0 00,
a like move.
New work also is being done at the
That tho waitresses are. a success is
.Jilgh school,, where, two new rooms
wr.pjr ino steward, ot one
or
are being added, together with an
the organisations, who declared
no
that
assembly in the old building.
complaints ., have been re
The Carlsbad schools
ti ceived regarding the service, but, to
expect
me
cuiurary .me, members soem highmake a specialty this fall of vocational work, and over tnree thousand dol- ly pleased with the change.
lars Is being spent on equipment for
the domestic science rooms and: 'ho REIGN OF TERROR
laboratories. County School SuperinIS ON IN RUSSIA
tendent W. A. Poore will .head the
Carlsbad schools the coming year.
Mr MORNINS JOURNAL SMCIAL LOSES WINS
Amsterdam, July 1 1. Telegraphing
LIEUTENANT WEST VISITS from Moscow the correspondtnt of the
Frankfurter Zeituns; says:
CARLSBAD ON WAY WEST i"The Bourgeois are experiencing a
veritable reign of terror. They aro
f
v
TO MOMIN
(SSSCIAL OOftMSPONDKNCI
being, turned out . of .their, houses,
JOURNAL
N. M., July 11. First which are being used fpr the billeting
Carlsbad,
Lieut Fred M.. West Is in Carlsbad of troops. Furniture ilnd valuables
lor a short stay while on his way back are being removed to hiding places.
to Camp .Kearny. Lieutenant Vest,
The cost of living is extremely
who la second, in command ot what high. The cost of. food is the highest.
was once, the Carlsbad company, was No bread Is obtainable. Grain upplies
detailed to study machine gun tactics to northern and central Russia have
"near Washington.- He is wearing the completely ceased.
j'o one could as
and yellow,, ribbon denoting sert the relations between
the Gorman
service in Mexico, and is eager to get authorities and tho soviet government
into the big fight In France.
re friendly,"
.
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NO BREAD AND
CUTT8t FCR ME
WHEN I CAN
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WISC1

Wichita Falls, Tex., July 11. Second Lieut; Hurry J. toss, an Instructor in flight, was killed today when
his plane fell at Call field. His home
was in Philadelphia, Pa.
Today's fatality was the second
cr occupant o ftho machine, was not
seriously injured. The plane fell about
101) feet.

LEAKf Q

WM1

Bis-be-

I

Roll ofvHonor

weather.

aiiiiinntj

ACCIDENTS

AT TRAINING

Brick.

American Casualties

stss

liana Bakhmelieff amliassador of the
of Russia to
Kcrensliy government
tho Vnited Sstutes. lias issued an appeal from tiie Constitutional Democratic Party for American and allied
in Russia :0 save the
intervention
from German domination.
country
Without it, ho declares, the Girmans
will take Russia, so she will be of no
futuro uso to he allies..

Phone

i

HORNINO JOURNAL kPECIAL

B(sbee, Ariz., July I. Tlilrty-.fiv- e
stills for damages allcg d In have
been sustuJncd in the deportation
trom isisbeo
stnlun;; copper
miners and their alleged HympuLjuiars
July 12. 1917. .were fil'.'d toi'ay in
Tombstone, against the same .croup
of corporations and individuals named
In the 239 actions .filed previously.
Thirty-fou- r
of the, cases were handled
by Suuckmeyer oul Cleary, Phoenix
Ariz., attorney!, .asking $10,000 real
and $10,000 putative damages. The
other was filed by Walton and Cavin,
also of Phoenix, asking $1 2..100 real
and $12,500 putaflve damages.
A large number of cases will be
filed Friday, the' last day for such
filing under the Arizona law. according to advices from Tombstune tonight.
With today's filings 2H suits Know
are on record and a total of $.ri,845,-00- 0
in damages is asked, according
to advices tonight from Tombstone.
Sixty-tw- o
plaintiffs seek $2.1.(100 each,
211 ask for $0,00 each. One, W. B.
Cleary, who now is in Chicago acting
as counsel for 101 alleged I. W. W.
on trial for violation of the espionage
act, la for $75,000. This previously vms
reported Inaccurately from Tombstone
to be for f)ne hundred thousand dollars.
Process Servers Active.
e
Process servers who arrived In
today from the county seat were
active. In a number of instances individual defendants ,or persons representing corporate Interests made
defendant In the suits, were served
with 176 copies of the complaints,
one for each case against them.
Plaintiffs who asked $20,000 each
in today's filings were:
John Ralderlch, Toney Tamlnl,
Mike Kovic.h, Matt
Nick
Kasun,
Verbanac,, Orville Wright, Chas. M.
Wood, Patrick Joyce, James Cowaa
William Suppa, Nick Troal, John
Edd Tmhl, Johr Neikkile, Charles
Wagner, Tiisto J. Spadier, John Bailor, Kdward J. Johnson, Peto Bakota,
Mnryln Frr)ncls, John Kuchin, Harry
Mitchell, William Churchill, Robert
Rossi, Andy SorrenSon, Tony Olaga,
John Lyon, William McKargle, Peter
Bozo, Andrion Nikolich. Mike Sazar-r- o
asked $25,000.
I

AZTEC FUEL CO.

'

ENEMY'S FLEET

(

'O

!

m

274 Actions Arc, Now Pending Allied and American '.Officers
ai Result of Bisbee Depo- Are Unable to Form Any
rtations Last Suiii'iiicr; More
Accurate Estimate of Naval
Due
Are
Filings'
Friday,
Strength of the Germans,

S

if

l

EXILED.

Belleville, 111., July 11.
C, Giddings of Minneapolis,

Lieut. Leo

tor, was killed, and
Darlington of Washington, D. C., was
severely injured this afternoon when
an airplane dropped 800 feet at ScoXt
field, noar here.
Lieutenant Giddings and his pupil
had been in tho air but a Hhort time
when the machin fell into a lailspin
and crashed. Lieutenant Giddings was
instantly killed.

01-se-

Washington,
July 11. Louis P.
Mutty, a naval volunteer chief quartermaster, was killed by falling from
a seaplane at Miami, Fla., July 9, the
navy department announced today.
His address was EOS Lincoln street,
Townsend, Washington.

.
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MINEFIELD 5

WITNESS

CURBING

AT BROTHER'S TRIAL

;

SrsClAL LEASED WIRBI
ll.-All- lcd

Polish
banishes this hard work as it
banishes the dust menace and
it does both at the same time

At all dealers.
Your satisfaction
guaranteed or
money j
your
'
refunded.

L

Channel! Chemical Company
TORONTO LONDON

CHICAGO

ENEMY

MOININ

JOURNAL SPECIAL

I

SASEO

WIRS1

New York, July 11. Jeremiah A.
O'leary, tho Sinn .Fein leader who
was indicted for conspiracy to commit treason after he had fled to the
west on the eve of his tripl for publication of alleged seditious articles in
tho Bull, appeared as a witness at the
retrial in the federal couct of his
brother, John J. O'Leary, charged
with aiding him in his flight.
Denying that his original plnn to
go to Newburg and JUfins Falls to
recover his hearth hart Veen changed
until after he hnd left hie brother,
Jeremiah declared that no suggestion
of flight had ever been made to John.l
Jeremiah's story ot his attempted
escape varied in many rispov'ts trom
that previously told by his clerk, Arthur Lyons, who accompanied Jiim.
Although he demurred, he paid. Lv
ons had insisted on buyin:,' tickets for
mc wesi.

MINE SUPERINTENDENT .
KILLED BY A SLACKER
.
.

IR

MORNINa JOURNAL SPECIAL I SASEO
WIRS1

uouglas, Ariz.. .Inly II. Byron E.
James, mine superintendent of the
EI

Tigre

OFSUBE-EEDD- ES

BUILDING

nr Tiinrnnm nnm,

UDtmuuM

u

from Page One.

of Chateau Thierry, to the village of
Torcy.
Australians in Action.
On the British front the Australians have been In action tnce mora,
penetrating German positions and
capturing prisoners. On the rest of
the lines held by tho British there Raton Offers to Take Care of
have been the usual artillery duels
and patrol engagements.
Seventy Who Volunteered
Kroluh and. Italian detachments
Lives for Country, Silver
are steadily pushing Austrian forces
back along the western slopes of the
City Twenty, Albuquerque 1
mountains that parallel the coast of
Albania. They tare reporcd north of
tho important town of Berat and have
(SRBCIAL CnRrtKSRONDSNCS lO MORNINa JOURNKLI
moved ahead in the hilly country to t Santa Fe, July H. Efforts of Oov- the east. Vienna admits the allied crnor W. E. I.indsey to have tho authorities care for 200 New Mexicans,
success In this quarter.
In the mountain sectors of the who contracted tuberculosis while in
northern Italian front Austrian units tho servico but not actually enlisted
being "discharged from the draft,'
which approached tho Italian poai
are bearing fruit. The Miners' sospi-ttlons have been driven back.
at Raton has offered to take cart
Bolshevk forces have engaged In
men in twenty-thrin of seventy
battles with the Czecho-Sloak- s
European Russia, and an official rooms, each of tho rooms being large
statement issued at Moscow elclms enough for thrco beds.
Albuquerque has offered to take
that victories have been won at van- oub points. Tho fighting, appears to care of one man and Silver City auhave been hardest in the region to thorities offered to take twenty.
Tho Raton offer has been accepted
the east and southeast of Petrograd,.
to rolieve what Governor Undscy calls
which may indicate that th5 Czechoslovaks have advanced from tho "an improper and unfortunate situaUrals, where they have been repotted tion," as Uncle $amj cannot under exactive for some weeks,
isting law provide for the men, since
the men are not discharged from tho
Control Siberia,
A Peking dispatch states that the army and yet had contracted pulCzecho-Slovaare in virtual control monary disease after they haj enlerca
of all of western Siberia; 0.?r vast the army.
The 200 men are reported dependBtretches of this country, they have
and unable to provide tor themtriumphed over the ooishcaw. ino ent,
overthrow of the bolshevlkl at Irkutsk selves. It has been suggested that in
addition to Fort Stanton and Fort
has been confirmed.
liayard, tho government fit up Fort
. An official statement from Berlin
for a tuberculosis sanitarium.
says that five of a squadroh of six Wingate
Ht is a maAmerican airplanes which startod out At Fort Stanton, although
rine .hospital, forty soldiers have just
with (he- intention of bombing the
been quartered and it ia planned to
city of Coblcjna fell Into the hands of increase
tho capacity to 1,000
tho Germans.
Sir George Cave, British home secretary has announced In the house of WOOL SHIPMENTS AT- ..
commons that the British government
will apply tO:the courts for an order
MAGDALENA ARE LARGE
to wind up the business of enemy
banks and make it impossible, :Y.r a
Magdalena, N. M, July 11. Ten
period of years after the wn lor
thousand pounds of wool was brought
enemy bank to be opened In Kng.nno. In to
Magdalena Monday by Pedro
In addition,., every, male enemy alien
In the
r
over 18 years of age will be Imme- Gabaldon. of tho lnch country
of Mangar. Tho wool was convicinity
Premier
interned.
Lloyd
diately
signed to the U. S. government under
George In apeaking'on the subject, the
present regulations gnvorning the
carbe
will
work
has Bald that, the'
of wool clips. This IS only
ried out "vigorously, rigorously rind disposal
one of the many large shipments tha'
with fairness."
have been sfnt cut from this point
within the past few weeks.KRUTTSCHNITT IS
The drought which so seriously af
fected this section during the lambing
ESPEE PRESIDENT season
does not appear to have had
any appreciable 111 effects on the wool
WIREl
JOURNAL RFSCIAL

H&P

GET STATE

et

First Lord of British Admiralty
Are Being
Says
Hemmed in and Have Less
Freedom Than Heretofore,
ats

Rr MORI1INO JOURNAL SRCd. LRABKD WIR1-London, July 11. Speaking In Lon
don today Kir Erlo Geddes, first lord
of the British
adniiralty, said hat
mlnos gradually were hemming fit the
submarine, which' now has less freedom, and he was .glad to say
mere were fewer ot them.
In referring to the great mine fields
which werenotably ;restrlctlng the
submarines, sir Kric said they stretch
ed from Norwnyto the north coast
of 'Scotland. There was a barrage
across the Straits of. Dover, he added
and mines in Helgoland .blght.' Borne
of thofastest and best raft of the
navy which certainly slio'uld be rank- cd as the corps de elite had gone Into
the bight at night to lay (hem.
Occasionally (an,; enemy submarine,
tries to break through the Dover barrage. Sir Kric Geddes was speaking
at the opening of an- exhibition of
naval war pictures. He said It was impossible to photograph or tell all that
the British navy was doing. He told
his audience, however.- of some of the
achievements of tho submarine chas- --

Mining company, : with
properties situated about forty miles
south of this city in Sonora. ,last
mgni was Killed by an alleged American slacker. James is stiid to have
rfusefl to employ the slacker "be
cause, he had evaded service In New
Mexico, where it .is believed ho was'
registered under tho provisions cf the
selective draft.
James wenfc to El
Tigre from Nevada City, Calif , and ARSENAL EXPLOSION
the body will bo sent there for burKILLS 2, INJURES 4
ial.
The slayer, whose name is said to
MO"N,NO JOURNAL BRROIAL LSASSD WIRK
iv via, uiijai ami wnose nome !s
July 11 A, woman
thought to be ut S,in Vicente, N. M., andPhllodolphla,
a man were killed and four other
has not boon apprehended.'".:''.
employes, three of them girls, .were
seriously Injured at ;the ,Frankford
ECONOMIC AID TO
Arsenal today when a detonation fuse
Tho dead "are Mrs., Cathexploded.
RUSSIA PLANNED arine
Bayno and John Cavanaugh, of
this city.
.r 1ST MORNINa JOURNAL
SMCIAL LEASRP WIRE
The explosion occurred J n aifnall
.Washington, July 11. Selection of
a group of men to carry'econpmiu aid building leased by the government 'to
to Kussfa still is under consideration. tho Lnipoiit Powderr. company. .Cavbut It may be said authoritatively anaugh was carrying the fuse when II
that final decision 'has been Veached exploded. One eye witness said Cavaon nana. All of thn cabinet members naugh struck the fuse too, hard with
.causing it to go off3
are suggesting to President Wilson a hammer
"
-r
t.
names of men prominent in various
cow. foed innkesj an
Tt'rwy
Dairy
industries, who might be fitted for the abundance, of
pure, rich .milk iiu!
work in hand.
croam, it contains llip, proper partt
Possibilities of a famine in Ttussia W make rcam
and milk., Beosu.se
are giving this government, some, con- an tiie
parts of this mixture are, ex.
cern. Reports from authentic sources
pensive and some porta might be , left
say that Jn the political turmoil ,ag- -, out to lower the nrice.
it'm not done.
riculture Virtually has been aband-- If done it would throw tlie (mixture
oned and the people .havo eaten what1 o.t of balaiiee;
the- detdrcd object
grain the Germans have not, taken, would not be aocxmipUshod. Bran
leaving no seed for planting. ,
and alfalfa are not
Ood feed' for a
cow, for Uw same reason lean pork
School Building for Magdalena.
and beefsteak aro not good for' you.
Magdalena, N. M., ' July 11. An They are both lilu-- in nrotoln. That
election will be held In ; Magdalena, Is the reason so
many cows die of im- August f, to vote on a bond Issue of paction or the bowela, f Cowtipation.)
$76,000 for the erection of. & school
E. V. FEE.
West Lead
i
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Saa Francisco, Calif., July 11,-Jius Kruttschnitt was elected president
of the Southern Pacific Railroad company at a directors' meeting held in
it was an
New York yesterday,
nounced here tonight. Mr. Kruttschnitt
will succeed. William Pproule who

-
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MAGDALENA
TO

MoRNINR JOURNAL)

Lieutenant PIsmrsHcd.
Washington, July 11. Dismissal of
Second Lieut. Thomas M. Lynch of
the. 360th infantry for conduct unbecoming an officer and a gentleman,
vas announced today by tho war department. Lieutenant Lynch was convicted by
at Camp Travis of having used a marked deck of
cards in a game with brother officers.
court-marti-

al

Journal Want

Ado

bring results.

Cocoanut Oil Makes
A
Splendid Shampoo
,

,

If you want to keep your hair in
good condition, bo careful what you
wash it with.
Most soaps and prppared shampoos
contain too much alkali. This drlea
the scalp, makes the hair brittle, end
Is very harmful.
Just plain mulsl-fie- d
cocoanut oil (which Is pure and
entirely greaseless). Is much better
than the most expensive soap or anything else you can use for shampoo,
lug, as this cun't possibly injure the
''
hair.
Simply moisten your hair with water and rub it in. One or two teaspoon-ful- s
will make an abundance of rich,
creamy lather, and cleanses the hai
and scalp thoroughly.
The lather
rinses out easily, and removes every
particle of dust. dirt, dandruff and excessive oil. The hair dries quickly
and evenly, and it leaves it fine and
silky, bright, fluffy and easy to manage.
You can
mulslfled cocoanut oil
at most any drug store. It is very
a
few ounces Is enough to
cheap, and
last everyone In s the family for
months.

re-
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newspapers

publish , a statement s by a
Swede . jut returned from Moscow
that Alexia Romanoff, son of Nich
olas Romanoff, . the former Russian
been killed by a Bol
emperor,-.hashevik soldier by means of a bomb.
says an Exchange Telegraph dis
patch from Copenhagen today.

"

Magdalena, N. M.. July 11. Socorro county which is in line, for several
new roads projects already In courso
of construction is to be favored to is
greater extent still by the approval of
the additional projects' below named
aS tho result of the July meeting of
the Socorro count commissioners:
Point of Land to San Marcial for
bridge $!!,.r00. C. facial repair fund
White Lake additional JU.DOO.
Under tlte appropriations of April
8 and 12 6f the state
and county
funds the following work will be done
immediately: lilair's Lake road $1,000,
San Marcial to Val Verdo 31,000; Socorro to Johnson' 111)1, $4,300.
Funds appopriatcd for work now In
progerss: White- Lako $10,000; Datil
Canyon $500; Silver City and Mogollort
road, $500; Luna road $ti00.
Federal aid to the sum of $15,000
has been asked for the Quemado Valley.
Forest service aid will be had' on
tho Reserve road and theXsurvcy will
bo started in a few days with
work to begin in tho" fall.
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signed, to become, a member of the
United States railroad administration.
Mr. Krutschnitt isalso to continue as
chairman of tbt executive committee
of the board of directors of he company, with offlcTs in New York.
Paul Bhoup of Los Angeles waB
elected vlco president and assistant to
the president. Shoup will be the executive representative of the Southern
Pacific ,on this .coast, with offices in
San ffranclsco, .He will succeed Mr.
Sproule ia connection with the various corporations in which, the Southern Pacific is Interested.
, r Ale Is HonianofT Killed.
London,, July ' ,11. Swedish
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NEW ROAD PROJECTS ARE

SOLDIER VICTIMS

AND

GAIN GROUND ON MARNE
(Continued

J

ayuMiiii

FRENCH CONTINUE TO
HARASS

1

r

Ask for the new
Battleship Model

Ztffi7L

r

L

Your floors and wood
work will fairly glisten and
every atom of dust ,will
be removed. ;

al
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s With the American Army in Franco,
July 11 (by the Associated Press),
Bastilo day, July 14, has been declared
a goneral holiday by a general order
from headquarters for all troops of
the American expeditionary forces not
actually engaged with the enemy.
''It will be the privilege and duty
of the American soldiers." says the
order, "to! celebrate the French Independence day, which 'appeals alike to
every citlsen and aoldier of France
'
?.
and. America,'

IIU MOAMKf. JOURNAL

and
Washington, July
A mcrican Miaval officials are unable
to orm any accurate estimate of the
present strength of tho German battle
fleets, it was said today' by Admiral
uensop, chief of naval operations.
Naval officials are nmncinallv In
terested in the vessels Germany ma5
have obtained by seizure of tho Russia fleets. At least eight modern bat
tleships were in the Baltic antl Blark
seas and four battle cruisers were
under construction In the Gulf of Finland when the Russian collapse came
It Is estimated that if Germany has
obtained all Russian war craft sho
has been able J.o increase the strength
of her high seas fleet by 25 per cent
Admiral Benson was quite positive,
however, of the ability of the allied
fleets to deal with the enemy should
ho venture out.
Officials hero are convinced
that
Germany has been building capital
ships continuously since the outbreak
of the war.
In regard to submarine construc
tion In Germany, Admiral
Benson
said there was no definite Information
here. Reports ranged, he said, from
five a day to three a month. The admiral Was not disposed.' to question.
however, the recent statement of Sir.
Eric Geddes, first lord of the British
admiralty, that more submarines were
being sunk than Germany could

'

an instruc
Cadet Edward
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Polish Mop you
With the
collect ttus dust At the same time you
polish your floors you beautify them.
'
Then there is the work you save.
No moie getting; down on your hands
and knees. No more climbing on chairs
tp dust the hiujh places.
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MANY AM E RICANS

PRICE OF SUGAR

NEWSPAPER DEAL

4

DEFENS E

FLIPS FROM THE A FILL VMS

munlty councils J of the
towns will be callefl later.

U

IE

CONSUMER IS

10

AIDED

..

TO BE EQUALIZED

OR
L

DISTRICTS

Three Fiiomjr Aliens IleM. (
New York, Jul 11. Julius Pimlt-ze- r,
former president of tho Trans-A- tl
Font MF.X ARE SEVF.lt KI,Y
ntic Trust company, and threo
KJ.BUKKI) AITKH IIKAKINO other officers of the corporation wero
arrested today us dangerous enemy'
Four men were given a severe rep- aliens. When
they were taken into
rimand following a hearing before
it was disclosed that the bank
the county council of defense at th custody
wus
over several wi eks ago
Chamber of Commerce 'building lasi and taken
r.
by A. Mitchell
were
Two
men
of
the
alleged
night.
alien property custodian.
to have prevented Anotnio A. Sedillo
lawyer and representative of tin
Ground (mis is n nice, clean, cool,
men. from making a
Patriotic speech at a dance at Los lug feed for liorxo or cnw, The grinil- Is
lUgctcd; vvliii-lGrlegos on July 4. The men stated lug makes It easily
comforting to I lie animal aikl cuts
that they had no objections to the down
expense. Willi
feeding
speech being made but that other feeds asyour
high as lin y are all sin li savdancers, who had contributed money ing counts
. II I',.
fa si.
for the dance, objected. One of the
two said some of the dancers threatened to take the money away from
him if he allowed a speech to be
made. They said they did not know
the names of the other dancers.
The other two men were charged
with an unpatriotic act at n program
at Alameda July 4. One of them, it
Nsas suld, failed to take off his sombrero during the singing of a patriotic
air and the other was charged with
defending him. They said they did
AT
not think they should remove their
hats unless everyone else did. Felix
Baca acted as Interpreter at the hearYou apply a little Poslam on 'some
ing.
affected part at night. In the mornNestor Montoya gave the four men ing, when yon look, your own eyes
a scorching rebuke, telling them they give evidence of this healing remedy's
should be ashamed of their actions work. If it was a slight trouble an
when their New Mexico brothers were adolescent Pimple or inflamed spot
the chances are that it has disappearin the trenches defending the Stars ed.
If a virulent eruptional trouble, It
and Stripes.
should be suhdued, so much so that
you will want Poslam to keep lighten.
Sold everywhere.
For free sample
TRAVELER'S AID
write to Emergency laboratories, 243
West 47th St.. New York City.
COMMITTEE REPORTS
Be careful if the soaps you use on
FOR MAY AND JUNE your skin. Poslam Soup is safe, beneficial, delightful, medicated with
The travelers' aid committee of the
Young Women's Christian association
held Its regular meeting at tho assoresidence
ciation
yesterday at 3
o'clock. The report of the travelers'
aid secretary was read showing during th inontbs of May and June fifty-tw- o
people wiere directed to rooms;
employment was secured for six;
and other help was given
pal-nie-

Four-nilnu-

Citizens of U. S, Innocently
Contributed
to
German
Scheme to Spread Propaganda Thrdughout Country,
tMIO WIRO
Busch
New York, July 11. The
family of St. Louis bought $1,000,000
worth of the German war bonds which
the government believes were gold in'
this country for propaganda and for
the purchase of the New York Evening Mail and other newspapers, according to a statement issued tonight
liy Alfred C. Becker, deputy state attorney general. Mr. Becker added
that probably more than $100,000,000
worth of the bonds had been sold in
CT
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MORNINO

iPICIAL

the United States.

t

country.
Capt. David A. Henkes, who was
States
dismissed from the United
army by court martial for wishing to
resign after being sent to France and
who was sentenced to twenty-fiv- e
years at Fort Leavenworth, used, part
ui ni army uu.y iu uuy uuiiiiuii uuuus,
according to Mr. Becker.
Mr. Becker said the money raised
on the bonds was deposited to the
credit of Dr. Helnrlch F. Albert and
Count von Bernstorff, and that they
checked out from the war loan funds
what money they needed for buying

.
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ALL BRITISH III

IRELAND CALLED
TO JOIN COLORS

FREEZ0NE IS MAGIC

OBSERVATION
HALTED

Costs few cents! Sore, touchy
corns lift right off with
No pain!
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YANKEES

councils- - which will act
as auxiliaries to the Dei nalillo county
council of defense were named by
members of the county council aTtheir
session in the Chamber of Commerce
Members of the
building last night.
'
?
auxiliary councils for the various
communities are:
"i
.
J
( ,
Alameda
Rafael II. Sena, Bernard
Falkenrich, W. J. Hyde, Max Chavez,
Tomas Gonzales.
Ranchos de Albuquerque Ambro- sio A, Samora, Ofimiano Gutierrez,
Pedro Romero. .1. 15. Nipp, Juan N.
Today anil Tomorrow.
Chavez, J. P. Jacobson.
Los Grlegos David M. Perea, Max
one of the family. It Is three years
E. W. Yount, R.. E. Dictz,
since she has seen Roger (Niegel Bar-lie- Gutierrdz,
Garcia, John Venable.
the, Marquise's son; and in the Elfcgo
ios Duianes Antonio Jose Garcia,
eyes of the simple country girl, he
E, E. Booth, Reuben Perry, Primltlvo
represents all that is big and noble
he is her Ideal her Prince Charming. Candelaria, Sumuel Garcia.
Santa
Barbara Henry Gleason,
While away from home, Roger has
Roy Campbell, Adolfo Garcia, Torlvlo
squandered his fortune and is down Archuleta,
Gaspar Garcia.
to his last penny. lie uppeals to his
Nestor. Montoya,
Old Albuquerque
mother for aid; she promises to help
him only on condition that he marry. Jesus Romero, Ra?ae Garcia.
Barelas J. A. Garcia y Sanchez,
Fernande, In tho next room, overhears
into tears. Policarplo Sanchez, Jose Gutierrez, J,
this conversation nnd
A. Lneero.
The marqulso finds her and also sees R. Sanchez, Trinidad
San Jose J. S. Bowers, Pedro B.
her rketchhook with numerous drawTartaglla.. J. Felipe Armijo, George
ings of Roger, letting two nnd two Blake, Luis TruJIllo.
together, the marquise understands
Tedro
Atrlsco Adolfo
Gonzales,
tlint tile girl is in love with her son;
Sanchez y Aranda,
Manuel
and since this suits her purpose, she Aranda,,
Jesus Anaya, J. T. Herrera.
arranges the marriage between tho
Joso
Del Rio Eduardo Sanchez,
two.
Sanchez y Montoya, Mariano Garcia,
soon
hei
realizes .that
Fcrnnnde
Julian Armijo, Eplfanio Chavez.
husband does not care for her, alRanchos de Atrlsco D. J. Metzgur.
though she loves him passionately C. Uifont, Gabriel Sanchez, Nell
and she decides to win his love.
Policarplo Armijo.
Nizcrolles (Alec Francis),' a friend
Pajarito Mrs. May H, Hubboll,
of Monclars, tells Fcrn.inde of a plus-h- Patricio V. Sanchez, William Lindsey,
is to present, "The Marionettes," a fleofHS Sanchez, Cipriano Sanchez.
Padillas Demetrlo Sanchez,
puppet how dealing wilh, a neglected
Marino, Sotelo Chavez, Rafael
wife, n lover, and a husband who
realises his wife's charms only after Chavez, EtiUmio Montoya.
Isleta To be named.
his Jealousy is aroused.
Chilili Reymundo
Sanchez, Jost
How she adopts tho methods of the
wife In the puppet show and attracts Maldonado, Anastaclo Gutierrez.
Escoboaa Filomeno
Mora, Tomat
a lover (Corliss Giles), and how the
transformation of the country girl: Apodaca, Mr, Ronqulllo.
San Antonito Manuel Gonzales y
into a society bulterfly accomplishes
Its purpose, make a thrilling photo Lopez, Doniciano Gutierrez, Eplfanio
play pnd give Miss Young an oppor- Garcia. Antonlo-j-Carl- os
Sun
Kemp,
tunity to display the high art of emo
Grlego, Jacobo Baca.
tional acting.
Barton To be named.
There will also be shown a Pathe
La TUera Jose Domingiicz. Elfego
comedy, "Somewhere in Turkey."
Sanchez, Carlos Grlego.
The councils of the river town will
"OVER, THE TOP."
meet with tho county council of deSergeant Arlhi;- Uiy Em pey, vete- fense at the court house on the afterran of the Soinnio pnd author of the noon of July 19 to make plans for permost famous of war books, "Over tho fecting their organizations and (o re
Top," is coming to town Sunday and ceive instructions from the county
Monday. Manager Sherman, of the council. A meeting of all the com- "1.1" theater, announces that he has
e
booked the Vitagraph,
"Over the Top" which was made from
F.mpey's book, and the sergeant will
be seen as the stajef the production.
This is probably the most Important news which has come ,to local motion picture "fans" in an age, because
they have all heard of Kmpey and
want to see him. According to the advance information received by Mr.
Sherman, Empey will appear on the
screen with all of the magnetism that
has made him one of the most notablt
the war.
personalities developed
h
Albert E. Smith, president of the
company, has pronounced him
one of the greatest natural actors he
ever saw, and he also says that Empey
on the
has bee npermltted to
screen the thrilling moments he experienced during the eighteen months
he fought tho Germans In France,
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AT THE "B,"
The charm of Enid Rcnnett has
never been put to a greater test than
In "A Desert Wooing." which is to be
displayed at the "1!" theater for the
last time today.
"A Desert Wooing" Is the story of a
man who marries a social butterfly
and takes her west to his ranch. She
loveB him Imt resents his masterful
manner when he throws a former ad
mirer out of the house and sends her
relatives and friends, who have accompanied them to the open country.
packing to New York.
Then the formrr admirer, a
and a parasite, shoots the hus
band and tries to overpower the wife
She obtains the revolver by subter
fuge and succeeds in forcing tho as
sailant to give the necessary surgical
treatment to her husband that will
save his life. The serpent is banished
from their Eden and all goes happily
In connection with the above thq
management is repeating also the
Paramount-Bennecomedy, "Love
Loops the Loop."
tt

AT THE LYHIC.
Dorothy Phillips, a film star, will
appear as the leading character ip
one of her own productions and supported by hor own company, entitled
e
"The Itisky Road." It is a
of five reels and has Just been
released. Besides this there will bo
shown a good comedy reel.
super-featur-

THE PASTIME.
Clara Kimball Young's 'current picwill
be
ture, i'Tho Marionettes,"
shown at the Pastime theater today
and tomorrow. It is a film adaptation
n
French play of the
of the
same name by Pierre Wolff.
Fernande de Ferney (Clara Kimball
Young), a charming little orphan.
ylives with her uncle, Professor de Fer
ney (Edward Kimball), on old friend
of the Marquise de Monclars, whose
estate is near the cottage of the
During the summer vacation,!-frothe convent, Fernando' spends
much of her time at the Chateau ot
Monclars, where she is regarded at
AT

well-know-

Fer-ney- s.

1

),

'

Ftr-gusso-

Nepo-mocen- o

Ven-cesla-

-

Vita-grap-

V
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LET POSLAM
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2.289.

This committee

decided

THEM

to hold Its

regular meetings on Wednesday before the third Monday of the month
ot 4 p. m.
. The time set for the regular meeting of the recreation commltteo of the
association was tho second Monday of
each month at 4 p. m., instead of the
second Tuesday as stated yesterday.
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT IS
BUSY ON STATE ROADS
CIL eeRHPOBICt TO 0MN JOURLl
Santa Fe, July II. The state highway department has reported that it
now has 330 men at work on Btate
twenty-fiv- e
roads, besides 127
teams and nine motor
trucks. This Is In addition to road
work being done by counties and municipalities.
two-hors- e,

Half gallon can Hero & (lark's llv
Knocker for eow nnd horses oohIm HO
00018. It will save ten dollars worth
of feed and give the Htock $25 worth
Applkyl wilh spray pump
or HKUige or cloth. The mini wlio Invented this stuff was a genius. IX W.
Went Ixvid avenue.
FEE,
Journal Want Ads bring results.

Pick out a nice cool place
and do your ironing there.
Can you do that with a sad Iron
and a hot stove?

Don't allow old fashioned methods to dictate to you auy more.
Iron In comfort the clean, cool,
easy way.
Shop nnd l,.k them all
llk. If ynu haven't Um
nr
a puital and we'll
Just phnn
have an linn nut there for next Ironing-day- .
Call di uur
ovpr, tf ymi

GAS &
ALBUQUERQUE
ELECTRIC COMPANY
"AT VOI'K 8KBU'K,"

Men Wanted

for the

Naval Reserve

Follow the Flag; Join the
First Line of Defense

Your

which

VII

Many opportunities and advantages are offered
to good men. See the w6rld. Attractive service;
enlistgood pay. Any information regarding
ment will be cheerfully furnished at

Newark, N. X, July 11.
ed States Brewers' association will appeal to Fuel Administrator Garfield
to rescind or at least to modify his
The Unit-

recent order virtually cutting off the
supply of the brewing Industry,
according to announcement here today by Christian W. Feigenspap, pres.
ident of thA nrfffenlvnflnn.
the" order
, Mr. Felgenspan said
would force suspension of the country's 1,287 breweries within fc three
or four months.
Icoal

Navy Recruiting

,

Station
Room 26, N. T. Armijo Bldg., Albuquerque.

:

..

.

Sergt. Arthur Guy Empey in Vitagraph's master production,

"

U

Co-operati- on

Hasten Victory

BREWERS WANT COAL
ORDER
RESCINDED

Tell it thrdugh the classified the very simple reason It's better, a
tea p article In any commodity is far
columns ,of The Journal. Re- elmore
than
ajomj shc.
sults are quick and certain. E. W. expensive
Wwt UaA.
FEE, J1JM-J-

Cowing

to the

'

iff

over

fell

Miss, West la. Appointed.
Denver, Colo., July H,
Miss
Esther O. West of
Springs
was appointed, to the state board
Why waltT Your druggist sells a of nurse examiners by Governor
tiny bottle of Freesone for a few cents, Julius C. Gunter today. She sue
sufficient to rid your feet of every ceeds Miss Eda May Gallagher of
hard corn, soft corn, or corn between
-;.
the toes, and calluses, without sore- .Victor. ,.; ;.
ness or irritation.
Freezone is the
Koyal Balanced Ratio la a high
much talked of ether discovery of a
class poultry feed. Costs more titan
Cincinnati genius.
any mixed hen feed on the market for
)

PIMPLES?

MCIAL LRARRS WIRII

balloons,
emy's observation
were hastily pulled down.

Yes, magic!

.

ct

With the American Army in France,
July 11 (by the Associated Press.)
American pursuit planes today interrupted German observation and photography work behind the Amerlcar
lines. Lieut. Edgar Tobln of San An
tonlo, Tex., and Lieut. Edgar Jones of
Chleae-oattacked a biplane over
Flirey at an altitude of of 3,000 yards.
They dove after him four times, down
to 1.000 yards, when

hurt

i

i

v

Thlaucourt.
Lieut. Charles T. Merrick of Eldora,
la., attacked another biplane north of
Flirey. The German went sliding
down on his wing, and was reported
later by another American flyer as
having fallen In flames.
Pudsuit planes also attacked the en-

one bit.

te

super-featur-

.

Drop a little Freezone on an aching
corn, Instantly that corn stops hurting,
then you lift It right out. It doesn't

Important Matters,

Community

super-featur-

.

fingers.

All

Offices of the board will be in
Washington. Mr. Hoover ha been apAt tin- - rasilmo Theater
pointed chairman and Geare Uolph,
.sugar director In the roo j nam;niRtra- AT THE THKATKRS TODAY.
tion, president.
,
IV Thenler Repealing Enid BenThe United States now virtually
controls all sugar produced in the nett as the leading star in "A Desert
country as well as that imported, Wooing:" also "Love Loops the ' Loop,"
comedy.
through the international sugar com- a I'aramount-fennet- t
mission, which organization allocates
Crystal Opera House Dark.
to the domestic Industry.
Ideal Theater Dark.
The directors of the board are F.
Hunter Dorothy Phillips
l.yriio
W. Taussig of the tariff commission,
e
of her own
in a
Clarence Wooley, of tho war trade starring entitled "The
Kisky Road;"
company,
board: Sugar Amlnistrator George
also a good comedy.
Theodore
Whltmarsh and
Clara Kimball
Pastime Theater
William T. Glasgow, all of the food
by her own comYoung,
supported
administration.
pany, appears in her latent, "The
also a Pa tho comedy,
'
"Somewhere In Turkey.".

newspapers.
"We have not finished with our ex
aminatlons," he added. "All of the
evidence will go before the grand
Dublin, July 11. A proclamation
jury and it is safe to assume that
there will be more arrests before we has been issued here calling to the
get through."
colors, under penalty of an offense
against the Defense of the Realm
SAYS
"EXAC.GERATKD,"
act all British subjects liable to
BUSCH OF STATEMEXT
military Bervice, who have come to
Ireland to escape it. These men are
St. Louis, Mo., July 11. August A.
known locally as "fly boys." They
Busch, son of Mrs. Adolphua Busch, are
numerous and rounding
tonight declared the statement of Al them fairly
up will not be unpopular.
fred L. Becker, deputy state attorney
Captain Stephen Gwynn, member
general of New York, that the Busch
City, adfamily had purchased $1,000,000 of of parliament for Galway
German war bonds, to be exaggerated dressed a large meeting In the chamber of commerce, today. He said
by half.
"It Is true," he said, "that I bought America was wondering why Ireland
$500,000 of the bonds through a local had gone out of the war. Ulster had
trust company about two years ago. not refused conscription, but the
If t had had the least intimation that rest of Ireland, which had refused
the money was to be used for German it, was all the more bound to help
propaganda I would not have invested voluntary recruiting.
a. cent,"
Row could Ireland, he asked, be
neutral to America or be an enemy
2 SOLDIERS KILLED,
of America's closest ally?
The recruiting council, continued
3 HURT BY LIGHTNING
Captain Gwynn, were anxious to get
50,000 men to avoid conscription,
IRV MORNIN. JOURNAL SPICIAL LKA.IO WIRK1
If they failed to do this there
Fort Worth, Tex., July 11. Two but
was the gravest danger of conscripnear
at
soldiers
here,
Camp Bowie,
Judgment the
were killed by lightning late today tion and inof militaryIrish
volunteers
60,000
equivalent
Inand three others were severely
be
conscripts.
would
150,000
jured during an electrical storm. The
dead:
London, July 11. Men who fled
Jos. W. Shue, Malakoft, .Tex. .
from England, Scotland
Private Moreland said to be of to Ireland
and Wales to escape military service
Amarillo, Tex.
received notice today that they must
report of the military authorities.
men are given a week to
. The
LIFT OFF CORNS
cemply with the order.

'

Auxiliary Organizations Will
Work in Cooperation With
Bernalillo County Body in

Washington, July 11. To equalize
the price of sugar to the consumer in
the face of prospects for an increase
due to a threatened shortage, and to
President
secure .better distribution,
Wilson today created the sugar equal
ization board, on recommendation of
Food Administrator Hoove'.
The board will be incotporated at
$5,000,000, the capital to bo furnished
by the president from his special war
fund, and will have minority to ac
quire even at a loss to tha govern
ment, the production of beet sugar
fac.ories that cannot under the pres
ent price of beets be sold to the public
at a reasonable price, and other high
cost sugar. This will be resold In the
common lot at the sta'oil'ieed price,
thus saving considerable to the

.

Mr. Becker emphasized the point
that, while the United States was still
neutral, the imperial German government established
fund "to seduce
part of the American press with good
American gold, exchanged for mere
scraps of paper."
Many Americans, he said, invested
In the German bonds before
this
country went to war In the same manner that they are now buying Liberty
Bonds, thinking that the money was
to be used legitimately for the pur
chase of munitions and war supplies,
and not suspecting that their dollars
were to be used against their own

'
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A Change in
NINTH

G1I5J

Mayer's Single to Left Sends
Mollwitz Across the Plate
With Winning Run; Score
Even Until Last Run,
--

ASK
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Pittsburgh Pa., July 1. New York
iost to Pittsburgh. The game was ev
idently fought until the ninth Inning
when Pitcher Mayer's single to left
sent Mollwitz across the plate with the
1

E. E. BLISS
Corner Central Avenue and Fifth Street.
STANDING

Third Inning. Rally.

,

New York, July 11. Covelenkle
bested Finneran In a pitchers' tattle
today and Cleveland won the first
game of its series with New York.
.Coveleskie scored the only run of the
game 'in the third Inning, when he
mingled and scored oh hits by Chapman and Speaker. Score:'
Cleveland.
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
1
0
3
4
0 0
Oraney, If
2
0
1
2
3
0
Chapman, ss
4
0
4
1
0 0
Speaker, cf
3
C
0
0
2
0
Wood, rf
'

.....

Evans, 3b
O'Neill, c
Coveleskie, p

'

Totals

4
2
4
2
4

0
0
0
0

30

0
0

1

0 13
0
1
0 2
0
2

6
0
3
2
2

0
0
0

1

7 27 15

0

1

1

New York.
AB. R. H. PO, A. E.

Gilhooley, rf
1'ecklnpaugh, ss
Baker, 3b

Pratt, 2b
Pipp, 2b
Bodie, If
Caldwell, cf
Miller, cf, If
Walters,' c
Finneran, p

. .

4
3
4

3
2

......

Totals
Cleveland

1

2
3
3
3
28

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

4
2
1
3
9
0

0
0
1
0
0

0
7
1
4
1

0
0
0

0
0

0

2
1

0
0
0
2
0

3 27 16

2

000 000
000 000 000

0

0

110
0

0
6
1

0

01
0

0

...001

New York

1

Summary: Stolen bases Chapman
(2), Evans, Johnson. Double plays
Peckinpaugh and Pipp; Peckinpaugh,
Pratt and Pipp. Bases on balls Finneran 6, Coveleskie 3. Struck out
By Finneran 2, by Coveleskie 1.
ISohIoii 4: Chicago 0.
Boston, Mass., July 11. Mays held

....

......

Totals
x.

I

.

..

29

0

4 24 13

Ran for Oandil In ninth.
'
Boston.
AB. R. H. PO. A.

Hooper, rf
Shean, 2b
Strunk, cf

Ruth, lb

Schang, c
Scott, ss
Rtanbury,

Whiteman,

0

.

4

......

4

1
0
1

3

0

4

0
1

1
3
2
1
0
1
3 20
0
0
0 1
1 0

0

1

4
4

.4
3b...
If . , 3
.

.

2

Mays, p

0
6
0

0
1
4
1

11 10
0 8

Burns, cf
Young, rf

Boston
Cincinnati
Brooklyn
St. Louis

AM EH IC.N

Fletcher, ss

.417
.413

146
45

Boston
Cleveland
New York
Washington
Chicago
St. Louis
Detroit
Philadelphia

4t

,

40
37
37
81

.27

34
36
34
38
89
39
44

'

t

.47

Chicago
Boston .

4

9 27 20

1

1

37

4

1
1

9x26 15

t

000 000 000 0
000 001 21x- -4

Philadelphia 8) St. Iouts S.
Philadelphia, July 11. The Athletics got an early lead off Houck, formerly a member of Mack's staff and
held it'against St. Louis' rallies, smith,
a pinch hitter for St. Louis,- drove
In two runs by hitting safely with the
".
bases filled In the eighth.
R. II. E.
Score:
021 000 0205 10 8
St. Louis
Philadelphia ..830 000 02x 8 11 2
Batteries: Davenport, Gallia, Wright
and Severeid; Walton, Adams, Geary
and McAy.

six-ru-

.

h.

'

2

1

2

1

3

1
0
0

4
3
4

1

4

0
0

0

1

0
2

1
4

.

0
1
0
3
0
2

0

Ixwgue,

Detroit at Washington.
Chicago at Boston.
St. Louis at Philadelphia.

'

New York.

0116

200 010

e

Boston
Chicago
Chicago; July 11. Pitcher nnnirl.ioa
of Chicago wo)i both games of the
PACIFIC COAST LEAGUE
double header with Boston today. Ha
was winner in the first after the game
Los Angeles 2f San Francisco' 1. , had 'gone ten Innings, as the result of
"'
Los Angeles, July 11.
the opportune hitting and ilirln base
R. H. E. running of his mates. In the second
Score:
2
1
8
San Francisco
game he kept the BostJn hits scat
2 tered. Score:
4
2
Los Angeles
Baum
and Brooks;
Batteries:
Boston.
Brown and Boles.
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
a l n
1 - 1
4
Rawlings. 2b
Sacramento 5; Oakland 1.
6
Herzog, lb
.
Oakland, July 1.
Massey, cf
R. H. E. Wlckland, rf ..
Score:
2
5 10
Sacramento
J.
Smith; 3b
6
6
1
Oakland
Konetchy, If .
Batteries: West and McNulty; R Henry, c
Arlett and Murray.
Maranville. ss
Nehf, p
2.
Vernon 5: Salt Lake
Salt Lake City, Utah, July 11.
Totals
36 3 11x29 12 2
U.'H.E.
Score:
x Two out when winning run
1
5 11
Vernon
scored.
0
2 11
Salt Lake
Chicago.
Batteries: Dell and Devor.ticr; Du
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
buc and Konnlck, Dunn.
1
2
2
6
Flack, rf
0
2
5
4
Hollocher, ss
2
, 5
Mann, If
3
ASSOCIATION Merkle, lb
AMERICAN
3--

i

'

'

.

a

.....

Deal, 3 b
Zelder, 2b

10

At St. Paul 1; Kansas City 4.
At Minneapolis 4; Mllwaukeo 2.

Wortman,

?

Douglass,

HEATS

,

1

0

0

Cleveland, Ohio, July 11. Prince
Loree, an outsider in the bettlh, won
the $3,000 "Tavern Steak," the feat
ure of the grand circuit racing card
at North Randall track today, taking

p

,

1

1

2
0

10

35 4
Totals
i Batted for Aldrldge

.ICIAk LIAHD Willi)

tBT MORNINO JOURNAL

.

aO'Farrell,

L0REE;
TAKING

0

4
0
8
0
0

....

KHllfer, o
Tyler, p
Aldrldge, p

TAVERN STEAK WON
BY-PRIN-

2b

0

4
3
3
1
4
0
1

2
1

0
0
Q

10 30 14 2
In eighth.

Score by Innings:
Boston
.002 000 010
4
000 100 020
Chicago
hits Flack!
Summary: Three-bas- e
Mann. Stolen bases FJack 2, Zelder 2.
Merkle. Sacrifice hit Aldrldge. Sacrifice fly Hollocher. Double play
Zelder to Merkle, 2; Konetchy to
neHry. Base on balls Tyler' 1; Nehf
2; Aldrldge 2. Innings pltched-pTy- ler
2; Aldrldge 5
Douglass . Struck
out Tyler 2; Nehf 3; Aldrldge
4;
'
Douglass 1.
Second game:
RiH. E.
Score:
000 000 2002 7 0
Bpston
1
6
3
200 010 00
Chicago .
Batteries: Regan and Henry; Doug'
lass and KHllfer.

03

,

.

Sweepstakes In 2:04
Lu Princeton, second choice In the
betting, won the 2:05 trotting nwerp-snke- s
'Philadelphia 5; SO. Louis 2.
from Royal Mae, By trotting
St. Louis, July 11. Prendergast
the mile In 2:04
Lu Princeton
made the fastest mile of the season. proved better than Sherdelland John
Miss Directed was beaten only hy son and Philadelphia won the the
third game of the series with St. Louis.
a stride.
(
.
R. H. E.
Score:
In thn 2:17 pace, Belle Alcantara
won easily from the favorite; "JTsl H. Philadelphia ..021 200 0005 10 31
000 000 0202 7
St Xouls
2,

AnotliertBeforo' Draft Board.
Pittsburgh, Pa., July 11. pitcher
?aul Perritt of .he New YorR Nationals today received a notice from bis
draft board at Shreveport,
to
La.',
show cause why. he should not on-- ',
gage in essential employment fnder
Provost Marshal General Crowders'
"work or fight" ruling. Thirl Baseman William McKechnle of tin Pittsburg Nationals, "received a similar
summons from his board here. Both
will appeal.

P.

.
C, Ii. May" Close Season.
Los Angeles, Calif., July 11.
Whether the Pacific Coast Baseball
league Shall close its season at oncb
or continue playing its original ached '
ule of games a. to be discussed at ft
meeting of directors to be held hero
Saturday, according to a statemen"
hade today by Charles Graham, man
ager of the San Francsco club. .Graham satd the San Franolsco club own
era favored continuation of the sea
on. He thought owners of two (the)
clubs scared this view,
.

patteries: Prendergast and Burns;
Tuero ana Gon-

Sherdell, Johnson,
zales, Brock,

it'

,

'

i

1

m

cm

'

OUR SPECIALS

For Today

'

ONE LOT OF

Dress Shirts
11 cents each
ONE LOT OF

$1.25 Canvas Oxfords

98 cents
ONE LOT OF
:i

j.

A

d,

Cisco;
Timothy
MO., and Harry

McCabe, Grantsville,

Evidence, of PoimniiiK.
Waukesha, Wis., July 11. The bodies of William Hllle, his sister Edna,
and Ernest Fenze, were found dead
today at the Hllle farm near hrc today. Evidence of poisoning was found
In Miss Hille's body. Several horses
had been shot. Hille and his sister
were about 60 years old.

Off

.

The Superior Lumber & Mill Co.

Daubert, Detroit.

PHONE

Straw Hals
92 cents each

ORDINANCIC
An Ordinance

n. SS.

Requiring the MuzzlingN
ot Dogs and Providing Punishment
...
for its Violation.
Be It Ordained by the City Commis- sloners of the City of Albuquerque-Sectio1.
That the City Manager.
or, in his absence, the City Marshal,
of the City of Albuquerque, be, and
he hereby is authorized. In his discretion, upon apprehension of danger
from mad dogs, or of the presence of
rabbies or hydrophobia in said city,
to issue wb proclamation that all dogs
in the City of Albuquerque
shall,
within twenty-fou- r
hours after publication of said proclamation In a newspaper of general circulation in said
city, be safely and securely muzzled,
whether such dogs be marked and
licensed or not, and. after the expiration of said time. It shall be the duty
of every owner, keeper or harborer
of a dog In said city to keep such dog
safely and securely muzzled, and
whenever, thereafter, any dog Is found
going at large In said city wtthout be- Mng so muzzled, such dog shall be Im
and
pounded by the city
the ownef. keeper or harborer of such
misof
a
dog shall be deemed guilty
demeanor, and, upon' conviction, shall
be punished by a fine of not less than
Five Dollars nor mora than Fifty Dollars, or by imprisonment for not less
than 10 days nor more than 80 days,
or by both such fine and Imprisonment. It shall be the duty of the
upon impounding any dog as
hereinbefore
provided, to forthwith
notice of such Impoundwrittan
give
ing to the owner, keeper or harborer
ot such dos, if such person be known
to hlra or can be ascertained by him,
and such owner, keeper or harborer
shall Have the right to reclaim and
redeem such dog within twenty.-fou- r
hours after such impounding, by paythe following
ing to the
fees, towit: One Dollar for service of
said written notice when notice has
been eiven: Fifty Cents for ImpoundCents per day
ing, and Twenty-fiv- e
for each day such Aog Is kept after the
ts Impounded;
same
which
day upon
provided, however' that the payment
of su:h fees shall
operate to release Huch owner) keeper or harborer
from punishment by fine or Imprisonment for violation of this ordinance
In event
as hereinbefore
provided.
such dog be not reclaimed and reevent
any
deemed as aforesaid, or In
unmuzzled dog be found going at
ordinance
this
in
of
violation
large
which cannot be safely taken up and
Impounded, such dog or 4gs may be

nt

--

'
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'
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"THE LIVE CLOTHIER"

DUKE CITY
Cleaners-Hatte-

Ave. 2

How Our Soldiers Will Long for
Good Old American Tobacco!

HELP

'

pieces.

IS MIGHTY SCARCE
Near the Trenches. " " '
,

s.

that"
No Matter How Small the Amount

can stand

........Ha

pkf. No. I. Fopalu elcuettes hevlmt

null

value at Ha
vta o He

He pkg. No. 1 Popular pipe tobasoo kavlas wtell

,....,..

pkf. No. 4. Popular eliantu tobasoo hartsc retail valsof
No.L Popular plvg kewlag tokaew feavtag retail
..... Bepk.
..,
w.
.' i

..g

Ms,

alae

la aosorAnnco with yoor offer to sobS popolar breads bf tobeeM
slaaMttea
paokacM,: each for ISc,
soiiim la Barope la sans

t
,;
i.'hmiii,i.iwniw""""iw'"
Atdroa ,
M,.M.,M.,,,M..n..M..M.M.m..MicM.m.w
w

I

War Savings

.,,,,,,.,,.,..,...............,
'
...
.'

saslnss

',.

$..-

Toer NaoM
Street

and

A. Wright of the
Wright Trading Po.t 4th
and Gold has been placed in
charge of this by the War
Savings Committee and will
return t6 you'the full value
of the 'articlers in stamps.1'

NEW MEXICO".

THE JOURNAL, ALBUQUERQUE,

.

C

'

Send It in.

'

,

Thrift Stamps

v

v

v

1

Our boys are going to need tobacco In great quabUtles. Fill out
i
the coupon now Today ts None Too Soon Sad make If generous!
v
"v v .
Bring It, or mall It. to The Journal Office.

A Wonderful Opportunity
To Let Uncle Sam Win
The Wr And At The Same
Time Get Rid Of Odd ,
And Ends Of Old
Silver And Gold Which
You Can Exchange For

Mrs.

'

V

FROM EHVIN COBB'S "PATHS OV GUOVLV
school
"Am I recall now, we had come through the gate of h
house to where the automobile stood when a puff of wind blowing
to us from the left, which meant from aoroas the battlefront. brought
to our noses a certain smell which we already knew full wsiL
"'You get It, I see,' said the German officer, who stood alongside of me. 'It eomes from three miles off, but you ean get It five
miles when the wind is strong' and he waved his left arm toward
it as though the scent had been a visible thing. That explains why
tobacco la so scarce with us along the staff back yonder in Laon. .
'
"All' the tobacco which can be spared la sent to the men in the
front trenches. As long aa they smoke and keep on smoking they

For Gold and Saver

"

"; '

I

TOBACCO

By Getting

i

V

By special arrangement The JournU guarantees to deliver,
through an arrangement with tobacco manufacturers, two dollars
worth of tobacco, for every dollar, ubacribed, to our soldiers In
- France and on the way to France,
The packages (50c worth of tobacco) are put up la attractive
patriotic packages. In every package we put a return postal card
with your name and address
o that you will get word, back from
the battlefields from as many soldiers as you --subscribe IS sent
'
'
.
"-

UNCLE
SAM

w.

COMPANY

Phone 441

Tobacco Fund

R

Copper

J. C. BALDRIDGE LUMBER

TO THE JOURNAL

Hudson for
t Picture Frames j
and

LUMBER

Paints, Oils, Glass, afalthold Roofing
and Building Paper.

SUBSCRIBE NOW!

Wall Paper

Fourth St.

rs

220 West Gold.

877

'

Worth Up to $3.00

M. M AN DELL

Hudson for Signs I

dog-catch-

er

:

'".

J

LEGAL N0IHC1S.

Cincinnati 7; Brooklyn S.
Cincinnati; July 11. Tohey broke
his losing streak of eight Btraight defeats by winning from SroftWyn. ' He
was ,hit hard but received fast support from the entire Cincinnati team, killed without delay.
who also hit Marquard for many long
Sec. 2. That Section 278 of the
'
'
' Revised Ordinances of the City of
drive.
Scores:
R. H. E. Albuquerque be, and same hereby Is
000 000 1208 1 , 2 repealed.
Brooklyn
fieo. a. That this ordinance shall
7 14
0
Cincinnati
101 400 01X
become effective upon its passage and
t Catteries:
..Wheat; publication as provided by law.
Marquard and,
.
.
'
1 .1- - l
1Alh Jin,
.'"J ''.;''
Toney and Allen.
fassea ana approve
-"' " .
of .Julys 1918. 5
P. WADE,
CHAS.
Ato Ruees In 'Chicago,
t
n
Chalrma.
Chicago, July 11. Automobile "ttfii
lng on Sunday will be given9 a trial GEO, D. HAMMOND, City Clerk.
here July 28, it was announced tonight. The event, will, be the I n'.nrna-tlon- al
lRSfociBtetM
TTO
Sweepstake for a purse cf tSt.t
el tlx art nary tract
000. Invitations will be extended cnl
to drivers whose
have a sneed
Rice 11.10 MM k
"gist
greater than 10S mljes an hour. '
TtmUm "lib each hotiU r I
M ramxM- ;

.17.

v-aae

1

same-leagu-

e

Paskert, cf

-r-

'.

1

4
30
9 27 11
Totals
"Batted for Schmidt Jn ninth.
New YorV .'.
000 211 0004
Two-bas-

2

.

A

1

hits Burns, Wllhdlt, Mayer. Stolen Jiases Fletcher, ' Carey,
Southworth.
Sacrifice hit Biebee.
Sacrifice f ly Bigbee. Double play-Ca- rey
and Schmidt, Bases on balls-- By
Smith 3, by Mayer t. Hit
1
by pitcher By Smith
(Carey).
Struck out By Smith 1, by Mayer 4.
Passed ball Schmidt.

--

Detroit 8; Washington g.
Washington, July 11. Bunching
tilts on Johnson in the seventh and
ninth innings Detroit overcame a
lead: and defeated Washington
R. H. E.
Score:
Detroit
...000 000 5035 12 2
Washington ,'..000 006 0006 13 2
Batteries:
Kallio,
Cunningham,
James and Stanage; Johnson and Plcl-nit-

0

run

winning'

'

sec-he- at

Cicotte 3.

-

4

c

ILL'

1

5

Three-bas-

,

hits Cicotte,
hits Gtfndll,
Mays. Double plays Shean and Ruth;
Ruth (unassisted). Base on balls
Cicotte 1; Mays 1. Hit by pitcher-r-BMays (Gandil). Struck out By

,

0

4

0
0
0

3

Pittsburgh
Summary:

4.

Two-bas-

'

3

........

3 the first and third heats 'lor.i Allan
Watts, which ruled an ' equal favorite
with Ctyir Peter.
The time for the first heat cj jailed
E. the stake record of 2:06
'
0
A crowd estimated to have been a
0
record breaker ' attended
today's
0 races. Not
a favorite won.
1
Hollywood Bob, a son of Peter the
6 Great, owned by Dodge Brothers of
1 Lexington, Ky., trotted the ' fastest
I mile ever recorded by a three year old
0 on the local track by taking the
of the third division f the Faslg
0

e
Summary:
Ruth (3). Sacrifice

-

Sclinildt ,c
Shaw, st
Mayer, p .

.413
.370

4.

32
Totals
Score by Innings:

...
CutshaW, 2b ...'..
Mollwitz, Tb
McKechnle, 3b ...

Brooklyn at Cincinnati.
New York at Pittsburgh,
Philadelphia at St. Louis.

at

1

when

Southworth, rf

National ifiicnc
Boston at Chicago.

Cleveland

out

Leach, ss
Bigbee, If
Carey, cf

WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY

American

0
2

0

AB. R. H. PO. A. E.

.575
,656
.647
.513
.487

'46

1

0

12

Pittsburgh.

Pet.

L.

5
3

4

x Two
scored.

LEAGI'E.
W.

3b

Totals

.437

13-0,1
1

6

.

.

'

.479
.440

5

0
0

4

Doyle, 2b
Zimmerman,
Pet. Wllhoif, If
.093 Holke, lb
.622 McCarty, c
.500 Smith, p

23
28
36
37
42
40
42
44

Score:
New York.
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.

....

Chicago to four hits and Boston won
from Chicago. Cicotte was hit safly
nine times, three of them doubles
to left by Babe Ruth. This makes
twenty-seve- n
consecutive innings that
Boston has not been scored on. Socre:
Chicago.
AB. R. H,PO. A. 15.
'4 0 0 2 1 0
Murphy, rf
4
1
0
0
3
0
'Leibold, If
1
3
1
0
E. Collins, 2b
2
3
2
0
1 10
1
0
Gondii, lb
0
4
0
J. Collins, cf
0 0 oj
3
0
0
0
2
1
Weaver, ss
3
1
0
0
1
3
MeMullIn, 3b
0
3
0 4 1 0
Jacobs, c
3
0
0
1
2
2
Cicotte, p
0
0
0 0 0 0
xWllson
'.

62
46
36
34
33
31
30
31

Pittsburgh
Philadelphia
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NATIONAL I.KAGCE.
W.' 'L.

Bests Finneran in
Pitchers' Battle and Scores
Only Run of the Game in

2b

'

."

Coveleskie

Wambsganss,
Johnston, 3b

winning run.

OF THE TEAMS

Chicago
New York

The Third Ward Prairie Dogs put
OUKE G1TY TO BE
a game fight yesterday in a baseball game with the Wild Cats of the
fourth' ward. 'They held the Cats to
3 hits
and 1 run until Jie fifth
ADVERTISED
when the Tabbies hit their stride
and the fur began to fly. The game
ended In a victory for the Cats but
the ', Dogs gave them a good fight.
As a means of acquainting tourists
The game was featured by double-steal- s
and other bits of elaborate with the historic and scenic attrac
--J tions
baseball.
adjacent to Albuquerque, the
The fielding 0f Gallier, Allard oqard
:
of directors of the Cliamiier of
an
was
Walling, Stubbs and Faw
Commerce has Instructed Aldo Leooutstanding feature of the game. pold, secretary, to prepare a booklet
Stortz distinguished himself at the to be
spread broadcast' among the
hit and two
plate getting a
doubles. - Gallier (landed a pair of cities where tourists may "be reached.
doubles.-- '
Albuquerque
has the attractions
."The line-u- p
for the game were which tourists cross the continent to
see and enjoy but thus far these atas follows:
Jack Nagle, p; tractions have not been exploited. It
Prairie Dogs
George Maples, lb; Vol Privett, 3b; Is the purpose of the Chamber of
Ford Davis, cf; Clarence Walling, 2b; Commerce to begin the systematic
Gene Gradon, If; Stanley Stubbs, rf; advertising of these attractions with
LawrencV' Brasher, c; Edniond Red- a view to Increasing the tourist traffic
"
'
'
to this city.
mond,' ssT '
''Wild ' Cats Stottko" ' Andrews, cf; Among the attractions which will
Louis Mcftae ;;2b; Paul Faw, If; be mentioned In the booklet are In
Lawrence Milne, ; rf; Ernest Abbett, scription rock, where the early ex
p; Curtis Allard, lb; Frank Stortn, plorers inscribed their names and the
ss; Ted Gallier, Sb; Earl Rich- data concerning their trips; the Spanish ruins, Indian pueblos, Indian
;
mond, o. '
dances, the Spanish plazas, historic
landmarks, ruins of the Cities That
MANY PLAYERS TO
Died of Fear, scenery and camping
attractions of the Sandias, Jemez and
APPEAR AT DRAFT
Manitona mountains and others, all of
BOARD IN P. C. L which are more accessible from Albu
querque than from any other city of
the state.
MONMINS JOURNAL RPtCIAL LKAHO W1RI1
An added attraction which Is proSalt Lake City, Utah, July 11. Ten
members of the Salt Lake baseball posed by Leopold is a pageant to cel
club of the Pacific Coast league were ebrate the founding of Albuquerque.
today ordered by Salt Lake draft The first fiesta may be held in the
board No. 4' to report to their local fall near Thanksgiving when the
board and show cause why they teachers' association meets in this
in class one-city,
sbould not
of the selective draft, or seek work
essential to the conduct of the war.
Reeenlly bail .cut and Iwled a crop
Recommendation of the local draft ot alfalfa. Hspeetully for rabbit nml
either buy jusr,
poultry..
board will be sent to the boards in ono bale If youliekeep
more than pleased
and
which the men ore registered sug with
your puivliase. K, W. 1'F.K,
gesting that' they, be placed in class
Wewf lxiul avenue. 1'lione
one-or made to seek essential oc!
cupations.
Members of the Vernon club of the
have been ordered to ap-- i THE WM. FARR COMPANY
pear before one of the local boards Wholesale and Retat' Dealer In
on Saturday morning and similar recKi;SU AND SALT MEATS
ommendations will be made, it is said,
Sausage a Specialty
for those players who cannot offer a For Cattle and Hog
the Rulinf
en
excuse
not
for
being
legitimate,
oiaraet race Are raid
to
In
essential
work
considered
gaged
the war.
The men affected and the towns
from which they are registered in the
selective draft are as follows:
Kenneth W. Penner, Memphis; E.
General Contractor;
H. Sheely, Grand Acres. Wash.; J. A.
Dubuc, Salt Lake; Charles A. Crab- We are In a position to give
tree, Vernon, Tex.: clarence O. Smith,
more value for the money than
New Orleans; Michael Konnlck, Bing- any other BUILDING FIRM In
Kant-lanthis vicinity.
E.
Crandall,
hamtonN, Y.; K,
Ran
FranJ.
William
Orr,
Office With
Ind.;
.:

Proper Air Pressure

YORK YANKS

OF

up

longer with the

FIRST GAME WITH

ATTRAGTIOiMS

OF

'SCHOOL 'LEAGUES

Your casing should last

i

...

CATS ....

INlFA'SrGAME

Tire Inflation

CLEVELAND

Friday, July 12, 1918.
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Paint
LUMBER Glass,
Cement, Plaster
Lumber
Gompan3r
Albucjuerque ruwr
au nuiun "

J13 JCURNAI,

1

Bxxuiiv.1.'

VANT ADS ERING CUlCK

'

'.

'

ULTS

'

Albuquerque Morning - Journal
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409OGO of

Big Lot of Well Known

Albuquerque's Big Sensation

BIG LOT OF

Men's Suit?

Hanan Dress Shoes and
Oxfords

Values up to $18.00, while they last

Wife

$7.98
Big Lot of the Well Known

Douglas Shots

W. L.

1

10-11-

Values up to $12.00 while they last

aim

West Central A enue

2

mmpaimy

$4.98

Albuquerque,- N. M.

V

$2.48
BIG LOT OF

Men's Straw Hats
Values to $3.00 go at

93c
BIG LOT 15c

Men's Dress Pants

Big $40,000 Clothing and Shoe Stock

Values up to $3.00 Go at

Go on Sale at a Saving of Thousands of Dollars to the Purchasing Public, the
Happening of the Unexpected. $20,000.00 Must Be Raised, Hence This Amount
of Goods Must Be Sold at Once, and to Accomplish This Purpose We Are ComStock of CLOTHING, SHOES, ETC., at
pelled to Slaughter This High-grad- e
Prices Lower Than the ACTUAL COST of the Raw Material, and This Bona- fide Legitimate Cut Price Sale Goes On

BIG LOT OF MEN'S

GOAT

OFTEN YOU CAN

2c
Men's Rain Coats
at

dig lot of Men's Suits, values up

&

jQ
A

tP--

L

fjI ftO
Q

Hart Schaff-

$li.0UP

Men's Pants Department
Big lot of Men's Pants, values up to $3.00 QU
IOC
go at

Big lot of the well known W. L. Douglas Dress
Shoes and Oxfords, values up to $6.00 QC

.fl0 HQ

J)Ot

.
UP

Trunk and Suitcase Depfc
All $12.00 to $50.00 Hartmann
Trunks go at
All $2.50 to $35.00 Suit Cases
and Bags, go at
,

1(81,

fan

Qr
Ut0

(PI QQ

D.Ot

UP
UP

Ipl

,'

48

Big lot" of "thVHanari Dress Slioes and
Oxfords, values up to $12.00 go at
All $5.50 to $9.00 W. L. Douglas Dress Shoes and
Oxfords in all styles and leathers
QQ UP
rgo at
OA
All $9.00 and $10.00 Bostonian Men's
Dress Shoes and Oxfords go at . . . . . JipOtOt
All $12.00 Hanan Men's Dress Shoes and Oxford3
in all leathers and styles, the world's
77Q7
best make of shoes, go at

(J! AO;
tjriwO

0Q

d0
..vO'l

. ;

at

,

.

ir

$2.98

-

BIG LOT OF

Men's Dress Shirts
Values Up to $2.00 While They Last

26c

S

Men's Overcoat and
Raincoat Department
All $5.00 to $25.00 Men's Rain ftO.
Coats, go at
All $20.00 to $45.00 Men's Heavy
Overcoats strictly new styles go atv

Q

Ui

IQ I7A
V

Values Up to $25.00 Go at

$10.48

Men's
Hat Department

Men's
Shoe Department

d1 Q OA

All $3.50 to $8.00 Men's Dress
Pants in all styles and fabrics

GO AT

Men's Suits

pfUO
Marx

Big lot of Men's Suits, this season's
styles, values to $27.50, go at. . . .
All- $25 to $45 Men's Suits, including
ner & Marx and A. B. Kirsch- baum, all will go lit

'

Suits

sh

NOTICE Forced to move $20,000 worth of the world's best makes of Clothing, Shoes, pats,
Furnishings, etc., during this sale, this means the greatest slaughtering of prices ever attempted in Albuquerque. It comes at the right time to lift the shackles of high prices and enable
you to enjoy a rightful return for your hard earned dollars, therefore it remains for you to act
promptly, Be on hand when the doors open and get your pick of the best.

to'Qnr QQ

go at
Big lot of the well known Hart Schaffner
Men's Suits, values up to $25.00
$18.00

'

Beach-Cra-

.

Big Lot of the Well Known
HART SCHAFFNER & MARX

$2.69
Men's
Suit Department

-

Palm

.

Save 60c to 80c in Every Dollar You Spend

BIG LOT OF
$5.00 Values, Go

98c

Today and Tomorrow, July 12 and 13

Cotton Gloves

BIG LOT OF

.

-

Oxfords

t
Values up to $6.00 go at

awe

IfOlT

UP

Big lot of Men's New Straw Hats
values up to $3.00, go at

93c

.......

Depart
All $7.50 to $12.50 Men's Silk Shirts including
Wilson- Bros, and Manhattan's (14 ACT
UP
go at
-

'All $3.50 to $10.00 Straw, Hats
and Panamas, go at

OA

tpX0

Big lot of Men's Summer Caps values
to $1.00 go at
All $1.00 to $3.00 New Caps, the new- est styles and shades, go at
'.

'

UP

39c

KQp UP

Big lot of Men's Dress Shirts values
'
.....
to $2.00, go at
All $1.00 to $3.00 Men's Dress
. . ;..
Shirts go at
,
of Men's Silk Shirts, $5.00
. ....
values, go at .

Big lot of Men!s Summer Underwear,
75c values, go at

All 10c to 50c Men's Handkerchiefs
go at

29c
98c up
14c up
39c up
. 6c up

All 50c to $2.00 Men's Belts
go at

OQ
fciOL

"UP

All ,66c to $2.50 Silk Neckwear

19c

up

All $7.50 to $20.00 Men's Bathrobes go at

$3.98

UP

All $1.25 to $5.00 Men's Union'Suits
,1
go at

All 50c to $1.00 Mcn's.Silk Hose
go at

i

26 c

69c V
,

WVO

All 25c to 50c Men's Hose,
v.
go at

Furnishing Dept
vBlg "lot

UP

Furnishing

$2.98

go at

if WILL NOT BE NECESSARY

FOR US TO GO IrTO DETAILS RELATIVE TO THE HIGH CLASS CLOTHING,
SHIRTS, HATS AND FURNISHINGS THE WRIGHT CLOTHING COMPANY HAS BEEN HANDLING, foV Every
Man Who Has Lived in and Around Albuquerque Knows That Any' Article That Was Ever, Bought Frorn This Firm Was
,
t
the Best That Money Could Buy."

Now iyour chance to, secure a year's supp ly of Suits, Pants, Hats, Shoes, Etc. In many instances you will buy three or four articles for the
d
off "sales, thirty-thre-e
and
price of one. So do not compare this bona fide cash sale of high grade merchandise with the so- - called one-haoff sales, 'or any old sales where the savingsfare merely postage stampis. This will be the greatest dothing.sale ever attempted an
and its genuineness is backed up by the Wright Clothing Company's reputation of honesty arid square dealing- Your money back for the askprepared to dress yourself from head to foot fbr-- mere trifle.
ing on any purchase hot Satisfactory.
'

'

one-thir-

lf

-

So-com-

e

a

Remember the Bisr Bargain OoDortmutv of Your Life is Open to You
Today, Saturday andSa

Special 'Attenti6n Given to Merchants From Out of Town arf
Big Lot of

Big Lot of

,

Men's New Caps

Men's Straw Hats

Values up to $1.00

Values up to $3.00

go

at

39c
.

TBi

Lot of

MEN'S SOX
Go

at

6c

Big Cot of Men's

.

.

Borne of Bart SchaffiwM Marx Goiid Clothes

$5.00 Silk Shirts

c Co at.

,

$2.98

ll

IZIGjMiu
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;

vif

r
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-
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i
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Mbuciergue Morning Journal,

CRESCENT HARDWARE CO. SOLDO HIES
818 WEST CENTRAL

THONE 815.

GUARANTEED.
ALBUQUERQUE,

4

4

.'

SANTA FE .MEN' SUBSCRIBE
"

PASTIME THEATER

;!0,050.'

'

OF EXPERIENCES

,

The Santa l c employes In llu ir
War Saving Stamp campaign,
had up to last night subscrilK-$10,050, according lo figures
compiled by II. L, lhibn, cluii- iman of the drive. The figures by
departments were not announced.

TODAY AND TOMORROW

d

AT BATTLE FRONT

N. M.

House of High Class Pictures and Music.
mm.

In this day and age the following- prices on
-

ARMOURS'-BES-

Tells of Beiiig Quartered in a
Glass Factory 'Somewhere
in France' and How Hun
Airplanes Are Downed.

CONCORD

T

GRAPE JUICE
I

Is Going Some
Full Pints . . . .... .20c Full Quarts . . . .40c
Canned Pine Apple is a very healthy hot
weather fruit. Hawaiian
of course
U. S. Food License

WARD'S

STORE

first-grad-

e,

No.

G- -

Mrs.

his

CRESCENT

'

HOMER

H. WARD
illS Marble Avenue.

Phones

Coa

Phone

and South Walter.

578

I

T YRIC

THEATER
TODAY AND

t

('''

-- "-V

TOMORROW

,
5

DOROTHY PHILLIPS
in "The Risky Road"
SUPER-FEATUR-

E

IN FIVE REELS

'

ALSO A GOOD COMEDY REEL
SUNDAY "A BROADWAY SCANDAL"

I.

Try a liottle of ' Durkcc'B
Sauce for meat, game, soups,
gravy, salmis, with cheese, very
good and inexpensive.
20c
hcttlo
Armour's ' Siilnd
Dressing,
25c
liottle ;

Hudson

requested to telephone Mrs. J. T. Ma;
Luughlln.
Word was received here yesterday
that Mrs. Pas Garcia died at her
home in Las Cruces Wednesday night.
Her Bister, Mrs. Perfecto Armijo of
this city, left yesterday for Las Cruces
to attend the funeral, which will occur
at Las Cruces today.
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Swarts of De
troit, Mich., will leave in a few days
for Colorado Springs, Colo., where
they probably will remain perma
nently. They came to Albuquerque
last September for the benefit of th
failing health of Mr. Swarts, and he is
going north considerably improved lr

experiences

with

405-49-

the

VEGETABLES PLAN

.OF

FOOD HEADS

big guns

and tells of the airplane battles
against the Hun aces. His letter
follows in part:
"I am glad to hear you are going
to take a trip in the car. He careful
and don't get lost and come over
here or you will have sore ears for
a while. Those three-inc- h
guns you
talk about are like little toy guns
would
over here and they
laugh if
you should spring anything about
them on this side.
"We are living In a glass factory
and it is wonderful to watch them
make things out of glass. Everything
is made by hand as it was in the
olden daya We are near the front
and I guess I can sleep anywhere
now as we are getting used to it.
"I have seen them bring down a
lot of German airplanes since I have
been here and it is a sight you don't
see in a life time. It Is great and
when they come down there isn't
much left of them for they are torn
to pieces. Sometimes we get closer
than we like to be for they sure
raise Cain. Everything is fine. I guess
there will be a big time soon for
we have to end this thing soon or we
will not be honie for Christmas. We
are here, however, to see the finish
I .will write a little song we have
composed:

e,

,

Strong Brothers f
Undertakers

i

ITEMS

LOCAL

(

'The dehyrating of vegetables in a
commercial way, is the principal matter which is occupying the time of the
fedperishable food department of the Offieral food administration here.
cials of the department are spending
much time In studying the various
of
phases of the dehydinting system and
preserving vegetables and fruits
announced vesterday that their inves
tigations thus far have been remark-- j
ably successful and thitt the metnoo
of preservation promises to become
popular as an economic and commercial measure in this state.
Samples of the dried vegetables and
fruits are ort display at the food aa
ministration offices. These include

lawMMaaR1"1"

TAR ANSON

.

Ba-rel-

4?

ill

!i

if

J

I

J!

,tr.

:

And Her Own Company Present

I

'The Marionettes'
From the Play by Pierre Wolf
Directed by Emile Chautard

,

1:00, 2;15, 3.30, 4;45, 6;0p, 7;15, 8:30, 9;45
Children
5c; Evenings, Adults 15c, Children 10c
10c,

Suits,

B THEATER

on sale
to
tomorrow and Monday
E. L.
only at

Washburn Co.

and Artcraft Pictures.

.

THOS. H. INCE Presents

Enid Bennett
IN

Bryant's Delivery

WOOING"
Mixing the prim niwl proper
hie and burly
West was like mlxliiir oil and

I'jut with the

Special sale on Corsets at
the Corset Shop, 109 South
Fourth, values to $3.50, at
$1.98, $2.00 values $1.39.
Brassieres, values to $1.00 at
59c, 65c values 23c.

Don't neglect the
trots Club. Join today.
vv. s. s.

Pay your

.

"A DESERT

.

water. IJut they Rot around
it by gelling rid of tho water.
I'.xtra Adiloil Attraction:
'J.OVF. liOOI'K THK LOOP"
1'uriiiuouiit Mack Bennett
Comedy.

Red

"Two-Bit- "

lo

1

6 to

tK

100
Admission
Adults 15c; Children 10c

11

GENTRY'S EGGS

ALSO CEILINO

SAI'I

FAN

Call 219 South First or
Phono 58Q.

FOR RENT

Co.

K0BIELA

& PUTNICK
TAILORS
Pulls nmdo to orriT for iRtilen anrl

Rents. Fitting and workmanship guarPriors rreHonnbio.
anteed.
Clraninfr,
prrsviiiK nitd repairing. N. T. Armijo
Bnildinjr. corner Second and Central.

-

rhnn

Brand New Modern
Bungalow
517 Luna Boulevard

v

Hawkins, Skinner, Champion, Con-roand Sun Jose Market; UOc doi n.

SPRINGER

HAULS

ANYTHING

JoinlheaiTwo-BitRed Cross club. You are
needed.

Stetson's button tan no
Oxfords. Sale price only
E. L. Washburn

Co.
'

r

livery aad

9rSt '

W. S.
gaddka
1

.vVV'.X'

oom-mltte-

W,

4

It.

Tell it thrmrt,t$e classified
S.
columns of The "Journal. ' R
nonet. TrtmbUft
"

W. 8. 8.

Serbia'

gulf

tVt

all-wo-

t.

.

'

. -

Shop Chocolates

GRIMSHAW'S
Second and Central
"Grlrashaw Wants to See Yon"

WANTED.

ol

FOR SALE

Fifteen young men for
buglers for ' Railway Regiment. Apply .

nlso

One wheat binder, $110;
ono Ijaler, $50.

1

Join the

Two-b- it

621 West New York Ave. :".

FRED K. ELLIS,

club.

210 SOUTH SIXTH STREET

EYES

FITTED
RIGHT
DR. KING.

WANTED.....

2:

.

"

SPECIALIST;

Will be In his office- - nil this week.
508 8 West Central Avenue, Phone
:.
683 for Apiiolntmenta,
.

'

NEW AND MODERN. ,..
8ERT1CB

.

man to take charge
of cotton goods and linen depart
ment In city. Apply Poatcifflce Boi
Expcrienc-e-

200, City.

;

,

'

.

USED CAR SALE

;

Ixwk Over the Llst-Y- on
May
' '
Find Just What Yon Want.
One, Overland Touring
,,
..$100

Let Us Send a Man

One

To Replace That Broken Window
v
Glass.
ALB CQPERQ CE LUMBER
CO.
Phone 421.
42S N. First.

:

Travellnt Publto

....

HOTEL HALL
H. 8. HALIi, Owner and Managttr

Magdalena, New Mexico

Hotel's Free Auto Meets all Trains
STEAM
FXECTRIC
HKWED,

HAY FEVER

Gallop Lamp
Cerrlllof Lamp
.

T-

Biz, 7 -- pas-

$8.r0
aenirer
One Ford Touring. , , .... . .$400
One Dodge Touring.
.$2S0
MANY ' BARGAINS
AMONG
THK ABOVE. CALL AND
LOOK THEM OVER
KISTLER-OVERLAN-

Z Phone

710.

CO.

D
618-51-

Coal Co.
Hahn
'
!

i MARRON ALONSO
M1H WEST CENTRAL ...
;

ti

.

5

W. Central.

3:

WGUTEIJ, VACUUM.
CLEANED

r

,

D,a

Touring,
...........
8375
Roadster, .. .$150
Touring,
. .......... $050

T

Ita alleviation ana cure, by my
combined treatments of Ceteopa
thy. Medicine and Flrger Burcery.

C. H, CONNER, M. D.
Office Stern Bnlldmg
Phones Office tSS. BeHdenoS, SU

Overland

passenger .
One Stadebaker
k

r

v

One Overland
One Buick

:

Spsclal Attention and Rates to the

Coke,
rV

.

A

W. S. H.

Men's
Suits,
worth $18 to $25, on sale
tomorrow and Monday
only at $8.95. E. L.
Washburn Co.

Stetson's Blucher Ox
fords. Sale price only

$3,6E.;Jri(,Vahburn

i f

...

WANTED
Chef Cook
Pullman Cafe

Orders taken rot service flags.
Women of American Army. 2SS West
Uold avenue.

Ii Washburn

f

4

Chocolate

Dentist
and 2. Whiting Building
Phone No. 684.
Corner 8eeond and Gold.
1

'

tn.

625,

The Real Hoover Candy

B. M. Wll.MAMS

(

E.

Desert Voomgf"

YOUR HAULING. BY TONS
Is Miiloilzcil by Henry's Delivery.
Phone :t!).

WANTED

,

Stetson's Blucher Ox
fords. Sale price only

DEMNETT.

EISTID

"Two-Bit- "

Red Cross dues. This is
a duty you should not
neglect.
Stetson's button tan
Oxfords. Sale price only
$2.95. E. L. Washburn

Rooms

TODAY

We Show All the 1'uramount

SUITS CLEANED,

W. S. fi.

IAST TIME

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

ld

:

to

!1

'iiifiiiniiiiiiiniiiina,

"The Marionettes," Clara Kimball Young,
the artiste superb, rises to great heights
, in her delineation of the simple little
.country girl who blossoms into a Parisian
butterfly and wins her husband's love.
Clara Kimball Young's Beautiful Bedroom
Reproduced in "THE MARIONETTES"

Men's

a

S

-

CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG

.

i

t&Wlrk

(a

g45ry--

I"1 ''''

worth

.

ifI.'ll

a

Jr--

l--

'

f

-

'

in

I

Extra Added Attraction A Pathc Comedy in "Somewhere in Turkey"

WASHINGTON TRIP

S

KIMBALL

dried onions, cabbage, vegetable mixtures for soups and others. The cabbage .which is dehydrated and packed
in a small box weighing tn all only a
few ounces, originally more than two
and a half pounds. Other vegetables
TIME OF SHOWS
lose proportionately in weight during
the process.
PRICES Matinee, Adults.
"In the irrigated- districts," the ad
minlstrater said yesterday, "the pro
duction is bountiful and it should be
dehydrating
possible to establish
plantB which will furnish a market
all-Wowith a stabilized price for all the garol
den plants which will furnish a mar
$18
ket wit ha stabilized price for all of
$25,
the garden products which may be
raised in this section.
"Dehydrating is practically new In
$8.95.
this district and yet it would mean a
wonderful Increase in the wealth of
the community were It well established. During the Boer war, more
$1
than fifteen years ago, Canada adopted the dehydrating plan for preservFour suits pressed $1.25.
ing vegetables and fruits to be sent Contract plan. Columbia Cleaning Co.
to the army (of England. With the
Deliver. I'linnn BDO.
close of the war she found herself with
W. .
a very large quantity of of these prodAHMIJO'S TAXI LINE
ucts, which the army did not need.
Two large cars at your service, day
Last year, 1917, Canada used the laqt and night Cheap rates by the hour.
of these dried products. This demonI'UONK 414.
strated the remarkable preserving
W.S.H.
of
the
Where
dohydration.
qualities
:
farms now are producing $40 to
an acre, If they raised vegetables In
FOR QUICK 8HRVICK
large quantities, and were assured a
223 West Copper.
rhnne 501.
w. s. s.
market for them, the yield would

TOMBS REPORTS
TO

"

DEHYDRATING OF

(Tune Tipperary)
"When the kaiser started to split
the world in two,
He bit oft seven times as much as
any one can chew.
So here we are upon our Way to
,
Join the folks In France
To pin the devil's cross upon tho
bottom of his pants." .
"It's a long way to the kaiser;
Matteticci, Palladino&Co.
It's a long way we know
But you know, we're a whole lot
GROCERIES AND MEATS
wiser
6
601 W. Tijeras. Phones
Than we were some time ago.
Good-byKaiser Wllhelm,
health.
You're about all in
A special meeting of the entire "Red
Don't drop dead before we meet
Cross chapter will be held at 8:30
you
o'clock Saturday night in the Cham.Right in Berlin."
ber of Commerce building. New regu- "When the war is over and we
lations have been received from the
reckon the expense
head chapter at Denver and these will We'll try and 'hock the kaiser' for reach $200 otf250 an acre,
PROMPT SERVICE. PHONE
be explained. It is especially desired
as much as 60 cents
"The dried .products have not been
75. STRONG BLK., COPPER X that every worker shall be present at It's more than he is worth but we'll as
popular is they might, owing to
AND SECOND.
the meeting.
In
Berlin
it
the lack of knowledge tn preparing
spend
J. B. Herndon, Jr., who was attend- To fumigate the places where the the food by the housewives. The de
ing the University of Missouri the last
royal bunch has been.
hydrated products must be given their
'
year, ,has arrived to spend the rewater before cooking: Then they reW 8. B.
mainder of the summer with his parturn to their normal state in color,
ents, Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Herndon.
taste and nourishing qualities. If this
Following the close of school, Hernthing develops in New Mexico it wiin
don was one of eighty-fiv- e
students
mrgeiy solve tne rood problems."
from the institution to take a course
'W. s. s
In military training at Fort Sheridan,
Tourist lunches. Pullman Cafn.
111.
He ranked high In his work at
DEMONSTRATION, OF
R
Martin & Thorn. Taxi. Phone 273. the
camp and was offered a position
Chester Boldt has returned from a as assistant
COOKING HELD FOR
Instructor
will
there.
He
trip to Roswell.
return to the University of Missouri
L
O.
F.t
O.
SMALL GIRLS HERE
in the fall.
Harmony Lodge No. 1,
meets every Friday night.
Mrs. Carl Parsons received a letter
' Attorney George S. Klock was in
Not alono to the women of the comyesterday, from her husband, Mess
Bernalillo Wednesday on legal busi- Sergeant Carl Parsons of the army,
munity arc the food demonstrations
.
ness.
of the federal food administration
dated from "Somewhere In England,"
lbere' confined. Yesterday a ltiree class
Corporal Charles C. Turner is home The writer says the vessel he and
Roof
.the
John Tombs, secretary
or iittlo girls, members of the county
on a furlough from Camp Kearney, others from Albuquerque
and elseCalif.
where were on, got through the sub- tary club, who has just returned from cooking club, were ; given a demonThe GoodvTime club will hold its marine sone without any interference Washington, where he went following stration of their own which In every
Rotary convention in Kansas City, way corresponded with those which
regular monthly dunce at Colombo whatever, and that all are housed in the
a big camp, with plenty to eat and In was the principal speaker at a Rotary Were given for their' elders.
hall tonight.
luncheon at the Alvarado hotel yesMuffins were the principal article
M. Mandell, the clothier, is in Clovis good health and spirits, a
large stone
i
,
on yesterday's menu. Two Instructor
on business. He will return to the wall surrounding the camp and no ci- terday.
Mr. Tombs reported on the convenbegan the demonstration and then
vilian allowed to enter. In fact, for
city this evening.
Mrs. N, Sena has received Informathe time 'being, no soldier Is allowed tion, giving his personal experiences some of the girls themselves took
tion ,of the birth of a son to Mr. and to leave the camp. The boys are ready and other facts which had npt been charge and 'asslBted In the demon'
;
to get into the game in dead earnest, mentioned by other delegates' to the stration.
Mrs. Kay Sena at Denver.
These demonstrations will be conDistrict Attorney Harry P. Owen and no doubt soon will be "Somewhere convention In their reports and also
gave a detailed report on his trip to tinued from time to time and It is
of Ivos Lunas was in Albuquerque on in France,"
'
Washington.
expected that their popularity among
court business yesterday.'
While In the Capital city Tombs In- the girls will tend to Increase , the
Dean Ohmsaty enlisted inthe quar-- DEATHMAN D FUNERALS
classes
Blue'of
with a large attendance.
the
termaster's corps of the army here
terviewed Surgeon General
United States public health service
--w.
t.
yesterday and left for El Paso.
'
Augiistlna Candelaria.
Born July 9 to Mr. and Mrs. A. J.
regarding, a scheme of getting a
GIRL
Candelaria.
Augustina
the
"workable" department of health for
SCOUTS PICNIQ AT
Mitchell, 805 North Second street, at
old duughter of Rafael Candelaria. this state. He
also discussed the rethe Presbyterian sanatorium, a son.
INDIAN
died
SCHOOL CAMPUS
at
her home, 713
yesterday
The local board has received injection of men from the army for
road.
Her mother died three tuberculosis with Maj. Charles E.
structions to entrain the next continmonths ago. The body was taken to Banks, senior surgeon, who also is
The Girl Scouts held their picnic
gent for Camp Travis at 10:15 p. m., Fred
Crollott's undertaking rooms. connected with the U. S.'P. H. S.
yesterday afternoon.' and last night
July 25.
Funeral
services will be held at the
David R, Boyd presented a dis- at the Indian school campus. Tha
Ireneo Chaves and David Armijo
7.
o'clock
this mornln. cussion of "The New Idea of Training girls met at the armory at 4:30 and
who were In Jemex mountains the chapel at
Burial
will
in
be
St. Joseph's "ceme- - Boys at the University."
mre taken to the grounds in motor
D. S.
past two months, returned to the city tery.
also spoke on this subject. cars. At the campus the girls enyesterday.
Dr. Boyd said the government re- joyed the swimming pool and gymHarry Lee, former student at the
Mrs. Felipe O'Bannon.
University of New Mexico, has requires a minimum of 100 registrants nasium apparatus and received swimMrs.
Felipe O'Bannon, widow , of for the establishment of a military ming instruction from Mrs. F. n
turned from North Carolina, where he
Felipe O'Bannon. died at her home, department In the University of New Bloom.
was visiting his parents.
They held fire drill and after
407 Bridge street, Wednesday
night Mexico. As a. result of his request a bountiful lunch cleaned up 'the
Felix Baca, attorney, left last She was 58
old.
"Lorenxo
M.
and
years
club
the
in
assist
the
that
obtaining
,
campus.
night for Fort Sumner and Santa Daniel O'Bannon of this
p. ,
city; Andrew required number of students, the
Those who donated cars were
Rosa, N. M., on business. He will of Motcalf,
three
Ariz.;
'
'their
daughters,
supunanimous
lie away several days.
pledged
Herman Bleuher, Mill Furniture Co.,
Mrs. Frank Gomes, Mrs. J. Leyba and
port and a committee of three was Mrs. Dozicr, B. B.' Elklns, Dr. Burton
Shop employes and employes of Mrs. H. Crollott. the latter of
Los An- appointed to render aid In the matter.
the New Mexico division of the Santa geles, survive. The body was taken
and M. R. Johnaolt ' Several car loads
VI. s. a.- ;
Fe railroad received their back pay 'to Crollott's
went to .the campus to witness the
undertaking rooms. Fu
checks for January yesterday.
girls' drills and exercises. (,
heral arrangements will be announced
A regular meeting of Ballut Abyad later.
.. j
Undelivered Messages.
patrol, A. A. O. N: M. 8.. will be held
at 7:30 e'clook. tonight in Masonic
Charles Nelson.
temple. The pilgrimage to Rogwell is
Charles Nelson, 47 years old, diec
The following telegrams remain unto be arranged.
at his home,' 807 West Gold avenue delivered
at the offices of the Western $3.65.
Miss Winifred Turner has 'returned at 11:30
o'clock yesterday morning Union because of insufficient address:
from St. Louis, where she has been He came here six
years ago fron Miss Lor a Hogg, Spero John, Mrs. J. Co.
'
attending school for the past two Dawson, Minn. He Is survived
by a Bender, Mrs.' Julia Flore, M. B. Con-tel- l.
She was accompanied home wife,
years.
three children, two brother?
CITY ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP
,'
by her aunt Mrs. J. L. Ennis of and two sisters." Funeral service,
St. Louis.
V
PHOOTB Mt
will be held
chapel ' BITTNEH 'HOUSE
ROOMS FREE CALL
Persons having material to donate at 7 .o'clock in"the French
DKIJVKRT
AND
Burial
be
will
tonight
BATCH' OLD OTAKD
to the Red Cross hospital to be estab in
SIS 3 South First. Phone 221.
Fairvlew cemetery. Mr. Nelson was
lished in Albuquerque for the relief of a
member
the'
Methodist
First
"of,
soldiers or sailors who may be taken
A
"
Persons who wlsb to renew or lake
church here.
' ill while
passing through the city, are
vr. Skit.
out memberships la the Red Ctom
do so by oalllnc M Strong's Book
Btore, O. A. Mataon Jk Oo Grlmshaw'i
..
"
or Mrs. II. B. Fergnaon, or by phoning
?
W. 8. .
e.
the chairman of tho Memberstilp
No. 1U1.W. s t ...
$2.95.

.....j..'

The Coolest Place in Town

hns received

an interesting letter frpm her nephew
Private Harry Davis, Co. F. 21st
Engineers, A. E. F., which was writ
ten In France May 31. Davis relates

1J016.

GROCERY
nor.ERT JONES

C." A.

1918.
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"Wrot" Steel Warm Air Furnaces
ABSOLUTELY

'

AVE.

Plumbers, Hot Water and Steam Heaters, Tinners
i

Friday, July 12,

,

B21U

GaOnp Stove
CerrUloa Stove

PHONE 01

ANTHRACTTE. ALL SIZES; .STEM, COAXi.-- Wood, Factory Wood, Cord Wood, Native KlndUnc Lima,
,1'
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Honesty

Honesty
Best Policy

In Statements,

Merchandise and

You Can Depend on
the Statements of
This Ad to Be AbsoNo
lutely True.
Camouflage.

Prices
Does

That

Mean
Anything

4

Here

To You

N THESE Days of Profiteering, when one

I of

can't believe anything one hears and only halt what one seen,

I

why do hundreds

customers every day come into our store where there is NO CAMOUFLAGE WHATEVER, and absolute safety prevails.
And finding this true, in statement, quality and price, they express to us their appreciation, and assure us of their support
in maintaining this high standard.

Every Article Listed in This Ad. 1 Shown Today in Our Show Windows
ffli'ifliiiiiiiiiii

SHOES

LADIES'
White or black Satin Pumps wood covered heel
White Reignskin Pumps, rubber sole and heel. . .
Black Vici Kid lace Oxford, English toe, medium heel.
Patent Pump, long vamp, covered heel
Pumps, black, tan or white, high heel
Black Kid," two strap, easy last and heel.
Patent Kid, two tone,
gray top;
n.

High Shoe, Milo button..
Patent Kid, with white kid f,op, lace Boot
Black Kid, patent front stay, house Juliet
Plum Color Kid,

.$1.49
.$2.79
... . .$4.98
$4.98
$5.90
$2.49
$5.90

Gun Metal, one strap, Mary Jane, sizes 8
to 11
.$1.69
Patent leather, one strap, Mary Jane style, 8 2 to 11
$1.69
White Barefoot Sandals, elk hide soles, 8 2 to 11
.$1.59
White Barefoot Sandals, elk hide soles 11 2 to 2
$1.79
Tan Barefoot Sandals, leather soles, 11 2 to 2
$1.49
Tan Barefoot Sandals, leather soles, large sizes 2 2 to 5. .$1.89
White Canvas Pumps, Mary Jane style, 8 2 to 11
;$1.39
White Canvas J3utton Shoe, cap toe, 8 2 to 11 2
$1.49
White Canvas Button Shoe, cap toe, 8 2 to' 11 2
$1.69
Ladies' and Gents' black Shoe Laces, two pair for
5c
1--

2

1--

1--

$4.98
$1.98
$5.90
$1.49

White Nubuck, with wood covered heel, lace
Boudoir Slippers, pink, red and blue, Pom Pom

Men's Heavy Work Shoes, black, brown and olive, lace tip,
an exceptional value, sizes G to 10
Men's black or brown, Work Shoes, Goodyear welt sewed
soles, soft pliable uppers, solid leather
Men's black Vici button Oxfords
Black Vici Elucher Oxfords, foot form shape
White Reignskin lace Oxfords, fibre sole, rubber heel
Men's Gun Metal, English walking, Oxford
Men's patent,
Oxford, dress wear
Men's Gun Metal, Blucher style, dress wear
Boys' Blucher, Gun Metal, sizes 2 2 to 5 2
Boys' Gun Metal button, sizes 2 2 to 5 2
Little Gents' Gun Metal Buleher, sizes 9 to 13 2
Boys' Gun Metal, English walking Oxford
Boys' Gun Metal Oxford, exceptional value

CHILDREN'S

...$5.90

9-i- n.

MEN'S AND BOYS'

1--

1--

1--

1--

...

1--

1--

1--

1--

riiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

1--

1--

$2.98
$3.98

.$2.98
$3.98
$2.98
$2.98
$3.98
$2.69
$1.98
$1.98
$1.49

.$2.98
.$2.49

mssmmMMmrnimmmm
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Albuquerque, N.
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prisoners.

Our

outpost

exchanged

hand grenade fire with the assaulters.
The Germans, having failed la their
purpose, wthdrew from the outpost
which was reoccupred. On the same
By S. W. STRAUS
night there was an exchange of grenCROSSES TO ade fire between another of our outPrttiJtnt American Satiety Jar Thrift
posts and a German patrol and at
another point a patrol encounter. Din
This U the significance of this act by having tbe
ing all three days the enemy's artiltime of the child figure out what it will mean in
HEROIC YANKEES islery maintained a rate of fire which
year when our tangible results if every one of the
about normal for. a quiet sector,
school! are in 20,000,000 school children in the United
distributing his shells over our front
the midst of States accomplished the same thing.
and rear areas and our lines of comtheir vacations,
If the child earns $3 a week and inmunication. Only a small amount of
but the child's vests it in thrift stamps, how much
Several Americans Decorated gas was used. His airplanes uni balinterest in will this amount to if the feat is duplithrift and pa- cated by every other American boy
loons did little work between July 3
Gertriotism should and girl? Also, if the child earns, saves
. for Acts of Gallantry;
and 4, but were materially active
not be allowed and invests $3 a week until he is 16,
were
man Lines Heavily Shelled active 4 and 6.InOur own forces
to lag because then (5 a week till he Is 18 and then
mainly
artillery work. The
the school $8 a week' till he is 21, how much
With Gas July 5,
German lines were heavily shelled
room is closed. money will he have laved by tbe time
with gas on the morning of Julv 3.
The boys and he becomes of age?
Attive.
Parties
In connection with the garden work
mtrolllng
girls of Amer
Is Honi
jbuML ariciAL iiaiid wimi
ica have shown themselves worthy pa- similar problems can be given which
In the Lorraine sector the outstandWashington, July 11. General
7
view
6
Hie
will
one
can
and
were
their loyal
triots,
Impart lasting lessons in thrift.
ing Incidents of July and
communique fn operations in activities of the enemy
The parent should bear in mind that
activities In the present war with
patrollng part
the sectors of the western front held ies and of our own. Durng
will
America
be
the
future
the
that
feeling
present is a golden time for teachthe night
safe in the hands of our children and ing thrift to the young. Never before
by American ' troops, made public to- three German patrols approached our
that the glorious traditions of the Great in the history of America was there
day by the war department follows:
lines, two coming under our fire. One
Republic will suffer nothing as the such an incentive to practice this virtue.
but
machine
used
them
of
guns
light
"Headquarters, American Expediyounger generations come on to take This present summer should be taken
and
our
rifle
back
was
by
thrown
to the fullest extent.
tionary Forces, July 10, 1918.
their places in the affairs of national life. advantage-otwenWhile it is not likely that any great
.Section Aj The day again passed grenade fire after a fight lasting
Children at this season of the year
.'
" especially active in the cultivation number of our boys and girls are now
ty minutes.
quietly at points occupied
by our
of their war gardens, and we suggest leading thriftless lives, it is quite likely
In the Altkirch sector on July 6 and
troops.
that, with the guidance of the parent, that during the vacation period the
Section B: In the Chateau Thierry 7 no unusual acts of any description
Sunday school teacher or older compan- significance of their thrift practices Is
region the day of July 7 to 8 was were reported.
ion, the significance of individual ac- not being emphasized at is the case
uneventful. The Jnomy continued to ' The commander in chief has awardbe kept ever before during school days when our teachers
complishments
to
the
crosses
Service
direct muclj rifle and machine gun ed Distinguished
them. Someone has pointed out that are keeping these lessons constantly
men
enlisted
fire on our new line In the vicinity of following officers and
the government is winning this war by before them.
Vaux and north of Vaux. The ucUvltj for the acts of gallantry set forth afarithmetic. It is constantly a matter
It is an injustice to the child not to
of .the German artillery was not ab- ter their names:
of figuring how many men, ships, guns, give him every possible opportunity to
normal and consisted mainly of
rounds of ammunition, tons of food and develop a thrifty character. If the
g
Private William R. Davis, infantry,
fire on our front line. Gas "for exceptU)ml courage and devotion
airships will be needed la defeat our long summer vacation in these matters
enemies. We will win the war because is allowed to go by unimproved, the
was, as usual, employed in the shellto duty In action, remaining at his post
of our preponderance of I hrte essent ial v hoy or girl will have lost certain values
ing of the Marette, the Belleau and and continuing to fire tils rifle and
When the child accomplishes an act of that never can be made up.
other woods. The number of Ger- grenades, at the enemy after beng seLet there be no vacations In the
thrift, the parent can drive borne a
man airplanes in operation again de- verely wounded In action April 12,
valuable, lesion by pointing out the school of American thrift.
creased. In the Germaki rear areas, 1918."
the movements observed were mainly
Private Joseph J. Cannon: "For
those of men in groups of small or courage and self sacrificing devotion more
than fifty yards under heavy fantry:' "While acting as battalion
moderate size. Our own troops were to duty In action aganst the enemy on shell fire."
scout officer during action of April
attive in patrolling and In artillery Aprl 12, 1918, voluntarily going with
12 and 13. in IS, displayed conspicu"
Shows
Courage in Action.
fire.
one comrade to an advanced post in
ous courage and devotion tp duty by
Charles
Private
Marino,
a
an
In
Sector.
communication
infantry,
with
Maine
trench
and
Quiet
himself constantly under
In the Marne sector from July 7 automatic rifle holding back the ad- displayed coolness, courage and the exposingshell fire to secure
information;
to 8 the day passed almost wthout in- vance of the enemy through the spirit of
during the ac- heavy
his work for twenty-fou- r
continuing
10.
In
of
tion
19J8.
April
voluntarily
fire
The
trench, until his comrade was Killed
cident.
ene.my'8 artillery
wounded, and until
'
area to .hours after being
going through a shell-swewas lighter than on the preceding day and himself wounded."
he collapsed at dressing station, whero
wounded
a
back
bring
U31mr
His
Private
and only a few planes were seen.
L'ane, (infafttfhy:
ho had been sent for treatment."
officer to a dressing station.
trench mortars were active for a time "For coolness nd gallantry in action
Private Glen Hill. Infantry! "For
class.B.
first
Kenneth
Private,
during the evening. There was little April 13, 1918. Standing on the para- Page,
coolness and gallantry in action April
and
first
class,
Private,
Infantry,
activity on our aide. Our batteries ex- pet of a trench in order to see the ad- Charles M.
1918. Having recently been asDodge, Infantry, displayed
vancing enemy through the fog, he
ploded one of the enemy's dumps.
signed to a regiment and hearing an
action
conspicuous
during
gallantry
counter-attac- k
"In the Wovre there were no nota- continued, under heavy fire, to throw of
being given
10. 1918, in running through order for a
ble events between July 3 anil July 8 hand 'grenades at the enemy until se- a April
shelled area to rescue an in an adjoining detachment, he Joined
heavfly
himself
and
two of
the
latter
killed
except the attempts of parties of the verely wounded, thus prevent dg the officer
who had fallen mortally
the enemy with his bayonet." .'
'
enemy from penetrating the line In U wounded, and at
enemy to penetrate our lines, especrisk,
personal
great
'
Posthumous Awards.
ially in the region of Xivray. On the the vicinity of Ills post."
to a dressing station. '
him
carrying
night of July a a German patrol was , Sergeant John C. Courtney, infanhas also
Private, first class, Walter J. Mc- -' The commander-in-chie- f
driven back by one of our patrol af- try: Sergeant Lee P. T. Jacques, In- (Ann, Infantry: "During action of awarded the Distinguished Service
inAlfred
and
P.
Private
Lee,
ter an exchange of fire. On' '.he night fantry,
April 10. 1918, displayed conspicuous Cross posthumously to the, following
v
,.of July 4 one of our outposts in this fantry, during the action of April 10, gallantry Jn running through a heav- enlisted men:
f
region was fired on by a Germant pa- 1918, displayed courage, coolness and ily shelled area to pick up a wounded
Private Joseph E. Blair,' infantry:
In
voluntrol but sustained no casualties. On the spirit of self sacrifice
soldier and carry him, unaided and at "During the action of April 2, 1918,
the night of July S a strong German tarily going through a shell swept area great personal risk, to dressing sta- displayed exceptional coolness and devotion to duty in declining to seek
.
patrol Attacked a, weak outpost at to bring back wounded to a plaice of tion.".
Second Lieut, Allen K. j?exterf in-- ; cover during a bombardment and. ;con- Xixray with 4he Intention of taking safety, carrying one- wounded man

PERSHING AWARDS

LITTLE TALKS ON THRIFT

D.S.

'a

.

pt

tinuing at his post in an exposed position awaiting the attack of the enemy.
Killed In action."
Corporal Russell A. Hoyt, infantry:
"During uction of April 12, 1918. displayed courago ami
devotion to duty in going to a communication trench with one 'comrade
'and holding back the aorvanco of the
enemy through tlio trench until killed
at h'-- post."
Private- Howard P, Fitzgerald, Infantry:
"Displayed coolness, courage
in the
and the spirit of
action of April 10, 1J8, digging out
a buried comrado while himself under
heavy fire, persisting In this work until ho himself
received
a mortal
wound.'

MEN

10

ENGLAND

KATY PASSENGER

TO

T

s

ou

irteiu LMIU wimj
I'aola, Kans., July 11. After an y
search of the brushwood bordering the Marais do Cygne river, home
guards, sheriffs" posses and volunteers,
numbering about 250 men, returned
AGRICULTURAL
OFFICIAL
tonight without having found a trace
WARNS AGAINST RUMORS of the bandits who conducted tho spectacular midnight robbery near hero
of a passenger train on the Missouri,
to
mommf
jouaxAU
coponomci
,rc.L
Santa Fe, July 11. The department Kansas and Texas railroad. Some of
the searchers expressed the belief that
of agriculture has again taken occastho bandits, who escaped in a motor
ion to deny officially the rumors adversely affecting the states in which car, had proliulily reached Kansas
broom corn is grown on a commercial City.
According to postal and express
scale, New Mexico being ono of these.
It Hays: "The latent rumor intended company employes, the bandits ob
to discourage food production comes tained only a smaH amount.
Four persons on the train were
from Colorado, where farmers are being told that the government will tax wounded during the shooting, which it
broom corn and other crops from seems wus indulged in by the robbers
$3.00 to $6.00 an acre. This lutost lio to intimidate the passengers. Tho in
is ridiculous.
jured were taken to'a hospital at Par.
It wasthought all of them would
I. C. Roper. Internal revenue com- sons.
missioner, states that there la no recover.

foundation for It. Such taxes, It Is ex.
plained, can bo lovied only by act ol
Congress."
The department
of agriculture
warns against further attempts to discourage production by the circulation
of rumors.
Farmers and others who
hear such rumors concerning food
production are urged to communicate
at once with their local authorities
or county agent In order that actl)n
may !o taken to suppress them.

FIRE AT

DEMI

REDUCES ENTIRE

IK MoaxiMa
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SILVER CITY MINING
MAN IS FOUND DEAD
IN HIS ASSAY OFFICE
Silver City, N. M.,ruly 11. Arthur
manager of extensive
mining properties owned by C. Amory
Stevens of New York, was found dead
today In his assay office. Investigation
proved ho had been dead at least
hours. A coroner's intwenty-fou- r
quest was held, returning u. verdict
of death by cyanide of potassium, taken either by mistake or intentional.
The dead man was prominent in
C.rant county mining circles and his
sudden death came as a shock to the
community. Two daughters survive.
A. Hurdetle,

-

12-1- 3,
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BLOCK TO ASHES
Doming, X. M., July 11. Fire said
started in a garage when a
was thrown on the floor,
clpare-ttswept an entire business block here
today and caused damages estimated
at more than $100,000, The fire destroyed the garage of Ray Baker and
more than thirty automobiles, the Liberty theater building and other buildings, goldlers from .Camp Cwly assisted the fire department and prevented further spread of the flames.
to have

Magtliili'iia Firm lnHiMrales.
Santa. Fe, July 11. Incorporation
papers wero filed yesterday by the
Prospectus Publishing company of
Magdalena, capitalized at $10,000 ot
which $3,975 is paid up. The Incorporators are: J. T. Smith, J. H. Quinn,
Justiniano Baca, E. E. Houghton, M.
McFerry and E. VV. Medley.
I
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DISPOSE OF
ENEMY

ir

:t

ALIENS

jnuiNAi man imiid wihh
July II. Parliament today
debated the question of tbe treatment
of enemy aliens and persona of alien
origin which has befln the subject
of much discussion recently In the
press and on which a committee ot
the house of commons on July 8 Is
sued a report.
The committee recommended ' the
Immediate Interning of every male
enemy alien over 18 years, except
those who, for medical or other reas
ons should be exempted, and the re
patriating of all female aliens except those whose husbands had been,
granted exemption from internment.
TJie committee also recommended the
Immediate discharge of all such persons employed In any government department, and that all enemy businesses should be wofnd up within
three months.
for
Sir George Cave, secretary
home affairs, who opened the debate,
referring to the puhllo anxiety on the
qustion, said he believed this anxiety
was due to insufficient knowledge of
tho steps taken to protect the country
from anything like alien danger.
Such outrages a the sinking of
hospital ships, Sir George sail, must
affect the point of view from which
'the question was approached. If the
enemy permitted acts of that k'nd,
enemy subjects must suffer in the estimate which all decent people formMcaNiN

Liondon,

ed of them.
The government proposed, he said,
to ask committees In each county to
undertake the revision of all exemptions from Internments l,n th case of
men and exemptions from repatriation In the ease of womn.
.

SAYS IT ACTED I IRE A CHARM.
Coughs, colds, sore throat or bronchial troubles which persist at this
time of the year usually are of an obstinate character. That Is all the mora
reason why a truly reliable remedy
like Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
should be used. Mrs. Margaret Smale.
Bishop, Calif., writes! "Foley's Honer

a grand remedy: mora than
for It. I was suffering from
a cold last week and vsed the medicine
It
and
acted like a charm." ConDebs' Hearing Pont polled.
tains no opiates. Sold everywhere.
Cleveland, O., July 11. On motion
of his attorney "today, Eugene V.
Debs, under federal indictment for se- Tell it through the classified
dition and violation of the espionage
Relaw, obtained a postponement of his columns of The Journal.'
are
sults
hearing until September 9.
e.frta.i2,
and Tar

Is
Is claimed

ydft

--

Friday, July
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esnecinMv the rtinn who denends on
restaurants for his provender, who
it R onQarrooF
suffers. ''It makes no difference if the,
month be' July or January, when he
asks for vegetables corn, tomatoes,
peas they come to him out of a can.
The restaurant men say those com
Publishr tte
modities are handled so much easier
CO.
PUBLISHING
JOURNAL
In cans that it does not pay to buy
a
them from the truck pardoners or
Warn
ANrIC
ON,
C. J
grocers. Besides, greon stuff does not
IH
ttarquetta Bids..
keep.
Eastern .ureeentatlTa
There are a pood many men In Al
RALPH It WULLIOAM.
and every city who would
hutiuerque
N
t,
Tfc
Bui Wad
matter el the be willing to pay a little extra for
fcutered a eecooti .te
Aet vegetables If they could get. them
iwatofflc of Albuqn. .Ue, H. K.,
.

Vive La France
Sunday Is Castile Day in France. It Is the Independence Day of the
French Their Fourth of July

Repree-ntatlT-

jiM

OI&SRi

Su-a-

r Ongreas of si are h

I,

W.

nto

than any atner paper
lrgt:r
ta New Mexico. Tut only paper la new
Xexlce leaned every day In the year.
'
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:
'oally, by carrier or by mall, one moots, .fos
IIfeexlr, In adranca
NOTICE! TO SUBSCRIBE ItS. .
aeaorlbere to the Journal whan writing
.
to have tbetr paper changed to a new
man be sor to lra the old address.
l
baa a hlgber circa
Tea Moralni
tattoo retina- - tbaa u accorded to any other
Tba Americas
paper la Now Mexico."
Newepaper Directory.
0
O
MBMBBR Or TUB ASSOCIATED I
PRESS
w exclusively
The veeoolated Pre
entltl- I to the uae (ur republtcatloa
at al' "wf credited to It or act other-i- s.
credited la thle paper and alaa
tha- local sews published herele.

circulate

i.mgfiitjL

straight from the garden. A restaur
ant keeper making a specialty of
green things In summer would bo for
.

an
r.m

ever blessed by homeless men of the
cities.

the state.
The more talk a man makes In connection with the propasal. the more
he lays himself open to the charge of
The soldiers from
playing politics.
New Mexico and from evor'v other
state In the union have gone nway
ready 'to give their lives if necessary
for tha country. They have nindo no
.complaint (In all probability have not
given the subject a moment's thought)
About losing 'their right to vote In
their state elections.
1'tggcr thing.';
are In their ml mis juit now.
- Yet the
politicians continue to harp
apbn their one string.
There is another utile to tin question which the politician have fnken
pains to leave 'unconsidered. It la
the actual process of balloting by a
division of soldiers in action against
an'ehemy". How would an election of
a parlimentary delegate from the pro
vlhce of Alberta, Canada, say, have
appealed to the Canadians while they
were engaged, in the'battle of. Vimy
'

.

Doeg anyone suppose that an election of state officers In New Mexico,
held, among the soldiers' on the fighting Ines In France men who have
been away from home from a year to
eighteen months does any one suppose that sur.h an election would re
flect a true record of the merits of.

the candidates?
TRAINING APPETITES

Politics makes strange bedfellows,
and war produces unusual appetites
Before the war Canada Jldn't grow
enough corn for chlkcn feed, and ate
little Irt' any form beyond, the roasting
ear age.' The Canadian appetite
wouldn't adjust Itself to Yankee.com
meal and corn bread. The War came
along, and with it a change ofj victu
'
allng.
Canada Is going on a corn ration.
Th Country wants to save more of
her" several hundred million bushels
or whqat 'e'rop this fall for her allies
and' ours who must have wheat to eat
or starve.
'
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FATHOM AS PARISIAN

WORKS
DYEING AND CLEANING
Tenth Street- - Sate Praaclaee

Jhjy'527.33

malthe Germans have murdered;
treated, humiliated and starved BritHo simply could not
ish prisoners.
do It. Not, that ho hus a soft heart
for Germans.
Not a bit. Hut he has
some regard for his own
his sense of decency, of what is due
not to Germans but to himself.

Communications
Albuquerque, July 11, 1918.
ISditor Morning Journal.
I am one of those unfortunates who
have no home und therefore have tc
eat at boarding houses and restaurants, taking what they dish up or going without eating at all.
,
The papers of Albuquerque, particularly, Tho Journal, are asking people to cat more vegetables in order to
save meats and other war necessities.
We, the unfortunates, can't eat more
of
vegetables unless the keepers
boarding houses and restaurants cook
und supply their tables with them,
and when they are cooked give more

She is going to sit down with the
-

."
SUMMER'

VEGETABLES

scheme nature
By an
provided, that-- ' the animals of the
eWrtM'should have green things to cat
through ttie hot months or the year.
Trie majority of animals accept without question the rules laid down by
God and subsist on. grasses, roots and
vegrftabfet during the suntmer. Even

carnlvora" loso' Interest In flesh between June and September.
'
But man,' who has a haljtt of running counter "to nature's laws, eats
much meat at one sea- practically
fa as " another.1: He does, however,
feel a. pattlcutar ned of green food
in suuttmerj-- He craves fresh cucum
bera and h Succulent stringed bean,
new peaj and cofti on the cob. If he
Is fortunate enough td live In the
country tt can frejtlfjr fee craving.,Uli U Btfri iym? liv la Utf city,
-

than an ordinary mouthful

The June issue of tho "Camp Magat Groningen
azine,"
published
(north of Holland) by the interned
men of the British Frist Royal Naval
Brigade, contains a number of blank
spaces, showing where the censor has
been at work.
One of these is headed "The Hun
ger Protest," but . the entire article
Is censored.
An editorial note states:
"We regret having to Insert so
many blank pages this month, but at
the last moment the above article
(this is in reference to an article of
which even the title does not appear)
together with one on a hunger demonstration which took place during
May, has been censored.
Why, we do
not know, for neither contained any
thing but the bare facts and a decid
edly moderate record of the 'protest'
and general feeling of tho camp.
After registering the protest, the
editorial,, ,note continues: "Wfc must
proforce tow to 'might,' and leave it
to other perodicals outside the camp
to report that part of our life which
'
so strongly Influences
our mental,
moral, and physical welfare."
'

THEIK SUPREME SACRIFICE
All of war's heroes do not fall' In No
Man's Land, nor die in trcncheslstout-l- y
defended against enemy attacks.
Some who have' never set foot upon
battlefield and never worn uniform
pass on into the silent temple of
eternal fame.
Among these are those brave (ouls
who every day toil in powder nillla
We don't
and munition factories.
stand by and cheer them as they go,
to their most
essential war wotk.
There Is no martial music to imc!ien
their steps and no " medals "of honor
for them.' But danger' Is ever present
and death lurks neap them.
It la' only when we count tho dead
end wounded at such disasters as that
of the T. N. T. plant at Split Rock, N.
realise tho sacriY., that-- wo come-t- o
fices these brave men and steadfast
women make, and the ' risks they
run. So too, when ureal Britain lost
three score or more of workers In the
Midlands shell filling factory she lost
as many real war heroes as If the
same number had fallen bofore Ger
man bayonets across the channel.
'

:

in

LOUD GREY'S" PRONOUNCEMENT
No more Important contribution
than Viscount Grey's statement In
favour of a league of nations has been
made to the political history of the
war. It Is of world-wid- e
bignlficance,
arid will create a great impression In

'
every country.
The see me is our alternative to
Prussianlsm for the future. Lord
Grey's statement deserves the great'
r
est possible publicity,''
Lord Grey's ' pronouncement , was
good propaganda In' England as well
as abroad and the more encourage
ment and sympathy shown to an, ut
terance of this' kind coming from a
statesman of suci high standing the'
greater will be us innuence - in otner
."'
countries.
For one thing, K brings England
Into closer hamony with the policy of
President Wilson,
.

.

AND PASTE

:

SPEAKS OUT IN GEKMANY.
(Victor S. Clark in the Atlantic
Monthly.)
To givo our enemies their due, academic "freedom has defenders In high
places. Professor Foerster retains his
chair at tho University of Munich, al- and writos actively
though
u gainst tho war, and in a way most
unnalatable to official Germany. He
asserts that America and Kngland are
many quite as ireeiy, pcrnapa, us
But this does not affect the
fact that official Influences and court
favor mold academic
opinion and
teaching.and that, as a rule, the intellectual loaders march the goose
step as obediently as Prussian
cmr-whef- e.

FEKIIMi

HOY'S

ON TRANSPORT.1

(The Independent (New York.)
Two hundred and ten thousand
meals were served on a I'nlted Slates
transport on a recent voyage. One
Hundred and .eighty varities of food
Were used in making up the menus,
4
million
and this ship carried
pounds 3,750 tons of food. An account of how the soldiers are fed Is
given 'in the ship's daily newspaper.
The vessel has Its own Jornal, printed
aboard, containing tho news of the
day received by wireless through the
Navy Press, which keeps the men on
the seas In tduch wuh the events of
the outside world. The ship's reporter,
describing how "the almost unending
lines' of khaki file by for their meals,"
says:

"In spaces no larger than a private
dining" room at Sherry's they com by,
thousand's upon thousands, and yet in
such; perfect order that in less than
eighty minutes the last man has been
served.
"Tho khaki line snems limitless. It
must seem longer than that to those
In the rear. But the coffee In the big
pots remain hot, the stew continues to
steam, "and In less than seven seconds
each man has an equipment replete
with food." It only tafcss two details
to accomplish this miracle perfect
system' and vast quantities of things
lhat .one can cat. That's about all it
s
takes.
"Flour,' potatoes and beef are the
big three that rule the realm below,
yet there' are 159,000 pojnds of fresh
vegetables wailing to be absorbed,
providing the sea doesn't get too

rough.

210,000
"Outside of providing
meals at "eiea the mess officer of the
to
little
do.
has
very
Very little.
ship

He is only called upon to provide,

Uy

regulations, ls different varieties of food. That's all. Ever try to
order1 ISO different things to eat? Tet
this la the authentic list.
; "The food
needed to foed several
thousand men at sea ranges beyond
the glutton's dream. You got the answer in the ship down below the water line where. 7, HDD loaves of bread
thfe

have been baked in one day, and eaten, and where you stumble over every

variety from sixty thousand pounds
of beef to 132,000 eggs, or a compartment of brick Ice cream In' a
'
zero vault."And If, this doesn't
you
can hump along into 4 9.324 pounds of
potatoes, 7.100 pounds of ham and
bacon, 7,S"0 pounds of butler, 9,200
pounds
pounds of sugar, arid 61,500
.
or flour.
t,
'"I you can't get a meal out of this
you can still fall back on 4,600 pounds
of sausago, 3,400 pounds of . sauerkraut, 2A.000 pounds of apples, 19,800
pounds of oranges and 4,200 pound?
of onions.
"And this leaves out 1,600 pounds
or jam ana 9,400 pounds of lima and
navy beans.
"The sea brings on an appetite at
times. 8o does wearing khaki. The
combination develops a cyclone. Yet
this ship not only yields many thousands of meals a day, but will deposit
100,00 pounds of food al Its next
port., No wonder Mr. Hoover wanted
v
all toQf. conserved.. v
.
suit-you-
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(IIY AISNOI.B BENNETT)
"I wish I could go back and
fight those Germans, although I
would rather kilt myself than be
taken prisoner again."
Those are the words of a British
sailor, and they cxpres tho feelings. ot
tens of thousand, of prisoners in Uei
many. The facts alwmt the treatment
are well
,f prisoners In Germany
known, and they are known to be ap
All prisoners disgracefully
palling.
All prisoners who have
humiliated.
kept any sort of health have lived on
Tho condifood sent from Britain.
tions In the regular camps have varied from1' tulerablo to horrible. The
under
which
conditions
prisoners
have been set to industrial work away
from the camps are. .proved to have
been worso than the worst conditions
in the regular camps. For mere crun
system
elty the German
has easily beaten the mediaeval- system of the Spanish Inquisition. It
has killed thousands of our men. It
has completely' ruined the health of
thousands of others, and it has left
a mark on every one of its victimf
'
without rxceptlon.f
read
At the very moment, whlle-yoihr.no lines, tens of thousands of our
fellow countrymen, men whom we
used to meet in the street and chat
with, men who did the. same daily
things as we did and lived the same
orderly and comfortable lives as we
live, and still do five these men are
suffering the most frightful mental
anil physical torture, they are bolng
turned into the likeness of slaves,, only
a few hundred miles away,,
This is the truth,, understated, and
I stiy that it Is known.
It has been
known for a long time. The government know it. we all knew It. Private enterprise did everything that
private enterprise could do to alleviate ihe sufferings of prisoners In Germany. The central prisoners of wur
conimittep has eworked
thoroughly
well, and all the minor allied organizations have worked, .well. Whenever
I have had occasion to make Inquiry
on behalf of any particular prisoner I
have boen Impressed by the efficiency
and eagerness
of these committees
and societies, whose activities reach
tho smallest hamlets In Britain.
t was much struck thes other day
when a request came to the village
which I inhitlii; to "adopt" a certain
I could
prisoner of war in Germany.
see
ihiu that particular tiny
detail affecting one man in Germany
in Kngland had been
and
well thought out on practical llres.
Private enterprise has been really enterprising, and it has been successful.
But it could do little" beyond sending
food and a few other necessaries, and
It could do nothing to prevent its consignments being stolen by officials in
.,
Germany.
Our efforts on behalf of our rankers in Germany practically stopped
there. Tho stato departments, thought
that although they did" not actually
tell us so, ul lowed us to understand
that nothing more could be done. We
accepted the dreadful situation. Upon
the surface, at, least, We grew callous!
, ,,,
,
Then on tho ih of last month came
a question to Mr. Balfour, . in the
house of commons, about a treaty just
concluded between France and Germany for the exchange of all prlson-ed- s
of war who have been In captivity for more than eighteen months.
Mr. Balfour knew nothing about- it,
and he asked for timo, so that the
offjice might make Inquiries!
Four days of inquiry by the foreign
office resulted In absolutely nothing,
and the houso was then informed that
the government
did "hot know the
terms of tho French treaty! That is
as far as we have officially got.. But
we do know that the treaty exists,
and that Italy has arranged, or is arranging a similar treaty with . Aus
trla. So much for officialdom.'
Surprise was expressed that the
jjrenen should have entered . Into the
treaty without informing us or what
they are doing. i mentioned this,
war-priso-

-

-

for-eig- ln

'

r'

erer been

seriously and effectively
of their obligations as
in the second line of tho
nation's battle for tho preservation,
and extension of Liberty. Thus doubtless they will cotitinuo to be un.il the
Hun is beaten down Into the dust amf
peace with victory is attained.
Now Thereforo, T, W. E. Llndsey,
Governor of the State of New Mexico,
do earnestly commend the work of
the Salvation Army in behalf of tha
more than twelve thousand soldiers
and sailors of our state, now serving
and, preparation to serve on the battle line, face to face with the enemy,
'
of civilization. "
people of this state to promptly subscribe and pay the amount requested
for the Salvation Army war work.
t, therefore, confidently ask the
Thus we will give courtage .o our sol- - '
dicr sons and brothers in their incursions into "no man's land" where
death stalks, but 4aly where, victorj!
may be crowned.
In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and caused the
Great Seal of the State of New Mexico to be affixed. DOno at the City of
Santa Fe this the 9th day of July, A.
mindful

'

D. 1918

(SEAL.)
serving.
,
W. E. LINDSEY.
(Sgd.V
I know and you know this is the
season for vegetables and they aro Attested:
ANTONIO LUCETtO,
plentiful and cheap, and they should
Secretary of State.
be served to their patrons.
Complaints are heard all around on
of serving vegetables, and 1
hope the eating houses will take u
pointer fro mthis letter.
Yours truly,
point to a very high French official in
AX I'N FO T I N A TH.
Loirdon, and ho replied: "It is possible to argue that we ought to have
Informed you. But may 1 remind you
that when your Lord Newton went
over to Holland to make certain ar
A PROCLAMATION
rangements with Germany as to BritFrench
ish prisoners, the
government
was not Informed."
The soldiers of the Salvation A Any
I am convinced that we have not are dear to the people because of
the
about
wholo
truth
heard
the
yet
their merciful service to lowly and
matter and I doubt if wo ever shall. distressed
mankind.
(From the Berlin Deutsche Zeltung);
In any case, departmentalism is toJ
ever zealously labor to ruise
The Germans are now becoming a
mame, and puouc i?muioii puis me up They
the fallen ,to succor tho needv, to coastal people. The sea hap long been,
blame onto Lord Newtcn, who has
to heal tho tho object of their ardent longing.-Thbeen in control of all official efforts Inspire the dejected,
Baltic and the North sea must be
on behalf of prisoners of war in Ger- wounds of the body and to banish tho
frets
of
the
spirit.
developed Into one gigantic port for
many.
Tho
soldiers of this urmy are now the German fleet.
It Is no exaggeration to say that the
From this fleet basis outwards the
disclosure of the French treaty for performing a notable and benemicent
tha exchange of all prisoners whe service to tho fighting men of the longing of the German peoplo for unhave been in captivity for more than armies of the allies on tho battle checked freedom on the seas will be
Their work" there realized. Tho German people cannot
eighteen months, and of the fact that fields of Europe.
have too many coasts. This is a much
we had done nothing to the same end is commended by its immediate benmore important point than even tha
has caused a prodigious stir of emo eficiaries, the weary, sick
and
All
is
tion throughout tho country.
woureled soldiers of the armies of possession of all the fleet bases In the
changed. We see now that that which liberty; by the administration at world. From Iteval to the Flanders
was deemed Impossible Is quite possi- Washington and by witnesses returncoast, to Antwerp, aye, to Calais, the
sea must constitute one great German
ble. We see that our officialdom has ed from participation
In this,
the
lake.
lacked initiative,
and that it has mghtiest conflict of all time.
The plan for tho new German house
lacked even curiosity. Wo see that it
The soldiers of the Salvatliln Armv
has been approved and signed. We
has bcn asleep. To assert this is to must have
or they must withsupport
have begun tho work of its construe- assert that our orflclaldom has been draw from Hie field and the
fight.
The people of the stato of New tion: We shall bringthoIt to a successful
extraordinary callous, and that its
internal peace
conclusion, onlj'r
callousness, has grossly misled us as Mexico,
remaining art home, have must be restored.
to tho situation. And wo aro determimmediined that something drastic,
ate, and effective shall be done..
As for those arguinrMs, there nr
only two arguments. The first is that
an exchange of prisoners will tend to
lengthen the war, because It will Increase once again the man power on
both sides. I; may tend to lengthen
the war, but if It does lengthen the
war, the prolongation will be so trifI do not
ling as to be negligible.
know the precise number of prisoners
The queatlona anawercd belnw ara genera!
It
affected, but
surely cannot be more
In character, the eymotome or Slaeaaea
are
than a few hundred 'thousand. I venRiven and the anawera will
apply In anr
ture to guess that It must be well uncane of atmllar nature.
der a quarter of a million. It might
Thoae wlahlnit further advice, free, mar
addreaa Dr. Lewls Baker. Cnlle;e Bldg..
conceivably be less .than a hundred
etrcew. Dayton, Ohio, enoloalne
thousand.
atamned envelope for
I confess that I was owatilo to unname and addreaa muat be given,replr.
Full
eat
derstand the attitude of the governonly Initials or flctltloue name, will be rued
ment towards our whole.
In my anawera
The DroacrluHona can ha
see
I
as I have
system. AmJ when
filled at any
drug itore Anr
seen: Britons of forty-thre- e
and
druggiat can order of wholeaaler.
our,
settled In life, and quite unAnawer: For many yeara I have placed
fitted by long habit for the existence
reliance In the formula
known aa Ilv
of a soldier, being dragged
In the
arhulnne labuia packed In sealed
grain
moment
army at the very
when, for
tubea with full direction for home use. Bome
such
British
is
soldier.
America
every
have reduced as much aa forty pounda in
putting in literally hundreds of young
a few weeks.
and suitable men, I am amazed. I am
Celia aska:
"Mv heir l too oily and mv'
filled with compassion for my
acalD Itches with dandruff, and of late It la
combing out too much. What la a good
past the prime of life,
treatment?'1
and I 'regret that our authorities
should produce so much suffering,
Anawer: Obtain plain yellow mlnyo! from
"Old 'Laflr"; wrltea:
was alwaya very
I
n
Jura and apply aa per
dislocation, and actual loss for so lit- healthy In my young daya. but alnCe I am v"ur
dlrei'.tions.
tle cause. It showg lack of imagina- older. I am bothered constantly with rhou.
purifies, coola and
How
matlsm.
I
and
the
may
Invigorates
hair
relief?
get
scalp, thus stopping
tion on somebody's part, and the gon-erthe death of the hair.' Dandruff and Itching
Answer:
Thomands
surfer
from
can
rheuma- are at once- relieved. Men and- women al!
consequences only, be harm- tism, and the most
successful medicine I
ful.
of l the following: 2 drama of todlde over the country now use it regularly.
The second argument Is that an ex- know
of potassium. 4 drams sodium
salicylate.
change, besides tending to lengthen o. wine of
t oa. como. essence
"Worried" writes; "Have been .doctoHna;
the war, would operate favorably to cardoll. 1 n. comp. fluid balmwort
and 6
kidney trouble and now want your adGermany and unfavorably to our osa. of syrup sarsaparilla como. Mix and for
vice.
Frequent dealre la followed by born-In- g
take a teaspoonful at meal time and again
selves, A correspondent the other before
pain and am very tender and sore over
to
bed. This has been known
going
day vouched that a certain minister to relieve
Also backache affects ma
very stubborn and chronic cases region of bladder.'
had used the following words:
"It ;of rheumatism.
dreadfully. Can hardly move when I awaka
exwould be most unfortunate
to
In the morning.' Weakness, too, Is a symp'
.
tom."
Gerchange thousands of well-fe- d
Interested
asks: " "I sm
Answer:- - t think ilf .Ton will take
mans,' In the very best of health, for tongue coated., have headache, rtnnstlpnted.
dlaiy
epells
tablets regularly for a, few weeks your
the skeletons, Invalids and cripples and indigestion sometimes. Please advise?"
kidneys and bladder will become normal and
our men have become tn Germany.
Answer: I advise (hat von begin
using inch symptoms vanish. This Is unequalled
three
There, Indeed, you have a charactergrain sulphcrb tablets (not sulphur;. fur such complaints In my estimation.
istic official attitude, the attitude of These tablets are laxative, act on the
liver,
kldneya and bowels and lead to keen the
bargaining, of peddling. And you see blond
Uy arousing the- diminutive funcNOTE: Fnr many years Dr. Baker has
that this Rttltudo Is nut, changed even tions. pure,
Relief should follow quickly.
been giving free advice and prescriptions to
when the bargaining Is about human
Manager" writes: "1 have nalns In my millions ot people through the press cot- lives, human misery, human anguish. spine and frightful headache In back of umml- n'1 doubtless has helped in relieving
I should feel differently if I thought neaa. Tainting spells, twitching and tram Illness and distress mere than any single
In the world's history. Thousands
that there was the slightest chance ox bllng, nervousness, sleeplessness. Inn of an individual
miie ana strength and In fact am a 'has have written him expressions- of gratitude
lmprovlngNthe lot of our
confidence
nd
similar to- tha following:
been.'
when
accusso long as they.' remain in tomed work It tomes to performing
' ,
Dr. Lewis Baker. Dear Sir: We have Used But there is no chance of Answer: Inandall duties."
Germany.
of tn" medjclnea yeu advise, the dou- such cases the asslmlla- - thr
an improvement. Reprisals are use tion functions
a
and. tba
not kept pace with waste Dle four' tne pnn
less. The French at first were stronk functions and hava
a powerful harmless
tonic rheumatism 'prescrlptiona. aad I want to say
advocates of reprlsars, but the French treatment Is needed.- I find three grain ca- - '"M'
worked like a charm They are tha
have been driven .to exchange. And, domene tablets unexcelled and astonishingly D,at 1 hv V9T umi an 1 fr1 aou'd sot 4
even If reprisals were effective, we beneficial, la such cases and advise them keep house without them. I am very grate-fo- r
ful and pleased to recommend any of these
you.
could hot .employ reprisals.
No Brit,
on could bring himself, or could be "Fat" writes: "I am seeking some safe medicines prescribed. Very tralr roars,
method
reduce
R3.
to
WH1TKIV
my flesh. While mj
'
brought, t6 murder, maltreat, humlll
frame la large I am getting real fat, and, '
Ko. I Colemaa SU , ' .
,
ate and t'arve Gqrman prisoners as of. cowie, It is embarrfwslag."
fort JerviS, Nf Is .'''
i

Arnold Bennett Sounds Call
For Exchange of Prisoners

WITH SCISSORS

rnisonfEus protest.

United States to breakfasts of corn-memush and corn cakes. When
he develops- a taste for corn, her
farmers wilt redouble their efforts to
produce corn which will, mature in
the short summers of Alberta and Sa'
skatchewan.
"j
r 'That 'will Increase Canada's meat ' There Isn't even a germ of peace
' tho German peace proposals."
crop and the fortuity of her fields.
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Perhaps the acme of German prc- was reached in the
postorousness
giving out by the. German admiralty
of a statement denying that a German
stfhmarine torpedoed and sank the
Canadian hospital ship Llandovery
Castle.
'Aparently no one observed a sub
marine. Tho cause may be attributed
to a British mine," says Berlin.
TI1R
rORXAt. ' takea and pnnte
the fact that
And this despite
alxty h..ure and thirty mlnutea of
several survivors of tho Llandovery
leased
wire
Press
sxvMjated
Castle were taken aboard the subeervtr.
aeh week. No other
published In New Mexico takea
marine and Interrogated ijicldding
more then twenty-fou- r
boura of As.among them the captain and second,
sociated Press service durtns a week.
O officer of tho hospital ship;
,
O
despite
the fact that the submarine cruised
.ILLY 12, 1918
FRIDAY.
amid the wreckage, apparently Intent
on "sinking without trace"; despite
THE KOLllK VOTE.
tho fact that a conversation took place
between the
commander and
Politicians irt New Mexico will dc
the captain of the hospital ship!
well to pohder the wordB of a sold
There can bo but one explanation of
ier In the ranl3 of tho fnited Slates such falsification of facts:'
Germany
hrmy who said: "We will do the has been convinced that jjhe has gone
war
of
the
the
winning
fighting and
one step top far in brutality and
'
" '
first and the voting afterwards."
ruthlessness.
The plainest thing alout the soldier ' Possibly the Prussian war lords are
vote agitation is that It was born not beginning to fear the effect of such
In the ranks of tho men in khaki, but atrocities on public opinion at home.
in the minds of politicians who hope Killing doctors and nurses Is a game
to aggrandize themselves through the two can play at. While It Is extremeproposed legislation.
ly unlikely that the allies
reprisals
What the soldiers sre Interested in will take this form, the German mind
this year and perhaps next is saving can conceive of no reason why the
the nation. What the politicians ar,e allies shouldn't commit the same
Interested In is saving the state. They. crimes their own people do.
do not make clear what ihey tiro atThere Is no weak defense of the
tempting to save the state from, but sinking of the Llandovery Castle such
there can be no other Interpretation as Germany offered, for the Lusitania
of their activities, for the soldiers' crime. There is only blind, obstinate
vote, were It granted by special legis-- ; denial in the face of facts.
lation, would have no effect outside
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STREET BROKERS

2
frame, modern,
sleeping porches, completely fur
nished, suitable for 2 families,
rents for $30.00 per month; Jrd
ward.
6 room frame, bath etc.,
$2,600.
sleeping porch, line shade trees, cement biock garage, good barn; completely furnished; 4th. ward.
4 room
$2,300.
shingle bungalow,
modern, built-i- n features, hardwood
floors,
glassed
sleeping
porch,
garage; 4th. ward.
$2,500. 4 room stuccoed bungalow In
University Heights, modern, fire-

Journal,
Albuquerque, X. M.
f
Gentlemen:
' llcplyiug to your wire of yea- tenlny unking what liapixiiet'. to
the "BrinsliiK up rather" ear- toons, will any, for ti p iHuel'it of 8
your muny readers, Mint tliese
enrtoons arc prepared u week 1u
place.
ailvanec; that Is. the eartoons
2 story brick res$5,600.
the current week should liuvc
idence, steam heat, lot 100x142,
Bono to yon early last week. But 4
4th ward.
the FourMi of July was eelobralefl
stuccoed bungalow,
$3.000.
ulast week, an you well know. I
modern, hardwood floors, garage;
tended the litxl carriers' pienlo
Highlands,' close in.
down at MeGlnnls' grove, in com- A.
pany with Dinty Moore, CaHr
Monalian anil some more of the
Batata,
Loans
IhI
' 111 South Insurance,
r.
Fourth VJtraat
4
hoys,' and we had such a
lous time that I liiwn't been able
t0 work sliKf.
of
Miiggin took HtlviiMiijro
.
Fourth of July week to have her l
face worked over. I told
when she stipxrstril the Idea to
nie ,'o go Klieail, as the aiulst f
certainly couldn't Injure her1 ap- -pea ranee any and lie misfit' im.Morning'

--

A.

--

Reports That Some Companies
Had Applied for Federal
Financial Aid Has a De- pressing Effecron Market,
IBV

MO.MINa JOURNAL SPeCIAL IBABSD WIRS

New York, July 11. Stocks were
heavily liquidated in the fultial period
of today's session, the movement 'being provoked by overnight reports
that some of the more important
equipment and munitions companies
had applied to the federal government
for financial aid. These reports had
their origin In the fact that the bankers comprising the Bethlehem Steel
$50,000,000 note r sydicate have re-

LOST.

' HELP

$

Erie'.

Great Northern Ore Ctfs. .
Great Northern pfd...,.,.
Inspiration Copper
fnt. Mer. Marine Pfd. Ctfs.
Kennecott Copper

. .. .

........

.

r. . .

Company
'Union Pacific
V. a. Industrial Alcohol
United States Steel
Utah, Copper

j

Oats gained

wcthtra, $12.5013.00.

$17.50

....,

o and

'

'

FOR SALE,

EVERETT TRUE
IwANT

To DlffCJS

puts SUBJECT
"TH YOU

i

S
acaKtttai.

-

'&t

To

11' I

J

JK

'

Tk.

KlUTSHSH.

NEW YORK METAL.
New York, JuTy 11. Lead Market
unchanged. Spot, $8.05.
Spelter Unchanged. East St Louis
NEW YORK MONEY.
New York, July 11. Mercantile paper, four and six months. 6 per cent;
per ceiU:
sterling 60 day bills, 4.72
commercial 60 day bills on banks,
4.72 per cent; commercial 60 day bills,
4.753 per cent; cables, 4.76
per
99

c.

CARLSBAD
EARLY

'

Ranches

ijjsi
Yowr?s A

nut

AWAKENED

BY

MORNING, BLAZE

Carlsbad. N. M., July. 11. A build
ing belonging: to Mrs, R..W, TanBlU
and occupied by J. F. Allison fs a sec
d
store, was destroyed byXlre

'fr-- O.

ond-han-

.

-

NEW YORK COTTOX.

'New fork,' July

it.

l

Cotton futures

closer
Oct. 24T.7o: Dec.,
steady,
124.12; Jan..' $24.06; March. $24.01.
CHICAGO PRODUCE.

'
-

'

ket
July 111 feu
;
eeajinery.
higher.,Recelpts 10,-Jcases. Firsts.
S739e; ordinary
flrsU, 15 37.cj at jnttrk, cse includ-- j
,
85.038C.
til,

Chicago

Ijlffjber.
Eitis--Mar-

I

ket

tier-mar-

So),'

9J

r

headache.

n,

lasst- -

nioe,. irritability, "blues," sallownesa,
Dlotches, are among the results of con-- i
tipatton. If long neglected it may
a.use Mies,' ulceration oft bowels, aiH
Dondlcltls, nervous prostration, parw-- i
Best
lysis. Don't delay treatment,
remedy is Foley Cathartic Tablets. s
Know
rrom
many inousanas
expert.
ence. They not only do thaly work;
surely, easily, gently, 'but without law
Jury to sWmaoh or Intestinal lining.

Contain no

Bold

bablt-foriml-

MrrtllMs''

:'lL- -;

MfflHeoa

alement.

Have a ,nlce line .Q'.J'urnlture
Several gas plates at low prices.
Still buying 2nd hand' furniture.
.
;
Phone 409.

mi

.

Op"lodlsille

Four rooms and batb, large glazed
and screened sleeping porch. Four
blocks Jrom West Central. Close
In. .Some cash and $18 per month
will handle. It will pay you to
Investigate.

Owner

leaving

FOR SALE A
adobe
house In Old Town, two blocks
from Car Line, cheap for cash,
must be, sold. Address P. O.
ilx-roo- m

town,

and will sacrifice. See National
Investment Co.r 102 North Third.

15H7--

'

N. M.

Box, 36, Old Abuquerque,

GRANDE HOTBl
Ituoml and apart-meni61
West Central. Mrs, Richard
West, Proprltrese.
IMPERIAL, ROOMS
clean rooms;
Nc
FOR SALE -rates by day or week; over Wootworth'st
819 i- - West Central.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished outside room FOR SALE Alfalfa. Phone 8403-Ffeather pillows
by the week or month; also furnished room FOR SALE Homo-mad- e
for light housekeeping. Kims Hotel, oorner
and good piano. Call Sn2,
v
First and TIJeraa.
WANTEYj
It you neefc
arpentoi, call
J. S. lmrllng. Phone U9ii-J- .
Boatn.
FOR RSNT Furiavihsd roomsk tli West 111- - FOR SALE Twin cylinder Hnrley Davld-l'hon- e
lOHt-son motor cycle,
ver; no sick, no children.
washed and
(OK RENT Nicely rurnMoea rrdnt bed WA.NTEDJ.ace
curtains
1436-101 South
room; olose In. Phone
stretched, 15c per pair. Phone (100,
Fifth.
mw Bosch A
FOR KENT Throe furnished rooms U2 FOR SALE Practically
I.omb engineer's transit, 1 100. P. O. Bot
West Lead. Inquire at residence or at the
115, Springer, N. M.
Krwood Bakery.
FOR REK'T
Famished roome for light FOR SALE Three pool tables and fixtures;
also set of bar fixtures; uncap. A. B.
housekeeping. Coal atove and gaa 724
ftuth Second. '
Siegner, Clovta. X. M.
FOR RENT Nicelfurnished room wllh l'"l)K SALE High-grad- e
upright piano,
sleeping porch, first .class 'board htxt
walnut finish, slightly Used, cost (400,
door. 609 West Gold.
will take f I oo cash. Box 34, care of Journal.
FOR RENT Two large airy rooms nicely FOR SALE
Single buggy, one dounK
furnished for housekeeping; modern conseated buggy, one cart, two sets single
r
s
veniences, els West Coal.
harness, one heavy, one spring wagon or
FOR RBNT Iirge - furnished room; light surrey pole, 5:'0 North Second.
housekeeping. Well people; no children; FOR SALE One. 1050 lb. drrVlng horse!
phone; bath. 411 West Gold.
one
one good pony; one good
FOR RENT Furnlshd
house,
runabout;, one surey; one cart; one surrey
with canvass sleeping porch, light and waone saddle; two single harness, one
ter paid; $10.00 pel" month. 61 West Coal. pole;
heavy, 6J0 Nortli Second.
AOOF Atm-MHlgiustnas.
per gallon, Roofs under onr oar will
FOR RENT-rurnie- bed
reoms,
flj South Improve
from year to year. We can put on
Walter. Phone lot
!
a new root that will last as lone as the
FOR RENT Furnished room. gentleman building. The Mamano Co. Phone 1101-!
UO South Walnut,
.preferred, lot South Walter.
FOR RENT Large room with eleeoln, ERIE carbon root
and
cement
roof
pami
16 Bast Central.
poreh! Ideal for two.
stops leaks; laste five years. Use Devo
FOR "UKNT Large furnished front room. ready paint, floor paint, Valspar, Jap-a-la- e,
Well gentleman prefered, 107 South
old water kalsomlne, and d satisfied.
Thos. f. Keleher, 401 W, Central. Phone 41.
ItOH RENT Rooms furnished for housekeeping, large' sleeping poPch. 110 South
Walnut.
FOR 8 A LB
FOR RENT Roome with sleeping perch ONE
Centrifugal pump and
' with or without board. Phono
7L 1121 .
motor, with pressure control. ApEast Central.
ply D. Weinman, oare Economist.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front room
with bath, near boarding house. To eni
ployed party, lady preferred, no sick, 415
South Walter.
WANTED Mttcertaneous.
FOR KENT Room
and sleeping porches
close to good boarding house; also light
housekeeping. Ic and telephone. Jll South fcSPKClAL rates made to
plcnlo and fishing
waiter.
parties. Call 15S3-J- .
General.
WANTED At once second hand furniture
and kitchen utensils; also cook atova or
FOR RUNT Nicely
turniened
modern
rooms for light housekeeping. Phone 1771. range. Phone 2198-J- ,
WANTK1
r,0
at 8 per cent on first
mortgage real estate, worth duuble. W. P.
FOR
Dwellings.
S'.'t
West Onld.
Metcalf,
WANTED Piano player at F. W. Wool-wort- h
Aorta.
Co. Must he good sight reader. ApFOR RENT Four room flat, furnished. 400
North Third. Modern. Inqutr 111 South' ply Mr. Marsh. F. W. Wnolworth Co.
run KAl.Bi Ueautlfur Spencer swvet peaa,
First.
-long stemmed, fragrant, assorted colors
t
South.
71c per hundred.
Order In advance. Rio
2401-FFOR RKNT Seven-roohouse, furnished. uranne industrial School. Phone
823 North Fourth. See Frank Trotter.
HTffHBHfjCAStTP RtCB PAID FOlTJtJNJC
THJ SOUTHWKSTBRN JUNK' CO.,
FOR RKNT One furnished: lour.room house
401 South Seventh. Apply at H14 West 114 WEST LEAD. PHONE 111. WE ALSO
AUTOS.
OLD
BIT
Gold. Also four-roounfurnished! bouse at
WANTED-SeoonJ-411 South Seventti.
and
'men's and boys'
elotbee, shoes and underwear. Also trunks
Jtlghtanraa.
and ault oases. Call 111. Chicago Seeond- FOR RSNT
Desirable
hana store, H7 South First
furnished oottage. Phono tlM-WANTED-6O1O- OO
bags. Pay from to to so
FOR RSNT Furnished two.room cottage
eacn. we tona scrap iron. Pay front
with sleeping porcn. 1031 South Walter.
to o
per lb. Patriotic duty. St. Loula
FOR KENT Four-roohouse two glaued Junk Co., 401 South First street. Phone 171
In porches. Water paid, f 14. Phone IM2-J- .
WANTED Careful kodak finishing by mas- FOR RBNT Three-roo- m
furnished cottage.
ier pnotograpnere.
Twice dally service,
Hn.rl
miarnnteeit
Remember, satisfaction
Inquire 1T Soukb Broadway. Phone Z134-to a reliable established firm.
your
FOR RENT Furnlslred.
bungalow; Hannarmishlng
At Hanna.
niasler
photographers.
sleeping porch on ear line. 1117 South
RIO

Mlcenansou.

REM

II

MAN going by autn to Flagstaff and
Orand Canyon, has room for two or three
willing to pay part expenses. Address C. C.
vara journal. , .
A

For Rent

Rooms With Board.
r On RBiST Room, with sleeping porch iiif
board. 410
East Central.
Clean furnished roome tor well
wllh or without board, 1104 South

FOR, RENT
people--

,

Walter.,
HIUH elase board and steeping pore a lt
room at summer tares, in, 131 South Aim

rnone

im--

Oil RENT Very desirable ro0m, sleeping
porch, hot and cold water, 1st class table
board, Casa de Oro 018 West Oold.
MRS. W. H. REED, of the Ixiekhart Ranch
has moved to 60H South'Arno, where shs
ts prepared to take health seekers. Phone

FOR SALE
Underwood Typewriter
Style No. 4, In first class
Cheap..

THE ECONOMIST
PROFESSIONAL

CARDS.

ATTORNEYS
JOHN W. WILSON
.. Attermey
Rooms II, 11 and U
Cromwell BalMlaa
Pboae 1171
BODBX

..

MODET

Attorneys al Iw
ulte I, Law Library Building
DENTISTS

Dm.

j. a.

iun
Baraett

.,
Dental Bargees
Aeomg I t.
PkeaM
Building
AppolntmenU Mad by Mail
B. M.

CWf

'

ttt
"

'

Dentist

Roo-gMellnl Building
PHTBIfjiYw
gUKOEONg
"
'

1

W. T,. Ml UPHV, M. D,

Practice J.imlled to TiiIickiiIiwIs Wright
hmiillng; opposite postofflce. Office hours,
l to 13 a. m
to J p, m. Phone, office
107-residence 307-PR. MARGARKT O. CARTWRIOHI
rractloe Limited U Woasea'a aael (Mb

'

tt

W.
. Central Phone 171, Albue.uero.ne.
DBS. TILL
BAKES
Practice Umltew to Eye, Mm, Nee
.
THBOAT
Office Bourst 1 to II; t to I
State National Bank Building
DB. SARAH COKER
Practice Limited to Children.
Office Roome 1 and I, Wright BISs.
I'ourta ana uoia.
Home I p. m. to I p. sa.
Reatdenoe Phone 1071.
Office Phone let
U23

FOR SALE

PouTtry

and Eggi

FOR 8AI. 8.-4- 35
white Leghorn laying hena
at 11,00 each. 108 West Fruit.
FOR SALE a. C. n I. Reas. Best in state,"
Stnek. eggs, and chicks. C P. Hay, 111
North High. .
,

FOR SALE

Automobiles.

FOR SALE Oakland "Sensible Six," new.
40
North Flfleenth.
FOlt SALE 1916 Overland good 'running
60S South
condition, K'SO.OO, or Ford.
"

First.

,FOR SALE

Ford touring car; excellent
condition; good tires. L. (1.
M. C. A. Phone 18!.
Foit's A LE Roadste7 " I n good contrition,'
pt
fully etiulpped, genuine bargain. Will
Liberty tlonds. Ask for Moore, rhllllpo
(larage, 311 West Silver.

gino;'

good

Breltmeyer,

Y.

FOR SALL

Houses.

furnished and a
good paying business, 14,000, half cash.
office.
Journal
Bungalow,
brirk;
FOR SALE My horneT a
modern, heating plant. One of tho flnost
locations In the city. 70 East Central.

FoR HALE Nice

home,

PERSONAL.
wllh car will ariye partloe;
.
able rates. Phone

LADY

FOR

RENT

Miscellaneous.

HRESandlgo

Jemen prlntakeap
rates. 8. Oarrla. 1I0J Nortli Arno.FOR It
horse and bug
gy; tl.OO for t hours. Phone 1504-J- .

FOR REN1

--

Apartrxients

rooms and bath, modern, J14 West Coal.
FOR RBNT Two and three-rooapartment and sleeping rooms.
Hurhland
House,
r'olt RENT Furnished housekeeping and
single rooms, new modern building; no
lek. 2 IB North Seventh.
FOR RENT Three er tour room furnished
apartments, modern; toe 10 block South
Sixth. Inqulrj Savoy hotel office.
CHANCE foe a happy winter home. Coal
already stored, a few nice little furnished
apartments vacant. Suitable for two persons.
called by Uncle Sam). It taken
(Tenant
quick will let for the former all yeaf round
prices at THE WASHINGTON. 1003 West
Central. J, D, Eaklne, Prop. '

ESCONDIDO" For oonvalea- oents. Something a little better. Coolest
In
cut.plaee
;
city. Pleasant, surroundings. Rates
reaeonaoie. isui west central, fnnne llll.
FOR RKNT
furnished two-roocottage
with glassed In sleeping porch; convenient SHADY NOOK ranch offers excellent room
and board. Just the place to get atrona.
to shops; light and, water paid. 114 per
For rates phone 14'2DF-4- ; free transportation
month. 1 40c South Arno,'
Accommodations now available. Mra. R. &
. ;
OoooraU
Thomas.
FOR' RENT Eight -- roora house, eultable for
two apartments. Phone 013.
MAIL BTAOB
FOR HENT Offlco Rooms.
ii
uR RBWt
Phone call anywhere
house, furnished or
Vsrv
any time.
Unfurnished, close In. Newly papered and FOR RENT Offioe room. Inquire- room J, f.v. Sliver City 7 a.m.; ar. Mogollon 3 p.m.
Barnett Building.
Lv. Mogollon T a.m.: ar. Silver City 3 o.tn.
painted. City Realty Co. Phono 77.
rooms np- - froR RENT Offices In eulte or single. Call Best equipped auto livery In southwest.
Irouse,
FOR RENT
stairs, I roome dowa- stairs, nicely furnBENM.TT MOTOR TRAN8I1 CO.
upstair, over Woolworth'e store.'
ished, suitable for two parlies. No children. FOR- RENT1 I front ooniieotlna
office
SUTg City, 3. M. '
4 or call U
West Oold.
Phone
rooms over Golden Rule Store. Inoutre
house on Upper Rmim It.
FOR RENT Eight-roo- m
TIME CARDS.
Pecos,. 18 miles from Olorleta. on auto
road and telephone line, good trout fishing
MONEY TO LOAN.
.and hunting. Tire Calldera Cottage) In
North Eleventh,, Albuquerque,
quire 40
ear Was OnlA,
t Maalt (M.. Mmmm TTf.
Phone l2t.

..

.

For SaSe,

FOlt RENT Two furnished
rooms
'
houeekoepfng. 521 West 8ller.
FOB KENT Modern rurnisneo rooms; no
West Central.
elck; running water.
FOR RENT Rooms rm o week, bath;
summer rates; no sick; oyer Uolden Rule
Store.
FOR RHNT-roo- -- Large.
well ventilated bed
!19 North
Fifth street, Pilous

Tuesday morning.
Mr. Allison believes that his kero
sene stove exploded, for he) lit It early.
as was his custom, and then went out
td the- yard to look at his poultry.
He heard, his wife scream, han back,
to the house, and found the) Interior
of the back room In flames. :
.f
no insurance on the
1 nere , was
was
covered J800. FOHWSA1jCt?veTrSm
building;. The stock

--

118 West Gold Ave..

Arno,

lev hosncns jousnal esscui, IIASIB wise)

Mexican dollars, 77c.
Time loans Firm. Sixttf days, 5
6 per
5
per cent; 90 days. 5
cent;-si- x
months, it per cent bid.
Call money Firm. High, 0 per
cnt,;" low, 8 per cent; ' ruling. rate, 6
per cent;,
per' cent; closing bid, 5
offered at 6 per cent; last loan, 6' per
cant,
"I..,
.' "

.,'

.,,

8.66.

spot $8.50

The Star Furniture Co.

feoom.

7

CtPLfilN TH5 tVHOCC
THIMtJ. IN A,
I

REN!

acres mountain ranch on 'Oft Rent Furnished four-mohouse wltn
under cultivation;
sleeping porch, light and Water paid, $17'
0 acres fonced; II modern five-roo1441C
bungSouth
Arne.
month,
per
alows; one mile protected trout stream.
uK RENT New three-roo- m
cottage furnBox lUt Valley Runch,- - K. M.
ished. Sleeping porches. 1400 South High
street. City Realty Co., Phone 770.
FOR RENT Modern bungalow three roome
PASTURAGE'
with large , sleeping . porch, furnished.
Phone 571. Inquire 11113 East Central.
limits, 11,50 per monta; la advance. FOlOtliNT
Modern furnlsh.d flat nn iSast
Phone JI7I-W- .
Central car line,, oonvenlent to sanator- luipa Thaxton ft Co., Third and 'jol'l.
CHIROPODIST.
FOR RBNT Furnished
modern,
cottage,
glassed porohea; University car lines.
CORNS A N 1 CALLOUSUS removed' with
Phone
181,
Bast
124
Central.
'
mornings.
'out pain or scorencss. Bunions, treated.
modern bungalow.
Arch supporters made to fit your feet. Will FOK RUNT Three-roo-m
Completely furnished; two porches; deslr-abl- e
be here nntll.July i;th. C. K. Chase, 301
111
Cell
South Cedar.
neighborhood1.
;
West Central, Phone 014.
FOR-- KENT
House in-- Highlands, four-- ,
room bungalow. furnUhed:
glaised In
'
TYPEWRITERS.
)
sleeping porch; also garage. Call 1207 East
"entralt
All makes, overhauled and
TTPBWRITEH8
In. Highlands near University
repaired. Ribbons fpc every maohlne. Al- FOR RENT new
car lint,
modern furnished
buquerque Typwrlter Exchange, Pboae ' 14
"
' Phone
Rent
V.e,ry
reasonable.
121 South Fourth.
bungalow.
v

But it 6uili oailv

AT AiXm
1

1

lo
By CONDO fl'ORPocosSALE
river,

70c.

cent.
Bar silver,

Thk

saleswoman.

seamstrese at once.
WANTED
'
818 West Silver.
WANTBD Olrl for chamber work and wait
table. 60J South Arno.
SHERIFF
WOMAN
For general housework: no oook.
Ing. Address Box
Albuquerque.
GUILTY OF ESPIONAGE
WANTED A housekeeper to take care of
three small children. Apply 401 South
.
(V MORNINO JOURNAL IPtCIAL LIAIID WIRC
First.
lteno, Nev., July 11. Al Shidler, WANTED Female oook for boarding house,
former deputy sheriff of Nye county,
good pay, fare paid. W. B. Brown MarNevada, was convicted on four counts shall, Madrid, N. M.
under the old espionage act In the WANTED Olrl for general housework at
Cowles, N. M. Upper Pecos. For particu
federal, court at Carson yesterday. He
will be sentenced Saturday by E. S. lars call at Gl9 North Reoond,
RENT Three-roofurnished house
Fanlngton. federal Judge., Shidler FOR
with sleeping porch, IIS. 00 per month,
was charged with making remarks
water paid. (23 South Walter.
indicating disloyalty, designed to ham- WANTED
references.
Stenographer, good
per the war plans of the government Apply Herthold
314 West Gold, beand to confer aid and comfort to the tween 11:30 a. m. Spits,
and 13 m.
The TELEGRAPHY, Stenography, Bookkeeping.
imperial German government.
maximum punishment Is twenty years
Board, room and tuition mar be earned.
Mackajr Business Colleges, Log-- Angeles and
imprisonment on each count.
r

l$11.0012.25;

Closing prices: "
Aug,, $1.59; Sept., $1.69.
Oats Aug., 70c; Sept..
Pork JUly, $44.70; Sept, $45.20.
Lard July, 2.22; Sept., $26.22.
Ribs July, $24.20; Sept.. $24.70.

delivery,

Woman took., Albuquerque

'

provisions 3Qc.
Corn' traders seemed to be much
there
'with Indications
Impressed
would be free use of substitutes 'of
wheat and esoeclallv. with; the fac'
that milling interests wer conipoUiis
ror gooa corn.
snurpiy
' Dry" weather
reports from western
Canada had a bullish effect on oats.
'Receipts, however,' wera liberal and
seaboard sales only moderate.
'"Provisions rose with grain and hogs.
'Realizing sales tended, somewhat to
check' the bulge.
Com

Experienced

Sheep Recolpts
2,400.' Market WANTED Competent
Economist.
teteady. Lambs, $17.00 17.75; ewes,

MTtr11IA

Nortku

J. F. Wolk- -

.

,

'V.;

Men for, well work.

$13.0017.25;

4c

c to

WANTED

'

1

$16.8517.15.

MapCTpeJ.!

,

Fresno.-- :
18.35; dressed steers,
On the jury that convicted Shidler
westerns.
$10.50
were two citizens of German birth,
.gySaNESS CHANCES.
heifers,
$15.60; cows, $7.00i813.00;
IM.'Hl.NBStJ MEN First class office man
$8.00
16.00; stockers and feeders,
wants wora. not sick. j. j, t., Journal,
f
DRUMMERS ASKED TO
$7.5015.00; calves. $8.00 14.50.
'
FOR RENT' Two buildings at Seventh and
Hogs Receipts 6,000. Market high' Avenue. '
Ceneral
iff
J,S.
CARRY
Apply
Blder,
FEWER
er. Bulk, $17.2O17.40; heavy, $17.30
TRUNKS agent.
.
17.50; light. $17.10017.35;
pigs,
FOR SALE A small profitable
business,
i
MORNINO JOURNAL RRICIAL UAHD WIRI)
$16.25(16.75.
fully equlppel, suitable for either man or
Market
2,000.
Sheep Receipts
Washington, July 11. Conversion woman, can be had for $175.00.- For particuLambs, $16.00ig)18.75; year- of baggage cars Into diners for troop lars, apply at 702 Weet Iron,
strong.
trains has caused such a shortage of FOR SALE Hotel, seventeen well furnished
lings, $14.0017.00; wethers, $12.00
rooms, centrally located, close to depot.
cars for ordinary use that the war In' Owner
14.60; ewes, $8.0012.00.
Ses National. Investwill
dustries board today called upon dry ment Co,, 102sacrifice.
North Third,
D'nver Livestock.
goods wholesalers to cut down the f'OR. SALE Small saw mm at oargain.
feet. In
Capacity sit to elglrt thousand
Denver. July 11. Cattle Receipts number of trunks carried by traveling
good condition and n"
running. Plenty of
3o6.
Market steady to strong. Beef salesmen.
timber. Address P. O. Bps 11, Springer,
steers, $9,60 15.50; cgws and heifers,
There are only 9.700 baggage cars S. M.
$8.00
and feeders, in the country and last year 24,00,000 FOR RENT One of the best double store
11,0,0;. stockers,
hulldlngs and best located for general
$7.6012.50; calves, $9.0015.00.
sample; trunk constituted 30 per cent merchandise
In the city. Sea J. D. Bakln at
Hogs Receipts 1;600." Market 15c of tho baggage carried, free by the Waahlngton Apartments
ltoi West Central.
'
to 25o higher. Top, $17.35; bulk, railroads.
Phone ifltt
1.

steers,

Chicago, July 11. Highest prices
yet for grain this season resulted to
degree from
day to a; considerable
good milling and shipping demand
to
net
.Corn closed strong,
to
higher, with, September $1.69

$1.59.

Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas City. July 1 1. Cattle
6.000.
Market higher. Prime
ts

87
. 43
24
89
90
83
23
147
121
122
103
81

CHICAGO, BOARD OF TKAUE.

2c

:

,

71

'Texas

,

23

65

Pennsylvania
Ray Consolidated Copper
Beading .
Republic Iron & Steel
Southern Pacific
Southern Railway

.

85

1

........

Louisville i.ashvUie.
Mexican Petroleum
Miami Copper
Missouri Pacific'
Montana Power
New JTork Central
Northern Pacific

mm

FOl

Cafe.

"

Chicago Livestock.
Chicago, July 11. Cattle Receipts
Market steady to strong;
12,000.
. 64
Beef cattle, good choice and prime,
. 27
$16.6518.10; common and medium,
.146
butcher stock, cows
$11.75 0116.65;
. 66
and heifers, $8.1514.75: canners and
. 56
cutters, $7,15 0)8.15; stockers and
. 42
choice
and
feeders, good,
fancy,
. 39
$10.50013.00; common and medium,
. 45
$8.00
10.50; veal calves, good and
4
.
choice, $K30I7.;!5.'
. 31
Market
32,000,
Hogs Receipts
. 15
active, fully 10c to 20c higher" than
. 31
yesterday'! average. Some hogs 250
. 90 y, higher.
Bulk of sales, $ 6.8 0 (fi 1 7.50;
. 55
J 17.15 fp 17.55 ;
butchers,
packing,
. 98
$16.50
17.15; light, $17.1017.60;
. 33
10.40; pigs, $16.40$)
rough, $15.85
.116
16.75.
'
. 98
Market
Sheep Receipts 15,000.
. 28
steady to 15c lower'v Top, $19.00,

'

WANTED.

Ferpare.
WANTED

.

high-grad-

110 W. (Inl)l. Hhoe
0T.
Fire and Auto Insurance.
Notary Publlo

WRITE U Angeles T. M. C. A. Auto School.
Train for service.
Machinists. Albuquerque FounWAt'TEl
dry and Machine Works.
clcrkl
WANTEDnippfng
Albiiiuerqua'
Foundry and Machine Works.
as
WAOTBl-FirsJt-claauto
mechanic.
Iteming Ice Cream Factory.
A good farm'hand, Hio Grandq
WASJTEO
Industrial School, Vhone il06-F- i.
WANTED Ice cream maker; good salary
to eierlenccd man. Iteming Ice Cream
Factory.
barber at once,
WANTED Flrsl-olasa
24
Barber
guaranteed. Address
Exchange
M.
ii.
Silver
Shop,
City,
s
WANTEB-4'"lrat-;lasgroceryman one who
la willing to work. State experience. Address flrcer, care Journal,
WANTED Carpenters 14.25 to 13 per day.
laborers f2.H0 to 13.90 per day. 40 laborers for Oklahoma at once. Employment 110
South Third. Phone 354.
At-o- nc,
WANT-Bbookkeeper, male or
female. Tou must have practical experience and know that you can hold position.
Mercantile , Company,
Address (Bernalil!o
Grants. X. M.
WANTED At once an experienced salesman for general store who1 ean speak
Spanish fluently. Also a bookkeeper.' Do not
apply unless you have had practical experience and know that you can hold a responsible position. Olve full particulars In
first letter as to experience and salary
t
Co., Grants,
wanted.' Address
'. M.

.."

& CO.

THIRD AND GOLD.

K.

Ing., 415 Copper..

TODAYS

85
18
714

Chicago, Mil. & St Paul...
.'
Chlno, Copper ;
Colorado Fuel 4 Iron
,
Crucible Steel
Cuba Cane Sugar

TMMTOH

Stale.

non-voti-

Butte & Superior
Canadian Pacific
Central Leather
Chesapeake & Ohio

'

ge-lo-

WANTED

Extensive Cattle or Sheep Ranch controlling 200,000
acres of grazing range under fence, located in Eastern
Arizona. Watered by several running, springs. Range
consists of deeded, homestead and leased lands. 30,000
head of sheep or 8,000 head of cattle can be ranged
,
through year.
e
cattle to be sold with ranch.
3,500 head
Best stock proposition in Southwest. Apply,.
OTTI MALTY & LOAN CO.,

f

modern Bungalow, good location, for only la.SUO. Terms, to suit, Hurry
It you want It.

Between Mouiuuin ituad and 4th
Ward achuol, pair gold frame spectacles.
Phone 5B3 and receive reward.

'

.

Modern Furnished Flat E. Central
Modem Furnished House U.
Central. 125.00.
Furnished House, E.
Central," 115.00 4room Unfurnished House.
Furnace and Range, tiO.ul).

CO.

UKT

quested the war finance corporation
prlve It,
to furnish $20,000,000 of that Issue In
M'e shall endeavor to lie with
event of their inability to market the
you ugalu next week.
entire amount.
Yours very, truly,
Selling naturaljy concentrated In isJIGGS.
sues of that division. United Statos
eteel boine offered in largo quantities
at an extreme reversal of 2 4 points.
Bethlehem "A" stock reached 5
points and the. "B" or
Potatoes Unsettled. Receipts 55
stock broke two points.
cars;
Virginia barreled cobblers, $6.23
Kails withstood the pressure better Ci'fi.SO; North Carolina cobblers, $5.00
than any other group, losses among 0 5.50; Arkansas sacked
such representative shares as Read- :J2.90&;3. 10;, Louiwiuna white,Triumphs,
$2.75
ing, Union Pacific and, grangers being 2.85;, California red, $3,103.25; Callimited to one or one and a half ifornia white, $2.90 (5)3.00.
points, Sales amounted to 615,000
Fowls,
Poultry Alive, unsottled.
shares.
springs, 33 (g) 3(60. ,
Foreign' news, including the Bank 29c;
6 England's weekly statement,, was
KANSAS CITY TOODUCK.
mainly favorable., but played no part
In the day's events.
Kansas City, July 11. Butter and
' Closing prices:
poultry unchanged.
American Beet Sugar
71
Eggs Firsts, 36c;, seconds, 30c.
American Can
47
American SmeUing & Refining 76T,
LIVESTOCK MARKETS.
Amcripan Tel. & Tel
American Zinc
Anaconda Copper
Atchison ,
Baltimore & Ohio

L MAIM

111!

J2.80.

REAL E STATU. FIRE INSURANCE.
V
LOANS.
216 West Gold.
Phone 16 1. '
cheap.

,

fr

El

'BALE
Why not buy a small ran. Ii, movo on to
It and cut your living expenses t
minimum during these war times.
Wo have a
tract of 7 acres, with a k..1
house;
dobe barn, fine youiiB orchard of :3c) trees
Just coming Into bearing. t,and Is on main
dttch and Is ll under cultivation, only
i- -j
miles from town. Owner must leave Inside
of a week and will thrmv in hins, hold furniture, farm Implements, garden toots. hore,
nd harness, everything; goes. For
buggy
price and terms, see

4 -- room

(2,000.

THREE

12, 1918.

LA

FOE SME

"

Failure to Appear

1

?

Friday, July

XL JARDIN

gsyryL

WANTED

Agents.

"

WANTED -- Agents to represent- a good live
' Beiemek's Dalr. Phone 351. " ' ' '" ''
progreesivo Casuelty company In New
forma of Accident and
Mexleuvt
WANTED Work In grocery or-- - general health writing all Liberal
commission and
Inerrance.
merchandise store, by strong reliable wo, goo
Bennett
Write
Wilson,
man: Address X. X. Z care Journal. ' '
Generalfeljiry.
ents, Suite No. 1, MeCormtek
FOR 48 A LB Good driving or work horse Blk., Trinidad. Colo.
also splendid riding hor. ni Clnutde
rnduslrlal (tchool. Phono S40-F- r.
poaition.
FOR HALE Extra fine,, young pedigreed
beeeding stock Flemish Client New ZeaWANTEl
land, and Rufue Red Belgian hares. William
work. Apply S15 South roadway.'
Oestrech. Sr.. Kt North Eleventh
Street,
WANTED Young man wants clerical pos-itloj
Aionquerqnet, w. aT,
best references. Box 10, rare Journal
WANtBD Position by an experienced
:
CARPENTERING.
clerk lit general merchandise.
FOR. CA WEXTER work, reasonable. Drop Special- on' dry gnoda Beet reference. Court-tr- y
'
Addrees J. J. B.. car Journal.
preferred.
wrtn,rirfl. tmw

Wanted

rVeycearV3raNryfNlws
cra m

'

y

ti

-

ATCIUSON, TOPRRA a SANTA FM BAlXc
WAa CUL
Westboand.
'
'
No,
Class.
Arrivea
Departs,
1. The Boost
7:10 pm. 1:3 pm.
California Limited. . ,lt:46am. ll:4SDm.
T, Fargo
Fast
..10:45am. 11:11 am.
I. The Navajo
1:11am. i:l am
aValAbanaA.

-

....

'
I0L Kl Paao Kxpreea
pea.
107. Kl Paso, Express ..
UUIaax,
XaitbonaaV
10. The Soout
T:IIam. t:tl am.
1:0 Dm. 1:40 Dim.
1 The Navalo .
4. California Limited.. 1:00 pm. 1
I Santa
Blb.i. t:Cl pea. M:H mm,
'f- Mm Boath.'
tla, Kansas City and chlcetgo,

l:ll

......

im, SmMst

at

i Chistct

f

im mm.
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Albuquerque Morning Journal,

OUR

Becomes a Star in a Day
CEOWDEfi REFUSES

SCOTT EXPLAINS

POM!

WHY COURTESY IS

IK

the Machine
Running Without Friction;
World's. Greatest Heroes

ft Is What Keeps

(Ry MaJ. Gen. Hugh L. Scott.)
People who know little of army life
are sometimes astonished at the great
cure exercised by army officers in
teaching military courtesy to those
who come from' civil life to join this
great American army of ours. courtesy
It may seem strange that
should he needed in an army organized expressly for the purpose of dearmy trained to
feating an enemy, an
the minute in the newest methods of
offense and defense to wipe out the
power of the Hun, and make the
world n plaqo of peace and liberty
where men, women and children may
pursue their own happiness without

machine

running

,III!ispiJf
W

'

If

4

'

$

I

u

V
4 cis-

BASIARAleASJUIQM

smoothly

superior must
obeyed quickly and willingly or tho
whole fabric of the nation falls to
this

--

l.o

pieces.
The people of the United States are
taught to respect constituted authority, and to be obedient to it, otherwise

;

high-price-

d

ESCAPE TIIU HBAT

THE METHOD
a military necessity. Americans eat potatoes Instead of wheat,
dip carefully into the sugar bowl,
make their clothes last longer, save
their Income above bare need for
government' funds, set their clocks
an hour earlier, cultivate the home
garden, preserve fruits against tne
winter, calculate their household
provision, regulate their expenditures of money and food and en
As

ergy.
Allied strategy shapes the rood
conservation campaign.
Military urgency gives force to
levery food regulation.
All needs oeno to army require
ments.
Moving the army, equip
ping the army, supplying the army,
sustaining the army the array's
needs always come first.
Food, iron, wool. . leather onr
labor, our strength, our hopes, our
prayers the army has first claim
on all.
Vessel room omits the number of
men we can send; cargo space limits the food and equipment we can
gtve them, the munitions we can
put in their hands.
War dictates ail exports and Im
ports. War governs our shipments
of wheat and meat, oar consump
tion of sugar, our allowance of cof
fee. War needs rule our eating and
needs fix what
roimj without War we
we shall wear, what
shall spend
what w shall sav. War needs di
to
the last detail.
rect ear Imni
Caorylnr capacity seta the margins
tot oaiat; or smnf op.
"i

rtnvriir

at

12:45

M. ami enjny the

1

mm nmm

HMH

New Mexico Headquarters
ABSOLUTELY

-

touurrow. California's fascinating; summer playground. "Tho center of summer attractions and sporting events." Surf bathing, plunge bathing, yachting, . boating, deep sea
fishing, surf and pier fishing, tennis, golf, motoring, dancing, horseback riding, count-tes- s
amusements, promenade attractions, daily band concerts, boat trips. The always
delightfully cool resort where pleasure seekers congregate. Excellent hotel, apartment
and cottage facilities. Write for illustrated folders on Recreations Homes and Industries, h. W. Ballard, Secretary, Chamber ot Commerce, Long Beach, Cal.

6S6 ROOMS-- all
FIREPROOF
with private bathi. Conducted on both th
European and American plan.
Hotel Clark In situated In ttre heart of the
city, near beautiful Central Park. Cars to
Beaches, Mounialna. etc., from Hill Street Station dlreatly opposite hotel. European plan
Tariff from 11.60 per day. New Meilco patronage
solicited. Illustrated folder upon request.

"Visit the. Grill." P. M. Diminlck, Leasee

'J

E NEMY TRIES TO
FREE AUTO BUS FROM DEPOT
TO POPULAR

and so

there would

be no government,
In the army, military courtesy

teaches

INSPIRE 'IIOPLE

the soldier to respect the officers who
are in command, and who thus repre
sent authority: for if such cannot bt

d
obeyed quickly and willingly,
loyally, the whole army fabric also falls to pieces.
Now, there is another thing that
military cburiesy docs; it makes him
friends among his fellow soldiers; To
the young man who is going to take
his place in the great American army
which is fighting for freedom and
liberty, tho best advice that I can give
is to conje into the camp resolved to
bo courteous, to keep his temper, to
check the impulse to answer back in
a fresh and impudent way when he Is
told to do something that he does not
quite understand or like to do.
When avoung man Is resentful of
orders, impudent and unthankful, wo
f reshness in the
say ne is ' rresii.
army is a crime, both against his officers and against all his comrades.
Freshness certainly is not tho "spirit
.
of 1918."

MRS, HAZEL CARTER

DIESATLORDSBUR'G
tT

HORNINa JOURNAL

special LIAHO WIRfl

Douglas, Ariz., July 11. Mrs. Hazel
Carter, who last fall went with an infantry regiment from Douglas' to
France disguised as a soldier, died at
Lordsburg, N. M., today and the body
will be brought here tomorrow by the
lied Cross society for burial.
Mrs. Carter's husband was a corporal in the regiment with which his
wife went to Europe and still is in
France. Her identity and sex were
not discovered until shortly after the
ship bearing the troops reached its
destination and she was sent back to
the United States on a returning
-

m

Blf FALSE CLAIMS
(

MORNINO JOURNAL RACIAL

LRARID WIRI1

Amsterdam, July 11 (by the Associated Press.) NcwHiwipers in Germany

have published the y figures recently
given out by Secretary of War Baker
as to the number .ofi Americans sent
overseas, but heretofore they have

practically refrained from comment.
The only expert military voice heard
so far is that if Lieuttcnant General
von Ardenne, who, in the Dusseldorf
Nachrichten comforts! his German
,
readers by saying:
"In fact only two or three divisions
have made their presence felt. The
rest has been occupied', in building
railroads, factorios and ammunition
depots. It is, however, no matter ot
quantity but of quality."
Continuing, General von Ardennt
says:
"American troops have been mixed,
with French and English units, as
shown by the repeated attacks neat
Chateau Thierry. A million American
soldiers need, according to Secretary
Baker, four million tons, and that
these are unavailable is shown by the
course of the
war."
General von Ardenne concludes his
article w ith , some alleged statements
by America n'. pf WojheVs about tho "artificiality of American war

u
m

"Two-nit-

"

Red Cross Club.

FIFTH SIHearMAIN

m

RATES $f044o$3$?

ABSOLUTELY

PER DAY

FIRE PROOF

-

THE RESULTS

EUROPE'S NEEDS
In fainting Belgium, 1,600,000
stand daily in line for a morsel
of bread and a sup of soup.
In France, the bread ration,
which is half their living, is cut
down
England has cut down sugar
one half; France and Italy allow
one pound a month for each person.
one-thir- d.

European countries are
eating war bread mixed with all
the substitutes it will stand.
Meat In all countries is strictly
ona
about
rationed
usually
pound a week for each person.
All

some estimate
Multitudes
in Europe have died
for want of food since war began.
All Allied Europe depends on
food from America.
,, ,
.

,.

V

larger.
The wholesale price of flour ati
Minneapolis on May 16, 1917. thai
date of the Food Administrator's appointment, was 116.75; on May 4.
1918, It was $9.80, a decrease of
$6.95 or 41 per cent
On May 15, 1917, the difference,
between what the farmer got fos
his wheat and the wholesale prloa
of flour was equivalent to $5.88 per
barrel while on May 4, 1918, thta
difference amounted to only '
The Index number of producers
prices for Marrh, 1918, shows an
Increase of 27 per cent over
August, 1 91 7 while the Index number of consumers' prices docreasedS
It per cent.
From July 1, 1917. to March SI.
) 91 8, we have exported to our Allle-80,000,000,
bushejs of wheat 'and
flour, or 124 per cent, of ths
amount available for export on July
1, while a year ago during the same
Allies
period we exported to th
only 61 per cent, of the "amount
available foi export on July 1.
The wholesale price of refined)
sugar at the end of April. 1 917, wan
7.1 cents per pound while a year
ago It was 8. ft cents per pound.
decrease of 11 per sent . In tlx
same period the margta between-thprice of raw and refined pagwij
cental
has been reduced from
'v
t M cent par bound.
,

wheat that
America
war needs may be met every grain
the ships can carry is needed to
hold Intact the armies of France
and England and Italy and to save
Belgium from starving.
America is sending beef and pork
to the limit of shipping capacity to
sustain the armies and the allies.
America to denying herself coffee,
doing without tropical fruits and oriental luxuries to release shipping
Is giving up

;

for war.
are shaping ' their
Americans
traffic to supply the nation's needs,
to maintain the strength of millions without waste, to provision
the community at the least cost
Nations at war have-beelearn
ing and doing these things through
three terrible years. America also is
learning ana doing.

'

.

.

j
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BROADWAY" SEVENTH

The canter ol shopping, butineu and
district. Convenient to all car lines.
300 outside rooms with private bath. Eu
ropean plan Rates $1 .50 and up. Dining
room service refined and excellent. Free
Baa from Depot Folder upon request.
WILLIAM R. FLOOD. Manager.
J. B. LANKERSH1M, Owner.

K0MIB
iia.aj.v

SAN FRANCISCO
. HOTEL STEWART
for a Cool, Interesting and Inexpensive Vacation

s

11

laiiL--

-

,

Scamp

eabnv s homfI

M

EXCEPTIONAL SPECIAL SUMMER.RATES

for good accommodations from $1.50 a day up. Breakfast 35c and 60c (Sundays 7&cX Lunch 60c, Dinner 61 (Sundays 8125).
The STEWART on Geary Street, Just off Union Square is close to everything
worth while. Municipal car line passes the door, Stewart Motor Bui meets
principal trains and steamers.

ill

16 DH1AND FOR TflXTIOHEEDS
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PEIEN I

MILLIONS BE
BY

II

d
Millions o people have tnken
hardly a day passes that does
not bri'iiR forth hundreds of! grateful
statements
from . all parts of ' the
United States andCanada, each and
every one telling off the remarkable
powers ot the ..medicine.
AmonK the vast number of Interest
Ins; statements recently received Is
that of E. S. Fields, an employe of the
Cosdon till licflning company, resid
ing at 1233 Forrest street, Tulsa,
Okla., who In conversation with one of
the clerk's In Roy Gettman's Rexall
store, on January 19th, 1918, said:
"After soinir all winter so crippled
with rheumatism- that I could hardly
stay on the job, I started taking'Tan-la- c
and have gained thirty pounds
Rnd do as big a day's work as ever l
could.
"I had an awful time with my stomach, for nearly everything I would eat
gave me misery from Indigestion. My
nerves were torn all to pieces and I
was shnkv and Irritable. I was weak
and wornout ay the time and was
hardly fit for anything at all. T saw-smuch in the papers about Tanlac
and how it hud helped people I know,
that I tried it myself.
"I weighed one hundred and fifty-fiv- e
pounds when I began using Tanlac and I now weigh one hundred and
eighty-fivMy appetite has come
nacK in mil force, the rheumatism and
Indigestion have disappeared and 1
feel Just fino. Wheo I found how
Tanlao was helping me, I told my
friends about it and many of them ars
tuklng it with splendid results."
'Tanluc is sold in Albuquerque al
the Alvarado Pharmacy. Adv.

11

USE

CLARY 1
X. M.

HEAIKH AUTEIiSl
800 all
(lulalda rooms, each with private bsth.
On a cklrect car line to all points ot
Interest and within walking distance
Home-likof shops and
theaters.
Its
with a personality distinctively
own. TurlfT, Eur. plan, S3 to s per
day. Amer. plan, i per day up. Fireproof Kuraso nearby.
MnnUKoment of Ohsidinh Rich

M.CM.

A class "A" fireproof structure,

asmialIrTaAslISIa.s-lllllir-

VETO POWER

.
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MM

ON

MEXICAN EDITORS
RAILROAD

(V

BOATINC3

--

fO

a.

Rasehsrt svarywnsro west
BIG
, somsatsat
tractlonesn.
PAY.
GREAT
OPPORTUNITY NOW
t
OFFERED VnUNO MEN la thli arm trada. Waatar.
Lariaat and Moat Reliable Trad" School has Inaugurated a special conns
In Tractlonaartni and can PERFECT YOU as an expert. Wrlto for 64- page caiaiog.
naiiunal automotive SCHOOL,
Flluaroe, at Eighth street. Los Anfelaa, Cal.

BENEFITED

Exports of pork, prod nets tor
March, 1918, were over SO per centi
larger than for any previous month
in the past seven years and almost.
three times as rreat as the- hurtaee
amount exported In any month !a'
the four years before Jl&.
Exports of beef products fop
March. 1918. were over JO per eenC
larger than for any previous month
in the past seven years' and more
than twice as great as the highest
amount exported in any month In.
the four years before 1915. ,
Exports of rye and rye flour rrom.
the beginning of the fiscal year,,
July 1, 1917, through March, 118.
are 13 per cent, larger than last,
year; of barley 65 per cent, largerti
of oats and oatmeal 14 per cent,

-

-
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Join the

LOS ANGELES
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cheer-fully'an-

THE AIMS
By willing service of a free people to
do these things:
tlo feed the Allies that they may
continue to fight.
To feed the hungry In Belgium and
other lands that they may continue to live.
To feed our own soldiers overseas
that they may want nothing.
To keep prices steady and the flow
of distribution even that the poor
at home may be nourished nor
feel the pinch of hunger.

Yuu can leave Albuqucrciuo today
cool sea breezes at

refreshing

MLPS.

Tan-lacen-

pir

-Svk

Health, Beach and Mountain Resorts and Solve "That Outing Problem." Literature and Full Infor- mation by Writing Direct, or at
FREE INFORMATION BUREAU AT OFFICE OF THE MORNING JOURNAL

Remarkable Gain Of Thirty
Pounds By Tulsa Man
Striking Example,

.

n-lh-

Read the Announcements of California's Famous Hotels

,'

OneSfear of Food Administration

i

nna

o

WlRttl

CCIAI.

Barbara Castleton's rise to the position of a star in the moving picture
world reads like an old fairy tale.
star wag temBecause a
peramental and failed to keep her engagements in an important picture
from a novel of Uronson Howard, and
a second star proved to be as unreliable, Miss Castleton, who had a minor valuable helpers.''
pari ,wus picked out for the lending
role. Now she is doing such roles regularly for the World Film

without friction.
If officers anil men were only courteous to each other on parade or on
occusions of ceremony, there would
be nothing left of the army in a
month.
Tempers would be worn to
a frazzle, orders would be resented,
every soldier would be fighting- with
his bunkie, to say nothing of the helpless rage of the officers trying to keep
in order a lot of cranky men, who instead of being trained to fight the enemy, would be always looking for a
fight amongst themselves.
Then courtesy means respect to superiors, and if you will think of the
army as a great family, you will understand what I mean when I say "respect to superiors." I mean the same
kind of respect that you would give
to your father or your mother, or to
older people generally.
The senior is always respected in
the army, and for very good reasons.
Ho' represents authority, first of all
the authority of his rank, and he is
entitled to courtesy therefore. Then
he represents the president of the
United States, and as such, of course,
he is entitled to respect and courtesy.
And last of all, and best of all, he
represents the authority of the great
American people, for In this country
all power cornea from the people.

Therefore

1 MOKNtNO JOUMNAl

When AhJ listant Secretary Qualey
took ud tin? question with General
Crowder, he found that situation had
,J?en canvass ?d thoroughly before the
July call wa placed, ana una to relieve conditions in the spTing wheat
s lates as far ai' possible entralnment in
t'.'iat section was ordered to begin July
2? jnstead of 'July 5 and 15, as else- whvare. More tlian this, it was stated,
the .needs of tho army would not al
'
low.
"Ft rmcrs confronted with the prob
lem o,f harvesting wheat when somt
of thel'r help rwill be called to. the colors should receive Inspiration from
the wlteat Rrowers of the' central
state," aaid Mr. Ouslcy today.
"In June the farmers of,' that sec
tion faced tho; same situatiom, yet every acre of. gralin was cut anil shocked.
The city peophe with farm experience
responded to tthe call for help and
were organized, into "shock troops,'
and went intc the harvest fields. From
Ohio to Iowa, lioys responded loyally
and farmers found tficm willing and

fear.

army

Tawurioo

DRAFT

"Washington,, July 11. In response
to ai request fAir postponement of the
July .draft call In tho northwest where
wheat it reuMv for harvest, rrovosi
Marshal Ucieral Crowder has in
formed the .department of aurioultur
that the military program will not
permit of de lay in filling the monthly
demand for drafted men..

Have Been Polite,

And yet, If the personalities of
great fifihtcrs are examined, they will
be found almost without exception
to be the kindest, most courteous and
chivalrous characters of history.
There are Innumerable stories told
of the courtesy of the world's great
soldiers, from Hannibal down through
the ages to Washington, Grant and
the other great heroes of our own beloved nation.
In civil life, the man who Is polite frets far more attention, far more
respect and Is obeyed far more readiwho is impolite.
ly than the 'man
There Is a feeling of admiration for
the man who Is courteous. I do not
mean just polish, Just surface politer
ness, but the real courtesy that is the
result of genuine kindness and kindly
feeling for his fellowmen.
The courteous man is not polite just
for the sake of the admiration his politeness brings. He is polite because,
he cannot
help it. He has been
trained to be polite, It is part of his
character. He believes In it, and he
is right, for he knows that politeness
works.
Now, if this is so in civil life, It is
more than ever so in military life.
It is courtesy that keeps the great

12, 1918.
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KIIKUMATIC AM) KIDXEY IM.S.
Are you troubled with rheumatism,
kidney or bladder ejections? Any such
symptoms as swollen .muscles or joints.
backache, headache, dizziness, nervousness, played-ou- t
feeling, urinary Irregularity, puffinosB under the eyes?
You need Foley' Kidney Pills. Mrs,
Frank P. Wood, n. F. D. 2, Morrill,
Maine, writes: "! found relief as soon
as I began taking Foley Kidney Pills.
My husband also received much benefit from them. Ha was so lame he
could not stoop over; now he feels no
pain." Sold everywhere.

Tell it through the classified
columns of The Journal. Results are quick and' certain.

BILL

MORNINO JOURNAL SFSCIAL LtASSO WIRS1

Washington,
July 11.- President
Wilson today vetoed the resolution
adopted by congress lust week, extending .the time In which the railroad
administration might relinquish control of lines not wanted In the federal
system.
The veto had been expected because
of a provision added to the bill which
was construed as meaning
hat the
government would have to resume
possession of a large number of short
line railroads relinquished a few hours
before cdngress passed the bill.
Many, If not all feeders main lines,
the president said in his veto message,
are very essential, but there are about
1,700 short lines which are merely private Industrial conveniences which
have not been taken into the federal
system. He pledged the railroad administration to a policy which will be
fair to essential short lines. Individual arrangements should be made with
each of these companies, however, the
president said.

WITH VISIT HERE
EST

MONNIN. JOURNAL SPSMAL LSASSD WINS)

El l'aso, Tex., July 11. Finishing
their tour of the Vnlted States as
guests of the government Saturday,
the Mexican editors here today en
route to San Antonio, expressed a wish
that a similar delegation of Americas
editors might visit Mexico and Inform
the people of the United States' as t;
the true conditions In their republic.
This statement was made- by Leo D.
Walker, editor of El Progreso, of Mon- orey, acting as spokesman for the ed
itors.
Asked what the editors thought of
President Wilson, after meeting him
Editor
personally In Washington,
Walker said?
"We love him. He Is a great man
and a" true friend of our Mexico."
He said they had found nothing but
the most friendly sentiment toward
Mexico throughout the United States.
They were especially pleased at the
EL PASOANS GREET
action of the United States in permitand
ting corn, manufactured
MEXICAN EDITORS other commodities to be goods
exported to
Mexico as an evidence of the friend(SPICIAL DISPATCH TO MORNtN. JOUAMALj
ship for Mexico expressed by the presEl l'aso, Tex., July 11. Brig. Gen. ident at Washington.
.'
Robert L. Howze, commander ol! the
El Paso district, metvthe delegation
.loins Y. M. C. A. Workers.
of Mexican editors who are 'touring
Carlsbad, N., M
July, 11. Guy
.he Vnlted States as the guests of the Reed, a
prominent Eddy county attorafthis
arrival
their
government, upon
ney and well known throughout the
ternoon.' Officers ol the El Paso and state,
has gone to Princeton. N.' J
of Commerce were New York. Reed has received an apChambers
Juarez
BIG DAMAGE FROM
also at the station as was) also Andreas
;
pointment to the Y. M. C. A.
Mexican consul general. They
FROST IN BRAZIL Garcia,
remained here but fifteen minutes, HOW SHE IUNISTIES BACKACHE.
Mrs. Effle E. Kieppe, Averlll. Minn.,
leaving for San Antonio. ' They are
1ST MORNINO. JOURNAL
IPfCIAL LSA8KO Wlttll
scheduled at o return to Mexico at La- writes: "I was at a sanitarium three
11.Tremendous
Washington, July
'
weeks at one time, two weeks another
,
dumage from frost In Brazil was re- redo Saturday.
' announce- time, for rheumatism and kidney trou'
state
The
department's
ble and got no relief. On my return
In
ported today
official, dispatches.
Mexican 'embargo on home I began using Foley Kidney Pills
I'nusual freezing temperatures In Sao ment that-thTaulo have ruintd the youncr coffee corn, manufactured articles and oth- and found Immediate relief f a half
er commodities would- be lifted, was bottle completed the cure."- This Is
plantations and reduced the producwonderful
tion of old plantations to an estimated the most pleasing feature of ths won- further proof "hat these,
derful trip through the United States. pills give relief where other treat60 per cent of normal until 1921.
sore,
ments
fall.
for
weak,
Unequaled
J. ' Munos. Domingues, speaking for aching kidneys, bladder, back, mtlscl'U
the
JournvJ Wa,0t A4
delegation,
result,
i
.
Of Jolntf. ol4 overyw&ere.
iT
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FAYW00D

HOT SPRINGS

For Rheumatism, Stomach Troubles, Kidney Aliments, Inflammations, Arterial Hardening, Locomotor Ataxia, Nervous Breaking,
etc.
Perfect Treatment, Perfect
Climate. Health. Pleasure, Large
Modern Hotel. Booklet.
Round
trip to Faywood from Albuqu.rque
11.70.

T. C. McDERMOTT
FAYWOOD, N.
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Never

You'll

Bake Another Cake
V

ifter you've tried these. That's what
one of our customers told her friend.
And she knew what she was talking
about, for at first she was decidedly
skeptical regarding; any baking done
outside the home. But .why praise
our baking T Try some plea and
cake and you'll do the praising.

Pioneer Bakery
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